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A POLARZING&REIFORCED-aBROAD-BAND AXIOTT)M PANEL

INTRODUCTION

The panel to b-e described below, wbile mt ariglmaUy
intended for radome use, midght nevertheless be of interest im radomnes
for the following reasons:

a.* The panel can be used in its present form to obtain circular
polarization over a broad-band of frequencies.

b. The metallic sheets could serve as reinforcing for the panel.
S c. The combination of ani~otropic dielectric with tin rnstallic

I- shets mghtthrouh moificaton of the prevent pawel, effect f
an improvement in the transmission parameters of the panel.I

theThe panel consists of an ani-,tropic dielectric writh ein
tey direction greater than e. in the x idrection, propagatiou through

the pr,%-el being in the Z directiox. At intervals along the y .axis there
are imbedded in tht panelI metallic sheets whose planes are parallel to
the X-Z plaue. A y oriented linearly polarized wave is not affected by
the m-etallic sheeats, its propagation constant in the panel beingy determined
e and w~. An X orienated linearly polarized wave has a propagaticon constant
i1 t-~he panal which is affected by the rmotallic sheets as well a! by ex and ca.t
The X oriented wave, whlile in the panel, is in effect in a wave guide whoge
cut-~off wave leangth is twice tha electrical distar -e between metallic cheets.
Becausie of this and because ~> e the curves of propagation constants vs
frequency are very nearly p-aalel to each other over a broad band ot
fi'equeacies. B~y properly chfa3ka- the panel thickness a differential phase

4shift of 90O can be ot~tained for the x and y oriented waves. it a waveN 41
linearly polarized at an ;angle of approximately 450 with respect to the y '.
axis ie incident -torinally upoa the panel, a circularly polarized wave will
be transmitted through the parnel.

I'userip~t relemi~sd by' t.La editoiz 24 3'ul.y 1956 for publiestion as a WAWl
TevJbcala Es3port* I

WAX TH l56-393, vo1 x
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ANALYSIS

Figure I shows the Important dmnenuions of ft panel and In
addition shows a plane Unearly pl•arizer: wave lucid ent UPo oft face of
the panel. This wave Ua electric field components E. anadL both being
equal in magnitude And in time phase with each other. =daIy ftese two
components should be transmitted with no attenuation, but with a 90O

-• •" differential phase shift iu time between the emerging field.

' ' ! A

/Ey Conducting
IA. ! Sheets

-'... s, m smi~n m. n.. ues.e. K •

- r/

•,,

I Vpr 2 ~f-v h laacntrt for the~ x and y polarived waves.

. The frequeacy 0 is tZ•, foa v.nc, at fvhidh thus lopoo of the two curves are
I•• .. . This3 1 t.au a3 tho center of a frequ-ucy baud over Vhich the .6

d'ffertnn"L ph:e conaitnut is very ueaxly couatant. Tlho phze constante are Y
given by

a %:
'in.

whore X i. the free space wave length of the wave. Letting 7k denote the free '

eppace wavelength at the center frequency uo then,

'~L= Tfl 56-393, Vol 1 2 t'
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1000

K; 000

* 0
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2a F 1U3
I 0

At'. thi waeent th ifrnil-ac oaai sI 4---

(kx

At thisr woavele vhte a 00differential pha-ýse shift at (he wave

t enath \o it is necessary to choose A so that I (Ap) rrftZ. When t~hiu to do

qiky kx
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In order to have good transmission through the panel it it
necessary to match the two free space regions separated by the panel
from each other. For ie y cumponent this can be done at the center
frequency by making pyo I ni where n Is an Integer. When this Is
done,

-V.

For the x component at center frequency, the guide impedance '
in the panel is set equal to that of free space. Upon doing Wet, !i

ko yZa 4(;:-) 7

4-... 4,..t

The four conditions set forth in equations 3, 5, 6 and 7 when
solk--..d for a, 1, k. and k yield.,

ZnA

S=k k (9) 2ky x•.

a (10)

(11) -1

2 kx

"For exa• ple at Xo 3.00 cm if n 3 there results,

kx = 1.20 a = 3.35 cm, 1.32 inches)

k = 1.44 1 = 3.75 cm, = 1.477 inches)

band of igure 3 shows the calculated axial ratio for this. panel over a

"band of frequencies from to mc.

EXP2 RI•MENrAL RESULTS

"Ueing polystyrene and polyfoam it was not possible to construct an
:~.: artificial aniuotropic dielectric with the above relative dielectric constants.

Instead a pauel was constructed using an anisotropic dielectric haviug the

p'.:,

'aw a 9 vol i

k. .%
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maximum ratio k1ckx obtainable from polystyrene and polyfoam. This panel.

the dimeusonsaf Q wbinh. are tabulated in Table I, is shown in figure 4.

Table I

Dimensions of Experimental Panel

ky=1.795 a=Z.64cm Io= 2.70cm

kX = 1.470 1-Z.5 cm

The experimental and calculated performance of this panel is shown In
figure 5 where the wave incident upon the panel emanates fi-om a 4" x
'horn pltace several inches from the panel. The horn was loaded with
absorbing material to absorb any cross polarized reflection from the
window . These tests were made with the wave normally incident upon
"the horn.

Transmission coefficients have been calculated for this panwl
at 8.80 kmc. They are 1.00 for both the y polarized and x polarized waves,
both waves being norivilly incident on the panel. Transmission coefficients
were measured for angles of incidence up to 300 as shown in figure 6. It
was not possible to go beyond this since the panel was too small. The trans-
mission coefficients slightly in excess of unity are caused by a focusing
effect of the panel. The rays emanate from acine poict on the throat of the
horn and are refracted toward the normal in the panel. After emerging .-
from the pauel, they appear to emanate .rom a "virtual" source somewhat ..

closer to the panel than the actual source. f
C C This panel, which contains metallic sheets as an integral part

of the panel, offers come interesting possibilities for pqssible radome use. .

Further analysis and experimental work will have to be done in order to
0• achieve those transmission properties which are desirable for radomes,

SI, IN

IZA
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THE DIELECTRIC TENSOR OF ALTERNATING-LAYER MATERIAL
WITH APPLICATION TO HONEYCOMB AND BROADBAND RADOI4ES

Jack Kotik

TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP

Dielectric honeycomb material has attracted radome fabri-
cators because of its high strength-weight ratios (in sandwich form).
Rational design of such radomes requires that the effect of honey-
comb on microwaves be calculable. If the ratio of cell size to
wavelength Ia small enough, the honeycomb will act as a homogeneous
anisotropic material. We shall calculate it. constitutive tensors

fd We first calculate the constitutive tensors of alter-
nating-layer medium, which is shown in Fig. 1.

'" .

Static (long-wavelength)
considerations indicate that

..d IL
where fi- + 2 ' " is the dielectric constant for parallel

to the z-axis and 8E is t-e dielectric constant for F normal to
the z-axis. The direction of propagation is quite immaterial, so
that in the coordinate system of Figure 1, -he elements of U are

"= axx E , and the other elements vanish. The
results Hr f. are completely similar. Formulas 1.1, 1.2 are
essentially the formulas for condensers in parallel and in series.
This rapid derivation gives results which can be obtained in a
more rigorous manner, as in Q.SR No. 1 on AF33(616)-2973. 4

•'A

"",D•* TR 56.393, Vol I 10
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I Honeycomb can be analyzed by diss-ction. Invoking sym-
metry we may take as a unit cell the following:

4'.

4 do'

Subcells , 's will be in parallel (series) for E parallel to
x,z (y). Cell ,1 is alternating-layer material, and hence

e . Ex, , z are given in terms of 1.1, 1.2. Observing that
-the cl may itself be bisected, and that the result is almost

@ -" a unit cell (although not a natural one) of alternating-layer
material, we have

2.1 Ccoce2e(~ (.1 sin K
2.2 C,ýiD2 c A C032 Ko~g

2.3 ezm Ir

where r , %es are determined from 1.1, 1.2 using the geometry
of the preceeding figure. The quantities d", d• , d' d" depend on
the details of the circleu region and details of the cell bouncar-
ies, but for ordinary. honeycomb in which d"(( d, the uncer-
tainty is sriall. The sjbceils are combined to give

"2.4 f X

4. 2.5 f c'E -
2.5 yY

2.6. ;z Z f f Z, where

• d."4" ctl
., di + dq

This analysis is rough but may be expected to be rather accurate
for 4A d( ; naturally it is most accurate when XY7 ? .

Measurements at WADC on a sample having 1I 1,
42  1 (1 t .o1ilj ) yielded 1 10 J, 1E 1.15, ez = 1.20.

There is generally some uncertafnty re•vrdyng d? , d• because
of the way in which the fiberglass is Impxtegnated with resin_
However, the value of d2 was believed to lie in the range .005" -

WADO TH 56.393., Vol x 1.



.008". Theory yields the following values:

.006" 1.097 1.L35 1.184
S006•" 1.1i0•1.0 1. •14 1.198
.007 1.111 1.158 1.213

The values for d2 = .0065' agree very well with the measured
values. Additional information may be found in QSR No. 1 on
AF33(616)--2973. Formulas for transmission through anisotropic
multilayers may be found in the report, "The Propagation of Elec-
tromagnetic Waves Through Anisotropic .ultilayers* by S. Cutler,
AFI9(oO0)-1307.

Alternating-layer material, in which one layer is thin
Isay .010" - .020") and made of fiberglass and the other is thicker
tsay .050" - .100") and made of foam, has been used in the construc-
tion of wideband radomes. Our previous results can be used to ob-
tain a simple analysis of such radomes. In the frequency band for
which both layers are thin this radome wall is simply a slab of
horoogeneous anisotropic material with p7 - 1 and • given by 1.1
1.2. For instance, if dl = .050", CI = 1.07, d2 - .010", F -

we have x - -. 558

G.=- E 4 .r 1.219

We see that the high transmission in the low-frequency band is due
to low dielectric constant rather than any "tuning" effect associ-
ated with the multilayer, and that a transmission calculation
based on • is simpler than the conventional calculation.

Redheffer has also investigated a slab of alternating-
layer material (with layers parallel to the slab boundaries),
f roir a d.fferent point of view, and found that it is equivalentSto a homogeneous isotropic slab having RI anm a different thick-
Sness. This result is surprising but correct and merely indicates
that the "natural" equivalent of alternating-layer medium is aniso-
tropic, as in Section 1. "Natural" means that thickness and the
property t 4 = 1 are preserved. The situation may be cogently
f frinulated via the following equivalence:

An anisotropic slab with thickness d and

0)

wpherl =ia1x as the same (complex) transmission coef-
f icient at -pol. (all and • ) as the isotropic slab having e

V TR:6-393. Vol 1 2-
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IC. dlr.T
a. d the. same (coknlex) transmiasion coe•t•toent at It -po!. (all a

a "nd (a) as the isotropic slab having

(II). • .e ' , E x . A . 'W i , _d /v4

where ) . Hence a polarization-

independent equivalence is posslble only for those special media

having 'r, , or jar . where a is a scalar.

I
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STREAMLINED LENS-RADOMES

Alan F. Kay

TECHNICAL RESEARCH GROUP

The conventional antenna used with a _dCome is a parabo-
loidal dish and reed. The feed serves as a source of spherical
waves and the dish focuses or collimates this energy into locally
plane waves which travel out into space. The function of the
radome in this process is to act as if it were not there. A focus-.
ing element of another type occasionally used instead of the dish
is a dielectric lens. At the same time the lens action of radomes
with intentional or unintentional tapers has frequently been observed.
It seems natural to ask if it is not possible to combine the funo-.
tion of the-dieleetric housing, the radome, and the antenna focus-
ing element into a single unit, a "lens-radome".

In a certain sense, "lens-radomes" have been uaed before..
Any time a dielectric lens is used in a flush mounted application
"or without a radome, the focusing and housing functions are being
performed by a single component. But such applications are not
the ones in which radomes have difficult problems. For one thing,,
until now lens-radomes have not been streamlined. Their exterior
surfaces have been flat, almost flat, or at most, spherical.

An example of the latter, which we will refer to a num-
ber of times again, is the Luneberg lens. Let me recall (Slide 1)
that a Luneberg lens is a spherically symmetric lens whose index
of refraction (which is the square root of the relative dielectric
constant) varies radially from a maximum of r2 at the center to a
value unity on the outer surface following the law n2 a 2 - (r/a)2 ,
where a is the radius. On the basis of geometrical optics, a
point source placed on the surface of the Luneberg lens focuses
into a plane collimated beam. Because of the spherical symmetry,
the beam will scan throughout all space without distortion if the
source traverses the surface of the lens appropriately.

Lunebergs have been built and tested at many laboratories
and have been found to operate well in the microwave range up to
frequencies above X band. Some of you who have had so little luck 0
with geometrical optics in radome error analysis, mwa be skeptical
of a purely optical deslgn working so well in this case. A proof
that geometrical and physical optics are quite accurate for the
Luneberg lens has been obtained by Henry Jasik, who in his doctoral
thesis at P.I.B. gave an exact electromagnetic solution of radia-
tion from both a dipole and an omnidirectional source on the sur-
face of a Luneberg lens. Jasik compared this solution with the
physical optics solution and found no practical difference for the
main lobe and the first side lobes for the case of a lens as small
as 2 1/2 wavelengths in diameter. Unlike conventional radomes a
Luneberg lens has a slowly varying refractive index. There are
no index discontinuities and the maximum index value is relatively
small. 0
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The reason I have spent a little t talking about the
Luneberg lens is that I want to desuribe t dsigns Cor stream-.
lined lens-radomes of which the Luneberg 3ý U a special non-
streamllned-case. Before doing so, I v14 Ifte to dibcuss
briefly the preliminary consideratlorm v* Ud us to this design.
To begin with, our ultimate goal has beemn axtafly symmetric di-
electric lens-radome, with fineness ratiin = blo as 3 to 1,
capable of scanning to ±- 450, and usable In apieations where
there are weight, strength, thermal and e l problems, as well
as electrical transmission and boresightiM rapirments.

Certain theoretical considerato as well as the weight
of exper!.ence, shows that only the Luneberg low and certain modi-
fications of the Luneberg which are also spreally symmetrical

,.V can achieve perfect focusing for a range o xuma angles. We thus
consider designs which focus approximately tbchout a scanning
range. We have restricted our attention HprInrily to a two dimen-
sional analysis in the plane of the feed ofrt. Considerations
under this two dimensional restriction are wfl•ient to show that
most design approaches are unsatisfactory-.. n ier of design
procedures were considered at first. Thee utilized homogeneous,
multilayered, and continuously varying Indiinb. The continuously

*3 varying indices included radial variation, It variation both
axial and transverse, and combinations of all a these. In every
case, a particular type of index variationas cusidered first,
then some criterion of focusing and scannim ia employed such as
two or three point correction or the Abb6 si vndition, and then
the ray paths were determined. Let mee cal lia the "anallytic-al"
approach. These attempts were abandoned fw em or more of thefollowing reasons: Inadequate streamlin etational complex-
ity, inadequate scanning range, or impractim-i Index values.

The design which has proved most sveftwful and which I
shall discuss today reverses the anal7sis pedue. We start by
choosing a field of curves which, if they ure rays, Nould mean
good focusing and scanning properties. The we 'synthesize" a
variable refractive index such that the ras associated with this
index are the chosen curves. We thereby realln the desirable
focusing and scanning properties.

Let me Illustrate this method with an example (Slide 2).
Suppose we would like the outer surface of t !eas-radome to be
an ellipse given by equation (1) where the source, or feed phase
center, is at the point (-1,0). Observe that for A sufficiently
large, the fineness ratio is as large as y•o please. Now we want
a failly of rays whiuh focus and imply sow amning ability. We
choose the family of ellipses specified by a Waseaeter t in equa-
tion (2), where 0 is the angle that the ray mkes with the axis

", at the source. These curves were chosen for a numer of ,reasons:

"(1) they focus, that is they all start fry. the axial
feed point and emerge at the outer surface of the lens

*4 parallel to the axis.

(2) they satisfy the Abb6 sine condition. This conditicn
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implies that when the feed point is moved off the axis for a
short distance the beam will scan and the lens will continue
to focus, not only those rays in the plane shown, but also
the rays Ieaving the source and entering the lens In all direc-
tions in space.

.3) When A = 1, this design reduces to the ordinary Luneberg
levs. By taking A larger than 1, we are thus, in a way,
"pushing out" the Luneberg lens, proceeding from the known
to the unknown - and since A is arbitrary - with as big a
Jump as we care to take.

•-'•::•Now how do we determine a refractive index variation t
which actually makes the curves of equation (2) into rays? We have

the differential equation (3) of a ray in a continuously varying
medium, which says that the ray's curvature)( equals the dot
product of the unit normal to *he ray H and the gradient of the
logarithm of the refractive index. This equation is a direct con-
sequence of the eikonal equation (4) for the wave fronts,

constant. The eikonal. equation may be derived as the asymp-
totic solution of Maxwell's. equations for the phase of the field
as A --4 0. Both of these derivations are given in Silver's
antenna book. From the equations of the rays we can find expres-
sions for their unit normals and their curvature. In an analysis
design one would have the index and a desire to find the ray paths.
±,ere we have the ray paths and desire the index n(x,y). This

requires solving a first order oartial differential equation -

which can be done by the following method. We first find the or-
thogonal trajectories of the rays; these are the wave fronts.
This can be done by numerically integrating the first order ordinary
differential equation (5), or by the sinple graphical means of

* starting at a point on the outer lens surface and, with the aid of
triangles, tracing by eye a curve which intersects each successive
ray at right angles. The graphical method has been quick, wimple,
and accurate for this problem.

I ow if s is arc length along a particular wave front,-a. ,ie toery +: ^ ...obtain the*o nteoadi ucino
then the .ra eqatIon m be • Inerated to yield equation (6).
Upon substitution for nurvature and changing the integration vari-
able to t, we obtain (7) in which the integrand Is a function of t
alone by substitution of Q from the solution of (5). In the

* Luneberg case JA a 1), these integrals may be found explicitly and
we "rediscover" the Luneberg index variation. For the case A; 1,

a numerical solution is required. Again a graphical procedure works
well. We take a pair of dividers with a fixed small spacing & a,
and lay off a series of equidistant points, say 1,2,..., J, on the
wsve front, the first point being at the outer surface. Then by

the trapezoidal rule, applied to (6), the value of log n at the J-
th point is found from equation (8) where Xi is obtained by inter-
polation, from the values of curvature of the 'ays near the ith
poi-nt. n- is an arbitrary initial value of n (one of the nice
points in this method is that the index on the outer surface is
arbitrary). In this* way, we determine n on each wave front and
repeating for all the wave fronts we have n at a set of points

*+ covering the whole lens. By interpolation we determine contours
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of constant index n the "isofracts". This method was tested with
the Luneberg lens, (case A -1 in equation (2), and it gave the
Luneberg index variation with an accuracy in a of :t .005 or better. ;.

The results of this method for the ease A 2 are shown
in Slide 4. Eight rays, fourteen wave fronts, and the isofracts
in steps of .02 from 1.00 to 1.38 are shown. The lower half of the
lens is symmetrical and is not shown.

As an illustration of a more streamlined case, rather
than choose a larger value of A, we decided to employ a more prac-
tical, ogival outershape (Slide 5). Here the equation of the outer
surface is given by (9). The equations of the rays are shown in
(10). The case no 1 1, is shown in Slide 6.

Since in actual fabrication the outer surface would
probably be taken along the n a 1.02 isofract, the overall fine-
ness ratio of such a lens radome would be about 2:1. If the index
of the outer surface nr is chosen greater than unity, then a refrac-tion will take place a? "he boundary which musf* be accounted for

in the equations for the rays. While our method still applies in
principal, difficulty is experienced near the nose and a situationprevails which may be summarized as follows. In view of the re-

quirements of focusing, the Abb' sine condition, and a large fine-ness ratio, if we ask for an index at the outer surface of no =1.2
or greater, then the thickness through which an index appreciably
"greater than unity prevails, turns out to be so thin that it seems

* just as satisfactory and much simpler to work with an no = unity
design to begin with and then add a thin high index layer to the

outer surface. The error introduced thereby may be partially
compensated for later.i

Let us turn now to some practical considerations. How
"would one make such a variable index lens? To answer this ques-
tion we examine the technology developed for the Luneberg and other
"variable index lenses. Let us consider a lens suitable for X band
or lower frequencies. It has been found satisfactory to approxi-
mate the index gradient by ten homogeneous layers with index ^f
refraction starting at 1.02 and increasing in steps of .04 with a
tolerance of + .01 or perhaps + .02. Loss tangent must be less
than .01 but dimensional tolerances are half the thickness of the
layer and are no problem at all. Luneberg lenses are now available
conrmercially from at least three places: Emerson and Cummings,
Delaware Research and Development Corporation, and Scientific Associ-
ates, Inc. Their methods of manufacture differ. The layers may be

•- machined or .molded in matched dies. They may be made of polyfoam

of various densities, pernaps loaded with conducting particles,
or of a ceramic foam. They ray be artificial dielectric.

All these techniques apply equally well to the stream-
lined lens-radomes. As an illustration of cost, it is estimated
that a single experimental model of either the blunt o.' stream-
lined shape, held to tolerances and made by machining vould cost
$7,000. If matched dies were used, the cost would be much higher, I _
especially since the layers are not spherical.
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Two practical problems are transmission loss and weight.
Table I1 shows the estimated maximum transverse diameter in wave- A
lengths for a t -reaulined lens-radome for a 3 db and a 1 db maxi-
mum transmisslon lose for three typical materials. Table II also
gives the weight of the lens-rademe for two diameters and the same
materials. The data indicates that loaded materials are likely to
be far too lossy bit that unloaded materials may be too heavy. Or,
alternatively, a small lens-radome should have no loss or weight
problem, but a large lens-radome would probably require an unusually
low loss, light wcight foam to be feasible. The ceramic foam, ofcourse, has a thermal advantage, and it has been suggested that at
least the outer shell might be made of ceramic for this reason.

Feeding the lens is another problem. Table III shows
the maximum feed aperture diameter versus the lens radius. Thiz.
data is based on physicai optics and the Raleigh criterion.

The Abb6 sine condition does not guarantee a large
amount of scanning. How do these lenses behave off axis? Can
they scan to 450? To answer these questions, ripple tank model
studies were made for TRG by H. D. Rix of the Pennsylvania State
University Physics Department. To make the models we machined
"flat plexielas l stock on one side to a thickness predetermined so
that when these models sat on the plate glass bottom of the ripple
tank, and water covered them to the right depth, the velocity of
12 cps ripples over any point on the lens relative to that over
"deep water" equaled the design ref'ractive index of the lens at
that point. The ripples were photographed by transmitted light,
focused by the ripples themselves and frozen by a stroboscopic
chopper driven synchronously with the source oscillator.

As a test of the validity of the ripple tank analogy for L
, this particular problem, a 10 inch diameter model of a Luneberg

lens was made and tested. Slide 8 shows the results with a point
source. The emergent wave fron• is plane but with an amplitude
oscillation having a 1A period and believed to be an inherent
diffraction effect. Slides 9 and 10 show a line source. The fine
focusing properties of the Luneberg lens are clearly brought out.

"One of the drawbacks of the ripple tank method is that
attenuation can not be properly modeled. The ripple attenuation
always exceeds that of a low loss dielectric especially when the
index is high. Values above 1.5 can not be realized on the present'
Penn State rippl. tank for this reason. In order to minimize this
effect the streamlined models were made smaller, 10 cms. in trans-
Norse diameter.

•" Another difficulty is that the optical index of refrac-
tion of the plexiglass and the water differ so that over the non-
flat portion of the lens, optical refractioi, errors distort the
"outlines of the lens and the wave fronts above. The ripples
themselvee distort smooth curves such as the lens boundary or
machining lines so that their images appear cycloidal.

WA.= TR 56-393, Vol 1 18
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The next two slides show the blunt and streamlined lens-A radomes, each 5A in transverse diameter. At normal incidence

"focusing is as good as the Luneberg lens. The awplitude oaema-a-
tions of period lA are still present in the emergent wave front.
The next slide shows a tolerance study. The wz've +'rnts behind
are the ones on the previous slide. Those slightly ahead were
photographed in a double exposure when the water depth was increased
.17 nmis so that the indices are related as shown. The next two
slides show the blunt and streamlined lenses with the point source
at about 300 off axis. The streamlined case is shown again in the
next slide as a double exposure. The circular wave fronts of the
"source alone are shown superposed. The next slide shows the
streamlined lens at 400 off axis. Definite beam deterioration is
noticeable.

A line source properly models an incident field on recep-
tion. But since antenna feces are not isotropic, a point source
does not model the antenna properly on transmission. For this
reason the line source photographs shown next are perhaps of more
interest. We have the blunt lens at 00, 150 300, 400, 5g0, and600 incidence, and the streamlined lens at 06, 150 and 30 ,

incidence. Aith8 ugh we observe that the scanning range appears to
be at least ± 30 , this study is still .n progress and definite
"conclusions can not be stated at this time.

circular bak surface

, elliptical outer surface
Here n no is arbitrary

x
"source A ,

() x a cos t,+ b sin t + c
y=d sin t 0 <t < Tr/2

""here

a = (1 - A).cos 0 - A b cos 0

C = (A - l).cos 0 d sin Q

(3j = V V log 11 ni n(x,,r)
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'4. Tty-+ XtXO -

1(6) log n X

(7) n(x,y) =n 0 exp \(Ytxtt-xtytt) (xgyt-Yoxt)dt
0 xt2+.yYt2) YtyoQ-,.xtxo)

log n. log ni- ~As__

() M(% 2 + y2 ) tNx +Py +Q 0

where M z bo i- (a0 -co) tan~

N * (b + 2 tanf- 2a~b

ag2~o (00 - ao) tanq +a2 - b2 + c 2a.0%

a a 0o(ao co) - 0b2 tan-?t2a b co,- boc2

TYPICAL RAY

o~ý OQIVE

(10) Ax 2 4- By 2 +Cx+ Dy 0

where A:.~ tan 0 C = 2f tar.

B- -ý ¶Ztan 0 D = 21 v*
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. Table 11

SIM4aterial Maximum diameter Weight, lbs
in wavelengths

for for diameter diameter
3db loss ldb loss 5 inches 30 inches

1) Polystyrene foam 444 1i8 .89 193

2) Loaded polyfoam 6.3 2.1 .22 48.4

3) Ceramic foam 133 44 .71 154

Table III

Lens Radius in Maximum Feed Diameter in Wavelengths
Wavelengths (Raleigh Criterion)

3 .334.8 .845 .483 i

6 1.0 .58
10 1.45 .87
18 2.16 1.34
30 3.0 1.92
50 41.1 2.68
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LUNEBERG LENS SIXULATION I 3A RIPPLE TANK

N. L. Walbridge and L. A. Voodward
University of Vermont

(Sponsored by the Office of aval Research)

During the past four years a group at the University of

Vermont Physics and Electrical Engineering Departments haver

. developed the ripple tank as a quantitative tool. By optical

. means, using a coincidence of two line images from certain

sections of neighboring waves# amplitudes of small ripples

:- within a 30 d.b. intensity range are measured with accaracies

.- approaching two percent.o

In the Proceedings of 1955 we reported briefly on the use

of the ripple tank. Index simulation is accomplished by thin

layers of water over blocks of transparent material. The

reduced speed of ripples in shallow water produces shorter

wavelengths and the effects of refraction.

We have now extended the range of Index values to more

than two, oorreoponding to dielectric constants over four.

K- The attenuation due to absorption is larger than for the ca-e

"of radar, and it also increases faster with index, This should

#noJ,ý however, prevent the successful simulation of many radar
,r.. action s.

"A recent application has been the simulation of the

*" Luneberg lens in which the dielectric of a sphere must vary

aa (2-r 2 ) frow the center out to the surface where r - 1. For

the ripple tank a circular disk about eight wavelengths in

* wAD T.R 56-393, vol 1 22
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diameter was machined down to a dome-like shape so that the

depth. of vater over any point van anch. an to &Lv- n. anWdex
value according to the above definition.

Figure 1 is a representation of the radiation produced

by this disk lens with a point source on the rim. The ab-.

sorption through the center part of the lens is seen to have

reduced the power in the center of Ute beam. The phase fronti,

however, are substantially straight lines. This particular

simulation is not perfect, due in part to the difficulty of

machining the alight change in cut over the surface of the

In order to avoid the effect of the larger absorption

through the center of the lens, and also to conform with so.
tual radar practice, the point source was replaced by a l.rect- M

ed beam. This was given by a sectoral horn simulation, with

a half-pover beam width of 1-6.

... IThe effective or virtual center of this primary radiation

was some distance fron the rim of Ihe lens, that in, it was
outside the focus. The resulting radiation is seen in

Figure 2. Something of an image is produced a short distance

* !from the lens, toward which the emergent waves Zirst converge

and from which they then diverge.

In order to move back the focal point from the rim of

the lens to the position of the feed pat~tern source, that is a.

to reduce the refracting power of the lens, the index was

reduced over the entire disk. This was accomplished by raising ,-;

t~61
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the water level slightly by adding a measured amount of water o
to the tank. This was only one arbitrarys but a very can-

venient., way of decreauirg the index at every point* Since

this is a departure from the theoretical index distribution

of the Luneberg lens, there are probably many other distribu-

tions which would be unable. The most desirable one would

probably be obtained only by experiment..

Figure 3 shows the main lobe of the radiation produced

after several trials of adding slight amounts if water. It

consists of practically "plane" waves. The beam shape is

- smooth, similar to that from a mmalU reflector, and has a

,- half-power beam width of tne order of six debrees.

." The next point considered was the fact that any radar

lens cf this type ha- to be constructed of shblls of chosen

thickness and s.ppropriate dielectric to approximate as closely

as possiblIe the theoretical varie~t2one Wo then ai1'ulated

such lenses by machining disks to various diaoreet levels.

Choice of 1-ide. staps was arbit.rary and the number of asch

ste-ps vas varied from five to ten.

' The result of one such adaptation is shown in Figure 42'
w~th hardlf any basis for choosing between this and the

preceding figure. Only five steps of index varia4ion and 0

corresponding thickness of rings (instead of shells) were..' ~used, 

,,
used.Curves of the radiation pattern above and also for throe

,, " * :. o t h e r a l •.g h t l y d i f f e r e n t w a te r l e v e l s o v e r t h i s f i v e - s t e p l e n s
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are plotted in Figure S. All intensity values were normalized

to the same maximum value. Those were measured at a radial

distance of twelve or more wavelengths from the lens, which may,

perhaps, be considered as in far field.

All of these curves show the same general smooth shapes

with half-power bean widths from 5.80 to 7.00. These seem to
~f

show that a satisfactory beam may be produced by a smaller

number of shells of discreet dielectric values than might be

supposed. ilso, the assortment of dielectric constants re-

Iquired may not be critical. Those most available could be

selected and the thicknesses determined accordingly. In

these examples given here no measurements of the index values

were made. More work would telate beam shape and width to

spacific and practical designs of such lenses.

Side lobes with these small aperture lens simulations

ýnre very low. Meaourements have not yet been made on them,

but they seem to be of the order of 20 d.b. down from the

peak intensity. ad

Anot4her project for investigation is illustrated in

Figure 6. By inserting a simulated sec:ion of ;t radome wall

into a beam, the boresight shift caused thereby can be

S1measured to perhaps a half mil. By varying the angle of

incidence a curve could be obtained giving the borosight

shift at all aspects of a given radome shape with a specified

* antenna l.4cation. Other curves would show the effect of wall '

"thickness and dielectric constn since these can be simulated

WA THf 56-393. vol i 2
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over suffioiently wide ranges. The probability seems good that
44,

"a combination of these parameters can be found that will produce

"a boresight shift conutant over the angle of look.

41
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BORESIGHT PREDICTION TECHONiQU

Paul I. Pressel
Aerophysics, Departments

Goodyear Aircraft Corporation
-kraon. Ohio

This paper covers a simple procedure by which the boresight error character-

istics of figure-of-revolution radomes can be easily estimated. The method

to be- outlined will permit a rapid evaluation of the general configuration and

J magnitude of the boresight error characteristics of stich radomes, without re-

course to elaborate computational procedures.

Major efforts during the past few years have beea directedX at improving meth-

ods for predicting the boresight errors caused by radomes. As more refine-

ments have been introduced, the computational procedures have increased in

complexity. Some of the latest, and perhaps most elaborate, techniques require

.high-speed computers, vrith very large data-handling and storage capacities

S(such as the IBM 704), if the computations are to be carried out economically,

Adequate computational facilities may not always be available, and it is not

always possible to devote the necessary time to programming. which is quite
i complex.

For the purpose of this discussion, the boresight error will be defined as the

* tilt in average phase front induced by the radome wall, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Actually, in a conically scanning system, boresight is defined as the angular

shift of the cross -over, which to a first and generally fairly good approximation

is the same as the beam refraction in the offset plane caused by the radome
at the particular offset (or look) angle in question. The radome wall structure
will , be assumed to have fairly uniform transmission over the range of incidence

angles encountered between the rays from the dish and the normals to the ra-

dome wvall, so that pattern distortion due to poor transmission can be ignored.

0 A collimated beam will be postulated with a plane phase front normal to the ,

rays emanating from the dish as shown in Figure 1. During passage through

the radome wall, the rays will underqo varying amounts of insertion phase

(defined as phase retardation in excess of that incurred in travelling through

an equal thickness of air at the given angle of incidence). The slope of a line

drawn as a best fit through the various amounts of insertion phase Axndergone.

.. * Iby the different rays. with respect to the phase front of the undistorted beam,.
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will define the boresight error. In Figure 1 the boresight error In radians will

*- be defined as:

. 41 d1 -___"___ ___

D:. Swd Z (Xwld,)2

where wi = weighting factor for the i-th way. k'

= insertion phase undergone by the l-th ray.

d = distance In electrical degrees of the i-tb ray from the

central ray.

Only rays lying in the offset plane passing through the radome axis are as-

sumed to contribute to the boresight error. Finally, it will be assumed that

the radome is substantially a figure-of-revolution, that the antenna beam is

symmetrical, and that the dish and radome are at least 10 in diameter.

In Figure I five rays are shown emanating from the dish: the central ray,

'" Ithe 3 -db down rays, and the edge rays. The central ray does not contrihute

to the slope of the new phase front, providing the other rays are symmet-

Srically located with respect to it. With four rays, satisfactory results have

been achieved for wall structures which may vary gradually in thickness.

- Sharp narrow discontinuities in the form of ring cbmpensators result in less

reliable results. Presumably better predictions can be achieved with a

larger number of rays, but since the Intent. is to achie-',e a rapid sviovey ol

the characteristics, the increase in labor would defeat the purpose. On the

other hand, it will be shown that tolerable results can be achieved with only

the two edge rays.

"Each ray is treated as if it were a plane wave impinging on an infinite plane

sheet having the identical wall construction as that existing at the intersection

between the ray and the radome vw-il, and at the sazne angle of incidence. Al-

though the expressions for thl insertion paase introduced by raultiple -layer

walls are quite lengthy and complex, it is possible to determine the insertion

phase rapidly by applying Smith Chart techniques to the transmission line an-

alo0y of the .. ulti-'ayered w-aI1. 0. J. Snow showed some years ago that this
could bp- done to establish the transmission characteristics of multi-layered
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flat paneI. (1" More recently Dr. H. F. Matbis. at Goodyeair Aircraft •A* -

oration, has shown that this techuique can be extended to determine de lko . .

tion phase characteristics of such panels. *' The graphical construcb

requires only four straight lines and one arc of circle per layer and afew

simple calculations, which can be readily carried out with the aid of a ANA*-

rule. The insertion phase of a single ray passing throujh a three-laym

sandwich can be computed in about twenty minutes, without the benefit d =q"

specially prepared charts. However, if a large number of points -re Auiig to

be considered it is expeditious to pre-pare curves or tables of nonralld

impedance and propagation functions for the various layers over the range o

incidence angles to be encovntered.

After the insertion phase undergone by each ray has been computed. tie sle

of the phase front is established by calculating the slope of the bezt fit stcaW

• line passing through the varying amounts of phase retardation. A reflae4

can be introduced by weighting the contributions of the various rays accordlu
A", to the energy distribution across the dish. If on-ly th.e aw edge rays are se

the slope of the straight line passing through the insertion phase undergm %Y

these two rays is used. In all these cases, it is implied that, to a first ap-,

proximation, the insertion phase varies uniformly across the beam.

The degree of success that can be achieved with this method will be illustiated

in the following examples, in which the predicted boresight errors of & rada• e

with this technique, are compared with the measured results. The calcvuat'as

were carried out at five offset angles for four and for two rays. Figure Z sbhws

the results obtained for perpendicular polarization. The solid line is the rams-

ured boresight error characteristic; the dashed curve is based on four ra-ys

with weighti4 ng for energy distribution; the dotted curve is for four rays USbg

uniform weighting; and the dash-dotted curve is based on the two ray predct.

In general there is good agreement between the over-all envelopes of the Pre- 0

dicted. and measured curves. At maximum error, the predictions do not exceed

the measured results by more than 50%. As might be expected, the two-ray

approximation shows less correlation with the measured results than do &ke

more elaborate calculations. Figure 3 shows somewhat similar resultps for
parallel polarization. In general. less correlation has been found for paraolle

polarization. The greater variations between predicted and measured values '

are believed to be due to the fact that contributions from off-axis regions are

neglected. These same discrepancies have been noted before in more elaborate

.0
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computations for the parallel polarization case. Off -axis contributions die to
perpendicular polarization presumably cancel out in their effect on boresight

because of symmetry. However, for parailel polarization, they probably tend

to add and contribute to the over-all effect on boresight error. Note that not

too much emphasis should be placed on the results obtained for a single offset

angle, which can be distorted considerably.

The technique was next applied to a more severe case. With four rays, the

calculations were carried out on the same radome compensated by means of V.;

a compeasating ring. At all but two offset angles, the ccnpensating ring lay

in the path of one or two rays, and was accordingly taken iato account. In

those cases where the ring lay between two rays, an additional ray was intro-

duced through the ring to make some allowance for its effect, and the effect

of the central ray was also taken into accowut. As shown in Figure 4 for V

perpendicular polarization, the compensating effect is somewhat evident but

the correlation between the predicted and moasured results is not so good,

as was found previously. In the case of parallel polarization, Figure 5, the
lack of agreement is even worse, but the compensating efiect is still present.

It is believed that to a:-count properly for the effects of sharp disconitinuities

such as these comnpensators, more rays should be used in the computational

process.

O1. the basis of these results, it appears thz.t, in general, for a surface of

"revolution radome, with a wall construction which does not include sharp dis- %

continuities, a fairly reliable estimate of the over-all boresight error character-

istic can be obtaincd, particularly 'or perpendiculav polarizatton, wvhlch gen-

eraUlly L.as the worst characteristics. A four-ray an.lys:s yields good results,

and a creditable performance can be achieved using the edge rays only.

One particular advantage of this method is that it permits a rapid evaluation

of the characteristics of asymmetrical sandwiches for which tables and charts

are not usually available. This mrth.Vod is also useful in rapidly determining

the relative effects of wall tapers and other variations in construction. Of

particular interest is the fact that in carrying out the grap'dical analysis, it is K
possible to acquire an understanding of the manner in which changes in wall

structure parameters affect the behaviour of the beam.
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BUCKUflNG CRITERIA FOR SANDWICH SHE=

by
W. Zophret

Zenith Aircraft
N- "Gardena, Calif.

Sandwich structures subjected to loadings that cause instability have been U
observed to fail as a result of either:

a) over-all buckling, where there is no separation of the faces frcm the
core (quasi-Euler mode), or ;

b) local instability, commonly referred to as wrinkling, where the faces
terd to separate from the core.

In this paper, a brief summary of the elastic stability of long circular sand-
wich cylinders under axial compression, bending, torsion and uniform external
pressure, is given. The buckling of conical shells is briefly mentioned and
an eXpression for predicting wrinkling stresses is recommended.

When computing buckling stresses of sandwich structures, over-all buckling as
thwell as wrinkling should be considered, with the lesser of the two determining'N the mode of buckling.

•-• (A) Axial Co~mressive Buckling of Circular Sandivrich Cylinders

The over-all buckling stress of a hlong" (length/diameter >1 ) sancdich cylinderSi in axi,,l compression ia given approdmatelyv by (from ref. (1))

.:.". *

Swhere
1c. I - .IJS when .- -9 (sandwich strong in shear)

4..' K.. when 8 - 8 (sandwich week in shear)

and the remaining symbols are as defined under Notation.

. 1 * In ref. (1), the buc-kling coefficient Y.was minimized by t+•king -A .9T, Iere - was retained as such in the mininization, which will. eplain the

slight difference in forn of eq. (1) and the results reported in ref. (1).
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I Equation (1) is based on large deflection theory with the faces assumed to
act as membranes, i.e., the bending stiffness about their own middle surface
is neglected. The membrane assu.Vtion is conservative and is a commonly used
one in sandwich structures. The deflection function used to obtain oq. (1) was
not complete, only a diamond shape wave pattern was considered. When the re-
sults leading to eq. (1) are reduced to the homogeneous, isotropics thin-walled
cylinder, the resulting buckling stress is

wall thickness
(2) -. ~z

Kenoner, ref. (2), used a more complete deflection function and was able to

obtain for the homogeneous, isotropic, thin-walled cylinder the expression

If the ratio of (3) to (2), which is approximately equal to .75, is applied
to eq. (I), the result is

(la)-

It is interesting to note that the experimental buckling stresses reported
in ref. (1) are equal to or greater than the theoretical stresses obtained
from eq. (la) (these experiments were performed on curved sandwich plates
which were designed in such a way as to include at least one ideal buckle).

Equation (1) applies to an isortopic sandwich cylinder. The corresponding
buckling equation for the orthotropic cylinder (like a honeycomb core.glass
fiber face sandwich) is much more complicated and has not as yet been minimiz-
ed. Equation (1) (also la), however, may still be used to obtain estimates for
"the buckling of orthotropic sandvich cylinders, provided the lesser of the twoS

. The large deflection theory was successfully used for the axial compressive
buckling of homogeneous, isotropic, thin-walled cylinders to explain dis-
crepancies between experiments and the classical small deflection theory.

*The classicol small deflection theory for the sme case yields

w A c -,R 56 -3 3 Vol 1 r
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tranavem core shear moduli is used and tt.e 00 or 90 warp direction of the
faces (Fug V2) is oriented parallel to the cylinder axis. A slight re-
ductioa In S, way be necessary to compensate for the smallness of the face shear
rodulio (tie statement is based on what is already knovn from the orthotxoplc
flat pUl theory).

Pa(B) or Be Rdns Buckling of Circular Sandwich Cylinders

A complete theoretical solution for this type of buckling has not been obtained
yet. An epression is available for bending buckling of a sandwich cylinder
that is •k in shear ( i4 • .9e). For this case, it was found, ref. (3)9
that the crital bedzing stress is equal to the axial compressive buckling
stress of a sandwich cylinder weak in shear, namely

This expression is eq (1) with Ic= .834/H. Physically, this critical stress
is associated with shear instability in the core and is characteristic of
most san&Ach buckling problems when the sancrich construction Xs exhibiting
large she.ar detormations. This equation says that the critical load is equal
to the tranverse shear stiffness of the sandwich.

,,Limited b ing buckling tests performed by Gerard, ref. (4), on sandwich
cylinders vewk in shear (aluminum alloy faces - cellular cellulose acetate
core) i 1dicate that the experimental buckling stress is on the average 32
per cent higher that the theoretical value obtained from eq. (W). Tests
were also conducted on cylinders having alumJnum alloy faces and end grain
balsa wood core. The results, however, showed the experimental stresses
to be approximately four times less than the theoretical values. This was
attributed to either a poor bond or to some other mode of buckling.

(C) Tors-nDil Buckling of Circular Sandwich Cflinders

The over-all buckling stress of a sandwich cylinder in torsion is given by
(from ref. (5))

where K. for a long, isotropic cylinder, where the faces are considered as
membranes, may be obtained from fig. (1). For the buckling coefficients of
finite cylinders, and for the case where the faces are not treated as nem-
branes, the curves in ref. (5) may be consulted. In ref. (5), the buckling

* I of the orthotropic cylinder is also treated, however lengthy cornpu~atioxus
are necessary to minimize K. ". V..'

No experiAental confirmation of the theory has as yet been published.
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""( " Buckling of Circular Sandwich Cylinders Under Uniform c2xteraal Pressre

The umiform extertal pressure under which a long sandwich cyllnder will buckle

iLa gLyven by the expression (from ref. (611

CA = e + I

--

where

•L• • =shear modullus in.R-9 plane •
Sa and b -are as shoun on the sketch•

•bIn eq. (6) the faces of the sandwic -e assumed to act as maembranes,

Some preliminary conputations indicate that for longs thin-walled,, sandwich•
cylinders that are strong in shear, the factor Cpl is very close to unity. P•

If c-.= , eq. (6) is in the sape form as the buckling expressioa of a [
Slong homogeneous cylinder ('I=4 c-.v -L)/z/ for a sandwich construction). •

.+@ For the effects of finite length and tý,e non-memyrbrane action of the faces ,
+-" on the buckling pressure of sandwich cylinders, refs. (7) and. (8) may be
•'.-,consulted,

•,. ~No epe~rinental results are available to substantiate the theory.;!•

• E!MBucklina of Cir,-ular Cylinders Under Gorrbined A•xial CoMpresslon, Bendingm'

-i -- -- -" - "
and Torsion

nThe buckling of isotropic sandwich cylinders under combined axial compression.,

bending and torsion loads has been investet at f:o theoretically in ref.dwi
Minimizatioens howevous er re carried out only for the special case of sandwich

"For e e s f f t l t a�Wteo.. .br. .. ai 56..f. tl .•f ae4



'U * constructions weak in shear (large shear deformations in the core). It was
found that, for this case, the interaction equation is of the forn m

i' ~*(7) , - + a . + , • i l

where the R's are the usual stress ratios. For exanple, 1 is the ratio of
applied axial compressive stress to the buckling axial compressive stress,
when all other stresses are absent. Since for sandwich constructions weak

* I in shear the buckling load is equal to the transverse shear stiffness, "

(8 ILNý

where

- .. :i.

T applied torsional moment, in-lb.
M applied be.nding moment, in-lb.N1 applied axial compressive load, Ib/in.

I a moment of inertia of sandwich cylinder with respect toits diameter., in,4

(F) Backling of Conical Shells Under External Pressure

No.work of this nature has as yet been done for sandwich cones. Recently,
Bijlaard, ref. (10), suggested an approximate method for computing critical
pressures of homogeneous$ isotropic, conical shells. The method consists

I 
IN'
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essentially in replacing the cone by an equivalent cylinder of radius I
(see fig. (2)) and a length

|A

where and are as shown in fig. (2).

As a first spproxlmation, the sawe approach may be used for san~dch cones. *
It should be noted here, however, that the above reasoning could not be

applied to eq. (6), since that equation is for the infinitely long cylinder.
Instead, the results of ref. (8), where a finite sandwich cylinder is con-
sidered, should be used.

(II) WRKINKIG OF SANMh.ICH FACES[A
The wrinkling type of instability of the sandwich faces has received consider-
able attention, both experinentally and theoretically. The solution that sews L

most promisirg at the present, and one that is fairly sirzple to use,. is that
Sof Goodier and Hsu., ref (11). By asswming nonsinusoidal modes of buckling,

they were able to obtain wrirŽ2ling stresses of half the magnitude obtained
in previous investigations. Uip. critical wrinkling stress in the sandwich
"faces is given by

(10) (w~ c~~I + +
" 

-

twhere F is the Young's modulus normal to the plane of the sandwich, and
1the other symbols are as defined under Notation.

4 FEquation (10) was obtained considerinZ a flat plate in edge-wise compression.

As an estimate to wrinkling stresses of sandwich cylinders it will be assumed
that eq. CLO) applies to curved surfaces under compressive or torsion loads.
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c , core bcknass, in.

-L. a thickness of one face, i•,-
a radius of cylinder to mid-plane .f sancbdbwsin.

YoU You's •odulus of face materials p.9.i.
transwerse shear modulus of core, p.s.i

v4.a Poisson's rat~io of face material

Z-X i.

-I -

--I

Other synbois are defined as they appear in the report, The subacripý A is
here ustd to identify quantities associated with the faces of the sand
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A DESIGN NOTE ON HONEYCOMB SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION

by MeIlvin Mark
Raytheon Manufacturing Compan"

Wayland, Massachusetts 6i
A common radome material is the plastic sandwich type structure com-

posed of two faces or skins of d6nse material separated by and bonded to a
honeycomb core (see Figure 1). The question often arises of how to calculate
the elastic and thermal properties of such a section. Simple methcds fox
estimating the moment of inertia of a sandwich beam, its associated modulus
of elasticity, and the thermal conductivity val•ue zhould bs very useful in pre-

liminary design work.

Elastic Beam Properties

Consider first tae problem of estim•."ng the moment of inertia and the
associated modulus of el~asticity for a sand' -K.h beam construction. A first
approximation would be to assume only the skins contribute to the moment of

.4 inertia, that they are held apart a distance equal to the core thickness, and

that they develop their full modulus of elasticity. To check this simplified
aralysin, four sample sandwich materials with different skin and core thick-
nesses were tested as beams and their deflections measured under load.

The four sample beams were of constant cross section, simply sup-
ported.. with a concentrated load applied at the center of the cpan. For these
conclitions, the ratio of load W 'o mid-span deflection d can be written
(Reference 1)

d 48Lbtc c

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the skin material, L is the span length
of Cie beam, and the other symbols are dedined as shown in Figure 1. The

Ssample beams were five inchas wide with thirty inches between supports; skin
and core thicknesses were as given in Table I. The skin material was made

of combinations of 181 and 113 glass fabric with 114 finish, impregnated with I
polyester resin (Selectron 5003). The core was 1/4 inch cell size polyester
fiberglass honeycomb with a density of approximately eiglat pounds per cubic
foot. The skins were bonded to the core with polyester resin. All samples ,

4 were cured at room temperature. A flexural modulus of elasticity of 3.4 x K
106 psi (obtained by experimental measurement) was used for the skin
material:

YA1G 'i 56-393, Tol , 51 1
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indicator over a range of loads from three to thirty pounds. A plot of load

versus deflection could then be made and the blope (load -deflection ratio) do.

termined for each sample. These plots were• lintar for sU samp~le&l with data

scatter less th.a5pret oma-risan of the results of the calculations V

_an_5_percent. A comp

using equation 'I) and the test measurements are given in Table 1.

1Table I illustrates that the simplified approach of calculating the

moment of inertia for a sandwich beam by neglecting the core and assuming

the skins develop thei•r full modulus of elasticity gives answers that a-re with-
in i0 percent of the measured results. This simplroied analysis shoufd be

applicable to all long sandwich type beams in bending where the skin thickness

tis smarll (t <h /5 c) comprred to the thickness of the core and where the core

is suicieantly strong in shtear to prevent collapsing of the two skins.

Thermal Conductivity

"TAn expression for the equivalent thermal conductivity k of a sandwich

honeycomb such as shown in Figure I can be written

(Zti+s c) eh f

k ks C

I3

Twhere is the thermal conductivity o' the skin material, C is the conduct-

ance associated with. the core, and the other symbols are ac previously de-
•fined. i C in equation (f ) is considered to be ma.de ucn of coniduction through

, ~~the solid part of Lhe h~oneycomb -ind convect'on through the air cell of the,-
honeycomb. the asollowing can be written:

+__ U __ (3)

:"~~ c h+ lx

wvhere h is the teilm coe nuie vit for the ho kneycomb ir ceil, kC is the ther-al
aiconductivity of the core material, and x is that fraction ofthee core area thatd

is air. •

The first term in equation (3) ieredsents the heat transfer throug" the..

air cell. When such an air space forms part of at wall conttruction, an ot

heeditioal resistanco to heat flow is introduced at each added sutrface. Ber

cause of the difference in temperature on the two sides of the air space,

some degree of air movement is set up within the space unless the space is ""

U4nus••ky narrow. Ileat is transferred across the space by convection

currents and by radiation. The re.istance of the air space is, therefore, -.->
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approximately the sum of the two individual surface resistances h, or ZIh.

Consequently, the term xh/2 a: pears in equation (3) for tChat fraction of core .--

area that is air.

The value to use for h in equation (3) could be expected to lie between,

two limiting values. The lower limit would be the h value equivalent to the

conductivity oi an air space equal to the core thickness. The upper limit

would be the equivalent value obtained for an air space infinite in two di-
mensions, but of thickness equal to the core thickness (reference 2). The*
true value for the h would be greater than the value for the lower limit as
air movement is present, yet less than the upper limit since the air space
is of finite dimensions. Consequently, an average value of the two limits
appears reasonable for an approximate answer. 0

An experimental determination was made* of the thermal conductivity
for two honeycomb sandwich samples. The samples lad. 034 inch skins
made of combinations of 181 and 112 glass fabric with Gaian finish, im-
pregnated with polyester resin (BRS 142). Sample A had a four-pound per

cubic foot nylon phenolic honeycomb core . 309 inches thick, sample B a six-
pound per cubic foot CTL (glass fabric) phenolic honeycomb core .311 inches
thick. Both cores had 1/4 inch cell size honeycomb and'were bonded to the
alldns with epoxy resin. The thermal conductivity of the skin material k.
was taken as "2 BTU/hr-sq. ft. -F/in., the value for the core maerial 1• .
1. 5 BTU/hr-sq. ft. -'F/in. The cross sectional core area for sample A was @
94.5 percent air, 5.5 percent solid material; for sample B, 93.5 percent air.,
6. 5 percent solid. Substituting in equations (2) and (3), the values shown inr ,
Table II are obtained; the experimentally measured values are given also.

Since the thermal conductivity values used for the skin material and
core were approximate values (Lt15 percent) and the value for his an approx-.
imation, as explained, the excellent agreement shown in Table II should not.
at present be taken as an indication of the accuracy of the method. However, ''

it does substantiate the method as a good approximation, the accuracy of -q
which can be fully established when more experimental evidence is available.
IiMoreover, from Tables I and 11 it can be seen both the k approximation and 9
that for the elastic beam properties are of sufficient accuracy for preliminary Q\,[
design work when honeycomb sandwich construction is employed.

* Using standard apparatus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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&'ABLE I

Thickness. in. Load - Deflection Ratio, lbfIn.

Saml.- Coe -Skin Measured Calculated,"

I 0.204 0.029 21.8 23.4 ._.

H 0.228 0.022 20.5 20.6

m 0.275 0.014 17.4 17.5 4 4

IV 0.180 O.OZ9 19.6 18.0

-V-

TABLE H,

Thermal Conductivity, k.

Temperature. BTU/hr. -sq.ft. -'F per inch .

Sample OF Measured Calculated

A 61"F 0.463 0.45

A 1146F 0.486 0.50

A I50"F 0.509 0.53

B 63"F 0.493 0.46

B 107OF 0.512 0.51

B 140"F 0.538 0.54
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PYHOQ~ahPHS OF SO*4S RFFWT ON RAIN MDROW

01 SHOO~K WAM ffiO!DJ( Bt 60..CAIE

£~ 2414FR0J=~I=~

To a. PO Seidl

BOSfl3 AflfLI COIIPAiI!

1. Abstract

A ~Pnoactil~e frm~ a 60--caliber arA a 203.ý= g=n were fired. throiugh simulated
rain drops of diamiters 1.7 ± 0,3my.q The projý3tiI* velocities were
ve-'ied from 1900 ft/saa to 4006 ft/6oo and ini certain owses the ezats
of tha bow shook -wava could bb eativated., Koion-picture ceqviences of
tha intaractiors of Vim prx*ýec-ilep ard rain elropsi vere taken, by a Fastax
high-ayoed c~m',ra catuys Tiz= botween oucceezive photographs were ap-i

pr1 atoy 2$) iviorasaoY,, Tho inmeats of tba low shook vave were
one to J-, 8n~d distort tle roi.ri dchvj which aJlways b-.ok4 up soma 600 to

4~000 mic osconels latar, T~ tim-s reqaiired for brea1mp seerad to depend
upogi 'L . ohock uave intonaitys In c~e~roen qU iri t 3 of tha ordezr of
4,000 zicroseon~i blast3 of &-bria and Sasoui3 explosion producots fro&

'1 te gun muzzle mny hav contribiutad to the breabvip,

Us, ina-due~on

VThilo evaltr-tirg, tka prob.-ut of Uhs rain erosion of radoras and leading
ed~~ o a ~ r~ono ~c~t~ h ~1"-4~q.--tilon arozat. What happens

to a t~rpical rain drop vt- s-'uoak by thn b--. abock -keve C3-mratiad by the
noca ox" 4 uu'porýnio irrtor b,7 a prong exxt;ýding ouxt shead of the

-J nose? Tbn o~rplriaat 4 idh.,rain was d~si&-.d in an atteizpt to anmwr
this q'wso-I.on,

A strpls eo Aiadnca for oe-.1.ining -4 affoctz of abock waves on rmin drops
was to pt proq!:i7! t.1- ý.n of a Irrojoot1Jle and its La5soci.I
ated a.ok va noa tk'rovgh r..,te ý. Th3 Prodaction of rain~ amps ofA
aV&.3rdui, a w oý -t* l :h-o;~in apro p:: rifico from
'which wtr eould fa2ll, 'ha 1nit.nzity of Vtb bov. ahock raves could ba con-

troflod~-ý byvyi oZ thej proi1. -d tha shape of its nose.
A hi-rndF-atx tio-;z%5 4.'J~r or..r-3a (zaa flZrano 1.) uzs available

rzotiton of tho prijectiles ;'4 to d~fi,13 tiýe zh!:ok iroei0; although tbs
prsoxicaof thaoi can ba ra .onizod by their blurred 1izags.
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The pirojectilas ware !fLsi from either a 60-caliber or 20-~m gun tWrough
t -o rain drops into a ro-vet~ent (see Figpnv 1), aftr mamning projectile
speads two screens were situated sozma 8 ft be~-pid the proint of inter-
0ection Of the rain-dop, stream and the line of fire. Eioh corven wsa a

A ~~ow.-foot oquars tvoochn frame str'ui3 with ftte cup-per u~xsfr' which Wis to
be repl.ace~d after each abot. Tba Uina required for eachi projectile to
traverse the dietaLie b~etii-en the Luccassive screens was neacured by a
criautal-controlled chronomtore

The optical sysatem (wee Figure 2) consisted of Us. followvgi elimenta
nounted Uin a liaa a (1) A ~zirooniun lvd-voltrge ear light (Sylvania C-It~o)
located 60 inchos frm~ a firat coflizating lenap (2) A pair of 6-inch
dierator conveargirg erauizinted 30 inches apart and (3) A 16-m a atex

* high-spoed c=ax)ra (sea Floferer-ce 1) situated 60 inches from the "ooond

colliný.-zd lilht.e Th.- v3 cord 13r,. collecoted this liSit, and focups'od it an
th3 :Ll O~ - iwich weasc z.:t a f/22. Th3 rein fllU tbrouigh
th3 rogion Of I~1t .1 i'ht ~tnt-on th3 t-ýo loenre. Eathb thq drops and
tho pirojýctiles p: on t photo.ror &-3 ab,2ous Aect~wUylj, the
drorp vnra dark b,3;c- a~ tlzýy rofrzat-d lgtout of the c=-rae On the
o-!.]h.:r h,ýnd, V---3 .Ic~ form~d tmuo ch,4o~a by int-1weoptixg tho light.il
Koro-ovl-r, tiis ooor~izz3n of tho Izain &rOPzG arA ttb proj-3ctilae

* ~ ~ ~ wre rcfT or disUt flO35 fror= ths cam-wa,

Thl F ,t ý cira (Ccza-'~~ 1) a--;ýasd a centlimwly r-ovirl film.
Thi ahtt,ýý Gctioa tU --ý z by a h h:d otn p~raJ.-1-i~dnd
pric-10W :*. ivtar1.dby -pazz vith thi: movin-L film* Z'34ctria
~.~xot c 1 li' 2). I. to gnin a c aV1rticn of kove. The

t Ct-neoo.2l X00 ;TEl Ctl 230 ,,)Itj fi2: tbhri 2i~ of a riaa.
N' ~~~ In typicaJ. CLýrz-'t±icn >*:~~ Ofzo 0- 100-foo- e of fii3we

~ t ~-x ~ 1of 90C.0 ? vc':-ý -r vec',)nd. Tk,3 or:n~.a i
~ ;"~toot~ rxoC'.13t, of the 2?ý- of f ~~par

Coo- Vr 5..Ti of thoezi wr' aa7d0.6 caaor,1t42

T c UICf1eial ralh dro-'3 p-'-ir'neod by tlb- bi.)k'2p of a fir~eatc
of uat',r ari f~cc- r? 0.3-hc h-)1 diJ2l d at Vif or- of a

"Ach w .AM,i tý -x5-:1,nr

Cc~otion of th-) J1nz of f-3a a--A Uhi n ~icai~l~ of thi cc. In fal f1i ng
thi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ot?-IlQ rr *-* ~ l' of ut-w j3oaich fora,-%d

~~. ~into "t r ro. b a' ! ti9n tat-mon ecr- ; di-
'n:-t~r oA rifier dLr ? 3 b!wil ox1a-kr-id 'ýy Lord -;afocP~r'.

one3).

Rza vxat,-) ,Aoo~s an Pillt t"-" 4:h~!-in,:h tulb; uhtci azt-,.tod aa a

dI-2-;~to') .,7 1 00 n ii Li :~u (co?ý,~I.*il iTu.1ic 01n of ths
h*)r-1zo)ntaf 1 a'cO %.x-xtiota; oeo z~3-Z 73JJ~~ ~ ~ *

b'~~~ir -- ' -'~'a

diz*ot.- Dy rinubih-3 x i2 o a ~ ~'~t13pro lector, tb
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larger drops were seen to fall faster than tho smaller ones, as wa
expect. -

Three trpes of projectiles wore usedl see Figure 3. Two of the three tan
were fired iu an unrifled 60-caliber gun, The lack of spin permitted thanL
projectiles to tumble; however, an may be seen from the photographs# when
the projectilj was traversing the rain, the tumbling had not yet become
appreciabla a Of the 60-caliber projectiles, one type was a right circular
eylinlcr of diewter 0.599 inches =.nd of -o-inoh length, the other type
had a conical nose of 60* full apix argle. Ths 60-d-gres corn was chosen
bactause dAta wre available on the &hock fronts produc~d by such projectileso
The third tye of projectile was from a star-ard '2-d ahall. Thi 20-m
projectiles wre rifled but this did wot seem to nodify appreiolably theirbo•r shock a--il for photcgraphs of 2-pound spinning projectiles in motion

see Referenc 1e

1?. RyxrkI,5zt Procadure

Fach firtmg of a projectile tbough sl:L.ated rain vas carried out accord-
ire to the f£llowing programt

: 1 (1) T-er Ftax camera was loaded with 100 feet of Super XX 6-= film

(2) '*he t-arir•-s of the rotatir. parts of tba camsra were lubricated
Vith 6,T)CIAl oil.

- (3) ?hD livht souria and the chr~owgra.ph were tmwnd on,

(4i) 74 &1=zulted rain =3~ alloved to fall.

-.(S) 'Te c-a ia3 started s•,•tano•sly with a tne-dlley device,
vb_ý .con-m 0.6 woons later, fi-rd the gun.

(6) V.ýa ratir4 of tB chronzmter wz- recorld and this was the time
rv,-gred for the projectile to trawersq the t,-n feet between the

acn creenz,

V.

.-•nty-.or• • ni tieqiknrce were obtained each ahouring the effects
of Zirl: a o-3cti)/- throurgh vi•'1lated rain. Of thaeee ten were taken
of 0 coil-r3 proJactiles who~s Speeds rangOd from 2460 ft/m$c
to 40V0 ft , -i. "ix of th- shots t-ere with 2O-- proj:.ctIle3 which travel-
3led _ aat 60 t 1'0 ft/lZc. Fivo &Ots Lzere mead3 U3irA bluff cylindrical
60-calilh c,-,-indars travelling aIbout 1,900 t 100 ft sec; chronologicaly,
tl-OýF VWT3 fia3% shots firzd, but they are Mrntiond last becuas! 3
ticir sn:I- F asr netl~atz' v'nhy ox u cqnce was
tai3n of i a C_.c_ l-ie rojectile fired without aVn rain. BacmsXO of an
ir*pro-ed ec::., tre v4.': losa horizontal spreading of the rain drops in
t.• -thoe ".L3, '.e conicl- re pro~ectiles and the 20-c= Wanition.

WAD TI 56-393, 701 59
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All projectiles were fired at supenaonic speeds and any rain drop sot
having experienced a direct impact with a projectile was subject to a
series of effects as followst &-

(1) Upact of the bow shook wawv that originated from the r-gion mar
the ose of the supersoafo projeetile.

(2) The Frandtl-M~yer expansion waies thal aroa. mainlj from the
shoulder region of the projectils.

(3) Imots from secondary shock waws which originated from the rear L -.

of the projectile and frm its turbulent wak.e*, .

(I) The debris and gases from the propelling explosion cam last*

The atron-th of the bow abock wave can be estimated for the conical-••se
proje3ctibs3 (coo Tabla II) * Th3 othiir effects were relativelT weak except
for tYA dabris and gases from the propelling blwot. Tha place of entry
of this last effect could be soan in the photograrbs undor considarationo.

Theresults which were o'idant from the motion-picture aequences are givae

(2) ~o'~o -~th-iro evidon,_- that r~r5n exoyv tae i yro idiatoyrbrolmn0
U4 '.) mo-i ~177-7 T, 34~ ~ O ~ .

,cý' U E aith a projectile, rain
dops vra bitntly brobn rp into a fine apray. Dark L41!es
or dzzk coi24,o in czr~zin pictur-03 can be exp3.ainid as d-un to th
. ,fra--tion offectot of a z-•t az,7 tiry liquid dropl.ets and nt
b7 rmozicn of high wator vzpor conitnt or of possible air-density
chlicics (n~ee &3ctica V4 C).

(2) Tho rain dme-. wore Jna'"d end ir:-.-3dip".e 1 Xfor+ad . a tow chock

ZEi5~ a th3 J-_nf- l erýfv

~ up. Those
d+rops r'Atch L-ro situa.. d clo...,n to the line of fire of t.le bluff- t--
"tyn, eylL'rioal pmjactilev broI% up first (a.g., 600 pac in
•-:)t 19); h-ra each, of the bluff-rnoe projectiles produced a Z

% trý-na- local 1-Z :0 which razsy ba-sa be-sn staovng-ar in the vioiu?. _

ity of th- nos, tb..n for other typa- of proýectilea, but whoes
J-atonity cortainly fell off mare rapidly with distrance from the

'." •li, of fir,.

(3) It ir&a, found tl3t th. ere .ure tL-1 ire 20 to 27 psec and the

""-- !4 3 o wore o ou aind from (a) -
Blurs in the .toges of projectiles a•d their associated shook 0
"fronts, ond (b) The change in pro.jctile po:itions between aucces-
"sive frames. The operation of the camera waa such that the inter-

nrome period was equal to 5.6 tiws ths exposure tire.

I _0
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TABLE I CRUUAGTI•ilCS OF XA7IRALLT OCCURRfING H IPITIOONO

(Air Dez"t0y as at ndC a ?40 Pie's.) O1

vJelocity HillifraMs GrginA3O
of Fan• of liuid Liquid

h¢lp.tation Droplet -Rates rater per Water per
Popular IntonsitF Dion. Motors cu meter cm ft of .- •-

Nam M/n.i/br _ 7 me Coco Of air air

Clear 0 100 . .. .- -0 .00- -•:• ,

Fog Trace 01 0.003 6.0 0.002
mist o0o0; 0.00 0.10 0.25 ;55.5 0o024

Drizzle o.?5 0.01 002o 0.75 92.6 0.04 !

Rain 1.00 0o.o0 0.15 2.00 138.9 0.o6

Moderate
Rain 14.00 0.16 1.0 4.o0 217.8 0.12

Heavy 6 *

Rain 15.00 0.59 1.5 5.00 833.3 0.365
- 1~cesaive

Rain 4o.o 1.6 2.1 6.00 1851.9 0o83 .1

burst 100 4.o 03.0 7.00 4.000 1.75
to to to to

1000 40.0 35WO 15.3o

* e. A. Brr, Jr., N. Bo]IV and N. R*. Bero, Handbook of .Mtoorolog, McGIrai •Hill (295).
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iL A.'

IV

* ?~~AKt IM SH0CX",'PMT hAiLES AND ffiZSURE STEPS IN THZ CA.SE OF 60-DB)Rf

AFE ANOLN CUNES FIRED AT VARIOUS SMW~

Shot, Froeotile xach Ange between conical F-sumu ratio soross
Numbr Speed N•ber part of boy shock the true conical par#

front & 11n of firn* of te ashock front**

ft/se.9 x ~grees

S 4060 3.6 38.0 5.63 l
r

2 3690 3.29 38.8 4.76

"3 31140 2.80 141.3 3.80

14 2910 2.60 142-3 3-42

6 2730 2.44 43.3 3.114

8 2510 2.214 145.5 2.78

Cf. Fig. 11, p. 467a J. W1. Hacco1, Proo, Roy. Soc A vol. 159, p. 459
I- ~(April 1M3).

g *nthTorated froma t result3 of Table T, p., 235, G. I. Tay1or and J. W.
.1icco11,, Proc. Roy. Sac. A, vol. 139, p. 278 (Feb. 1933).
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(4i) lot later thmn 25OO to hO(X wee after the psomge of a pojectilel,
rain drp•. aa ,ad mken up if ti ,ywere wt n

""WOt 2 1/2 7 nChff~O %no J o ire at the moment of firing*
The ultiMate breakup times M ClU Hred Sbout 25-0 .
ees of 20-im shots and were marr to V1o0 psec for 60-caliber
conical-nose projectl~ev. Mwvwe, befch the elapse of 40OO psec
the drops bad been overtaken by the blast of gaseous explosion
products and there was some qmetion as to the contribution of
the latter to the breakups

W1. Discussion

A. Sbock Waves Produced by the Projectiles

The thke types of projectiles vore fired ct supersorde speeds and &:7
project.ile travelling through air fater than the speed of sound pro-.
duces a bow shock wave (see Referenmce 5). The surface of this shook
wave is approximately conical and Vxmetric relative to the line of
fire. The apex of the conr lies near the nose of tbo projectile and

Wey be either just a little abesd of the rynse or attached to it depend-.
ing upon both the shape of ths latter and The ratio of projectile speedto the speed of sound. The forwarl-mot portion of the shock wave is
iits apexi frce hero the shock front tands back may from the direction of
motion. Ia fact, the faster the poJectile is moving, the more acutelyJ its shick front bends back,

Tho shock sra sapmrates onm regin of nonatant pressure, Pc, densityand air výlocity lyi.g aboad of it frca awthar region of relatively
conatnnb pressure, P!, density and air ve!ccity lyir behind, 3h the
cas which comzrn the prolietiles fired agairt r.in, the icisses
of the tz'mn.ition regions weore of the order of lo-3 to 6-41m (se-Ref£erer-m 6 and 7); i.e.., tte sh,'-w tbicý= m wore mob less
than tU dizatora of naturlly occurrips rain drops (5ee Table 1).

Of the three Vms of projactiles, the blnff-nose cylindrical oews
prod&zed toi shock waves which "re the rmst itemo (i.e., pi/po was
Sla&,et) in r tone very clos to the nose; but in ta.s- .tas the
inte•!itios foll off more rapidly with distance --ay from the lre of
firs (-ae Rafermnoa 8). On thb otbar MmAd, mo.-t mas kiwo-n abow the
intexnsities of ths shock waves prodac.d by t'h coic~l'-noae projectiles;
valgs a ex-0 ziven in Tablo II for both the praemm chms acroes a bow
shock Emit and its inclinstion as a fwztion of projectile apsed,
the•o valv-o ar• good for mgi.m mr te cna wl nd Ird beon obtains*
thaoratically and had been chOu-ked by imozue nto (icoe rRoferences 9

V and 10). F1rinr.37y, the 20-m. precti-2 worm avaiLnble for firing andoffemd a variation of typa of bow shock which might ho more co•iparableto that forsd by the no,- of a supersonic aircraft,

In the case of actual projeotiles (see References 8 and 11), the pros-sure ratio !1 /iO alp, ton• to fall off with increnaing distance
from the flotr &:.•- (ie.,, the line of tire). In p ia!cul.ar it weaLowed that (bee neforence 11), for a 60" cal-eno, projectile, the
p'eammae ratio PI/P falls .t ro%-bly 0.7 of the values given in
ST~ble II at a poInt distant aoze 4L from the flow axis; R denotes the
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crs-oc m raiu o eV projbotfle, A decrease In a lope of tie
* .. of the ecreosi Ini shook Inltensity withb Increased distance amy frua the

flow axs. In the cuie ofa fall 60a conicalanobs projeatilep the do-m
cremse In shook slope is gradunal and does not beooi very appreeiable
at region. cose thma hRtotheb flowazWe (sa. btWenness &: U). 0..

* ~.a~;M2.-W--trogno of pro isotile: and their shook waves have been taken
by the Bal'istic Research Laboratory, Abercien. Md, Or* mob photo-

* graph~ shows the shook waves jProduopt by a 155.;a -projectile travelling
at. a syeed .0 Hach M.179 (see Reference 12) and wery little decrease L.
in tra slope of the bow shook front is evident ouit to 8R* Mmvverp
this pbotograph is not diz%3ctly applicable to those projootilos which
imrs £fird throah tUs rain dxop. 1tsc%=as it shous, a =r& Batroa1inedu -

pro joctU~a and the natura of flov cround asupesronic projactilo is
such tbat cny abrapt, changes in aimapa oreato soconIdoz. effects which
cause tho bow shook wave to fall off no-, rapidly* 7

B. Poriod of S&aIn Sarface-Tansion Oscillations

The tb:ýr7 of a=Ul surfu~e-tein~io occillatiom~ of a 3lic!A drop about
a vph~-!w-%31 forn Ims been warked out by Lord Rcqlalgh (meo P.99forote 13)o
The vh:7- of th'a aurface of the co-oillAtina drop can be ax~eswd an a
surxnrpjý--Iiton of several hor~onicall3y td.Zt orztlora Salh

ce~i~zdby a particular Logerndre po~inz~oial. Ttta nost lportant
mdi of ozaillatiou oce u,-, for +.z, Wa~ndr. polyno.-iAl of or&-r a

this =---a:3 tiýt Ua drop joaiguatIon ouc411na%~ batumon a dI~~
iiha-o a fattexd apkirer, 1bare the flatlwsd region3 Aao @Ueh1tly

coT* Valuss of tha period of oscillation for na 2 m seot, ouiý in
Tal Ill

7briac: of
Ug~et~,r of Os3ci~lat~ion

2,6V

It Ij hi.'ig to nots QJiat t~m 4ba,3rved Uriia b~ftnoer a typioal,
b4-c of a bci abook wvwo with -& rain &'op, and Cmp broeavp are of the

. ttudm ca ~otlo r iaqutrd by. a 11 ree-oacilLation
to c~ia splhsre into eithjr t1~n auJ..ihty dh,ýONU'.ty~ cofig.tion
or ir-'ý a fntton.id aphora; ise. fo- valor tFo3o~ r h

'I s~1 43 tin tzl i , 1t) rd~n,, iW~k)?T locr13 2IDC0 r,;ec to 4000 rzac,
rjv-~r ima c~rt~i1 L-tn-pietvxre coquezzoa raivi drop3 havinj been ý5

strxk. '-- a bost shock wave apeared to grow 1.iA4 fjatttozd 9Vbres and
uitjiaateý2 into, ,;.,ort of dsoughnut-3ha.-.pd. obj,3ot before braing~ Up.7 l
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in at least om cm (m hot No. a), adrop of rain baving absorbed
eurgy from the Imact of a shook wave otanpd into a dmbbell shape
before breaking upT Hmmver, since the theory of surfam-tenion
oscillations only applis to small oscillations, it cmmot be concluded
"without further camideration that the abook-wave Im7ict• excited our-
face osoillatlons In the rain drops and that these oscillations ware
of sufficient ampUtudes to break up the drops.

The tim of tramd+t of a conpression wave through the body of a typi-
cal rain drop should have been

(1.7 am)/r a 1.2 )op,
where v danotes the velocity of sound in liquid water (v I- 1475D ft/eec).

The fact that the drop bre•kp times were sone thousands of times
greator than 1.2 pwc .s farther evidence that the break* mechanisa
is related to a auiwfe effect.

C. Taterpyetation of Bak Clouds on Sam Pictures

In cortaim ptotograpbs a da~rk clouvi suddan],y appeared ard slowly
dcdUipatad. Such clmu!s alw,7s formad adjacent to the bltmd imp

. of a projectile and in a region which previously had cot.and a rain
4rop. In all cm-es it ana pocsible to asceiate the formftion of one2 oi thece clouda ith a direct impact of a projectile and a rain drop.
lEowvar, the tra~mZo tion of a rain drop of 1.7-un diamlar into a
cloud aa-- f d of timas laror in ama ws mprsi and, con-
sequentlyp so-.-ae op~.n-tion moz sought.

S'ipposo Clit in tUs o~tlcal catup dapiactd in Flenums 2,9 tbzre was a
Iceal anoman,7 in tUe refractive ind~-x tizoughout cam. rceon of the
oxdar of a cubic itnh in oin- and which was located batmen

* ~th3 tM) CclI I-'nti=,, 10%3.L thko tntlcv i,-cxo itýd= be deno~ted
by a +_ c-:Tm to an ir!%2x equal. to n every-uhre esire. Light which
passwd in end out of the t:1ouo region vucld be refratad 0o that%
it no lonl-or would bt brou-k, to & fomm at the coior of tha iris
*dirp•ctaj of t;e , AccorirZ to the laem of refr -Ion, it cmm be

acntimt~ th3e lighAt r;ldch pzczad thbrotqh the anwaowiiu r~toin would
be foctc-d on a point thet in at a dAtzita S fro&a tUhe ctical mis
of te cCOMMra. The Eadnitu& of S is given by th- fofi relatimtn:

o~fr) -60 6
E '(Au/a) tan 0;

hare • denotos tho amgle bo!,-en tho incidht ray and a wr~al to the

mrface of the am-m;icu region. If the diam-nter of the emrra *,yr-
,tare •~re 0.1 l~ s, lon a vwhra of An e*cl to or greate than
(0.05/60) cot O " 0.OCC333 cot 0 would be nerasary- to milcvt lIght
out 02 the v=:-rae

Tb3 diff ome batuasn the refract.ive ind*x of water and air is 0.333. %Siac• thib ia the oquivalent An for a rain cu-cp, the lattar would

refr+ot lighk out of the c€,%v.rsa for all eangles of i±cide-r-ca domn to
oxe cot (0.333/O0,C0833) * 0.1" ard this effect must harq been

re.pon-sible Tor rztkinZ the rain tirops appear as little dart circles.

=a To 56-393, vel x 63
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on the otbor hand,, water vao his a riefractIve index of 1*00025
~. I compard to a *1.00029 for air* Mm crder for water vapor to refract

light out~ of the cmeras the follokip relation auat be matiefleda

60 z (1#00029.-1.00025) tan 9 ;ý OeO5 Inches

187 < 90.-

Pfyaioal3r this man that, 1ven if a region Voris to be 100% vater,
only a portion of its peripbary corresponding to 87 *~ <0.vu

be able to refract light out of the camera. < P ol

TIhi, Uth dark cloudsa which appearad on certain photographe nust be
dus to gvizaabla variations in refractive inadez such as can be attributed
to liquid water itsalfo Cormqluentlys, thoe. cloudsu ane irdications
that a rain &o2p is at~caize dinto 11Idil !?;ra by i ct with a -!Mr-

The cooparation, of the followinig prarous Is gmteful.3y acknowledged. The
Festax cazmra q ipmmt van vupjplid and cot up by Goorge Hays of the
P-wirý,, Afrplene Cmý.pey Buien FL, t Unit. Durizj most of. ths rmw tbae
or -inre woz operatd L7 oit':-r It. Tribou or H. Tacker, Tho pmn were set

@1uip =zid fird me-3r th3 4fr*cibon of A'r Thizeikp Bozbor W-Jpon Unit. U

.~1(r) ranatin on, ?&bstea Mgb-Sed Ybtion P~ictur'e Camnrasa, Waolensak Optical
Co.,, Rochout~er 2., T~s York.*

(2) MCxT3l J-.'110 ra~t.=x Or~,= Unit ('M) Goce 3-) 1 Imtrmotion Book No., 1262,s
l-!iCjt'1411 Tir,-;r C~ompoticf (tact. 1-5s 1948). I~

(3) Jo. We "XIMUt (Lord IV11-31o-c)* h of Dvowr (l945) vol. Ili, p. 362.

jo~ we It. ccol, Fpco. p~ r")I A,0 Vol* lý0$ P. 4,0 (April 1o 3937).

(5) Re Covmu? ani N i 00 . jLdrice, n..-iaat ra. iISol Inter.-.

(6) ff. It. Lie am A. 1 fh! A So 3. --n On Roftection of fSh-' Vitms froa

*(7) A. M. Pni,!mtt and He. jo Sms-rO Cl.!x fAr9.1,t vol.- V-19 p. Is5?

(9)3.3)r'oradj .ica~~?o.Ry.Sceo A, volo 1,39, p. 278 (Feb.
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(11) F.Do Bennett# C o, Carter and Vo 1. Bergdoltp Jour, Appl r Pbp-.p voa°

. (12) T. van K n) Jou. of the Aeonaus. Sces, p. s P, .373 (r•017 :7)

(13) See Page 373 of Rference (3) or H. Lamb, Hydrod s, Dover W45)a
p. 475*
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THREE DLMENSIONAL ERROR PR1EDICTION

George M. Hahn and Edmund J. p.nney*
Dalmo Victor Company, San Carlos, California

I. INTRODUCTION ,4.
In a previous paperI presented by members of this organization, a number
of methods for theoretically p=edicting the change in boresight due to the
presence of the radome were described. One of the methods, referred to
in the refeience as "Scattering Technique", will be discussed in some .

detail in the present paper.

The basic idea of this methcd is to regard the radorcie as a perturbation
source, deterraine the electromagnetic fields due to this source and then
com'bvine them with the fields due to the antennz, without the presence of the

*Iradome. It is then possible to determine the boresight shift by comparing
the two field configurations. The electromagnetic formulation is of
necessity fully three-dhnensional; none of the usual optic or plane wave
approximations are made, and flat panel transmission and reflection coefLfci-

4 • ents are not emr.ployed.

11. DERIVATION OF THE BASIC INTEGRALL EQUATION

MaxweU!'s Equations for electromagnetic fields in a dielectric of volume V. I
and whose time variation is of the form C-"', are:

D.E-fv B rE. E

* I where all symbols have their usual meaning.

Similar equations hold in free space, if F andA. are replaced by eto and
-u~o respectively.

According to Strattonr, the electromagnetic fields in this problem are the
"* same as those that would be generated if no dielectric were present at all,

but instead a distribution of virtual currents and charges. Let T be the
"virtual current distribution inside V, c'jhe virtual sarface charge on 5
the surface bounding the volume V and K the virtual surface current distri-
bution on $ , Here

* Department of Mathematics, University of Califorria, Berkeley, Calif.

1. Damonte, Hallu and Gunter, "Error Prediction Methods", Proceedings of
the Radome Syn"posiurn, Vol. UI, June 1955

2. 3.A. Stratton, "ElectromagnQ ic Theory", McGraw Hill Co.4 1941
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wh~ile e'and R are determined from the boundary conditions on •.The .. ,

scalar and vector potentials can then be written: -

o / (3)

0,

white (and reareedentferrled frdomuthe boinda ry spcdtiven y ond5 h

these can be ctlculated from the perturbation potertials in the usual manner.

For the case•.z•j.,, one finds for the electric field: ••

with K=- • • ( the total electric field, and the outward

normal to- _S Equation (5) is an integral equation relating the perturbation

fields 19 the azntennat fields and the physical properties of the radome,

Since a 4Q) =fp() + 9-0 (Q}the equation, must be useu for two separate

calcul.ationst

a) detenr-ination. of • •,i. e. tha effect of the presence of the i

4vKM

wradome on the field in the vsoure o rcupied by the radome itself,

T ) csub ,crpt, of nda P)e , i.te. the faa fref d erfgt ts of the perturi etdon

For the latter calculateon, the follpwing appro.teinatia is usually made:

Lot 0 te some convenient origin in or near V and let"sT be the vector

from 0 to P , jn being a unit vephtory ic denrtes th he ector from . to

the point of icac gration. Q .then:

Rz i -- M(6)

tO, TR5-93 o



Rietaining only the first two terms, equation (5) reduces to:

,A

m. TECHNIQUES OF SOLVING THE INTEGRAL EQUATION

It is clear that one cannot hope to obtain solutions in closed form to
equation (5) or to equation (7). The starting data are the measured fields •..U
(o) in numerical form. While it would be possible to fit these data in
some polynomial approximation, the complicated geometry of most radomes
would still prevent one from exactly solving the equations.
Numerical methods must therefore be resorted to, and three different N

iaethods were considered by the. authors.

a) The Grid Method- a

Su.ippose FF P) denotes an approy-unation to (P) then

F(OP)-oP+ Fp(P) is an appro3dmation to E (P)

It is then possible to define an error term __

where the 5 are defined in such a manner that they vanish whea

F(P)z R(P). The radome volume is now covered by a
grid of t4 points sufficiently close together; the appro.dmationS~Fp 4P) is as sumed as duo to contribution from the /Vpoints: :

Ep(P =1 cL~~((9)

The error term then becomes

which is miniroized by equacin& the -65:7 and otozoro for n- I - -- N . This gives N• lnearr equations In the N complex
Ck'5 ; solving these the results are then substituted in~to ,,9) and

Sp) is obtained.

b) Stationary Phase Appronunation••.

The method to be outlined here depends on the fact that the iuteg: ale
in the nutaral equation hve integrands involv'ing the product of

zJ k and the internal electric field. Now if the interaul

W= lTR 56-393, Vol r 85 _
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electric field behaves locally like a plane wave, it contains a
factor •J , where A 'is the coordinate in the direction of
the wave. The two exponential factors are respcnsible for the
change in phase as the point of integration moves about in tha
dielectric shell.

Now consider a straight line drawn outward from the point of
observation R'0. Suppose for sim/Ilicity that X*O when R;0..
Then on this line the ratio IZ/$ remains constant, and the
exponential argumentk . iA increases linearly as I| in-
creases. However on some 4ines the factor of proportionality
is zero, so the phase remains constant. These ate all the lines
lying on a cone (which might be called the "cone of stationary
phase"') with axis parallel to the direction of propagation of the
intarior electric field, and elements inclined to the a.xi, at an
angle equal to the compliment of the critical angle for the dielectric.
On one side of this cone the phase increases as R -ncreases, and
on the other side the phase decreases as R increaaes. The
contributions to the integral from the region near the cone add
together and reinforce each other. The contributions from the
region well away from the cene have a tendency toward mutual
cancellation.

The idea then is to approxaiate the dielectric sheet locally by

a flat sheet which fits as closely as possible to the curve of
intersection of the cone of stationary phase and the surface of the
dielectric sheet, and to evaluate the integrals in the integral
equation for that flat sheet, and on the basis of the assumption
that the electric field is essentially plane in the region of
importance in the integral. This id'probably not a. bad assumption
because the cone of stationary phase occupies only a limited
region near the point of observation.

This gives rise to what may be considered merely a flat plate
theory. However, it is not the usual sort of flat plate theory. In
the usual flat plate theory the dielectric shell is approximated by
a flat plate whose two sides are tangent to the shell in the local
region of interest. In that theory the plate is held fixed in the
determination of the field at all points of the local region. In
the present theory, on the other hand, the orientation and thickness

A I of the fitting flat plate change from point to point, and depend on
other properties of the shell than its thickness alone. This may
be expected to give a more accurate theory than the usual flat
plate theory.

c) Lumped Fields Method:

Another approach is to divide up the radome into a number of
circular disks of the order of a wavelength in diameter. The
point is to "lump" the local behavior of -the electric field in each
disk in a way one can handle, and then to use the basic integral

C Ta. 56-393, Vol. I86
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equation to tie together the fields in the different disks. To do
this one must first express the electric field throughout each disk
in termo of the field at the center. - Certain assumptions are
required to do this. One may assume that the internal field in the
disk is approximated by two plane waves whose directions of
propagation may be set at will, hut may:, in particular, be given
the directions that the internal waves in a flat sheet would take
when acted upon by the local magnetic field considered as a plane
wave. If that is. done, one can apply a good deal of plane sheet

"theory to simplify calc-alations of the local fields.

It is then possible to calculate the total field? at the c"-er of each
disk by integrating over each-disk and then summing . rer all the
disks. The problem then reduces to a set of linear equations in
the unknown fields •.t the canters of the disks. Rather than attempt
to solve these directly, one can again resurt to a least squares
and. successive approximation theory, as described in Paragraph
III a).

The three methods just discussed are all of considerable complexity.
The grid method, to provide sufficient accuracy, requires an excessivelyi large number of points taken. As a result, the storage. requirements
exceed the capacities of available computing machines. The stationary

' Iphase method is hampered by the difficulty of fitting the sheets to the
cones of stationary phage. This process proved so difficult that the
approach was abandoned completely. The lumped field technique looks
the most promising of the three.

it should be pointed out that the existence of a unique, bounded solution
to equations (5) and (7) is •yno means obvious. The existence of the
sing wiai- i in-- te term makes the question non-elementary, from I
a mathematical point of viw. However, the results mentioned in the K
following paragraph tend to show that such a'solution does exist, a
condition which one would expect from the physics of the situation.

IV. RESULTS

To test the possibUlity of a successive appro.ximations scheme as suggested
in 'paragraphs' DI a) and c) above, the following experiment was carried out.
A cylindrical polystirenek 1.)ring, large compared to the wave length
waa placed in front of a parabolic reflector transmitting at X-band. The
resulting pattern vwas measured in the E plane of the antenna. Three points ofthe pattern w'ere then computed using the iterative scheme outlined in III c),

on the basis of one plane wave only and then for the next two higher approxi-
mations. In each :ase the higher order approx.imations were successively
closer to the ireasured values than the low order approximations.

At the present time computations are being carried out at WADC to test the
method on a radcme; unfortunately no results have become available as of
the date of this p;*per.

• WAD Tii56.393, Vol ' 87
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ABSTRACT

A method is presented .of determining the sled ttave.

. in a known artificial rain field required to bbtain the sameerosion dainage (if:any)'encountered by a missile in free

' I fligfat In any" iiven natural rain. The -conditions of test and
the rrathematics of simulation are di3cussed. Methods used
to determine the "worst case" of erosion, which is used to

d determine the maximum sled travel, are shown, and methods

S. 
... of rain field sam pling to obtain droplet size, distribution.

~ I and rainfall rate are givea..

- I

U.).
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'.INTRODUCTION

The severe damage sometimes suffered by flying in weat~her coufditions
whe-e the air is full o. particles poses a problem in the design of any moving

vehicle. Three types of airborne particles are know to cause damage. (1)

rain, (2) hail and (3) sand. This discussion will be confined to the case of

rain except for some general comments on the relative importance of the other

two pa)rticle classes.

In order to obtain specific information about the relative rain erosionJ resistance of various radome materials three main attacks on the problem

I have been made by various laboratories: (I) Whirling Arm Z,6 (2) Fligh.t

in natural rain 6 and (3) Ballistic teat in spray field. 2 The whirling arm

technique, as it is currently performed, is good subsonically. The flight

.* througb natural rainfall by an aircraft carrying samples is a dau-gerous opera-

tion and the results, while demonstrating the existence of erosion, are not

"quantitative, since radar studies have shown natural rains to be Ron-hornogenoous.

A IThe ballistic method is good for supersonic uses, provided that -1 correlation

S"between natural rains and the spray field can be given. The smý.ll size of the

Stest specimen and the few impacts made with droplets in this method n•.tae an,.

interpretation of the integrated effect very difficult.

I A fourth method, pioneered by Dittmann 2 and otLers at Con-nair is the

supersonic sled. A full size article, say a radome. is mounted on a rocket

propellee. sled similar to those used for other captive tSL speed tests and

* fired through a spray field at a speed near Mach 2. The problem is to correlate

the sled test with an equivalent natural rainfall. Si,,.. neither the particle

distribution in the spray field nor the time velocity history of the sled run are

precisely the same as the quartilies of a free firing in natuxal rain, some means

of relating them must be fount in order to interpret the results.

Y=OTH .56-3939 Vol I3
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2. METHOD OF TEST

2. 1 The Sled -
p

The test vehicle is a two-unit sled arranged as shown in Figure 1.

The purpose of the two-unit sled instead of one large one is that it behaves

very much like a two stage rocket.- By keeping the frontal area of the booster

unit the same as the main sled the drag is assentially the same as a single

sled. Both units carry seven JATO motors and shortly after a speed of Mach 1

(booster burnout) is reached, the booster disconnects. The main sled now fires

and accelerates to a speed in the vicinity of Mach 2.0 which is maintained until

the spray field has been passed. A water brake is used to stop the main sled.

Aerodynamic drag, coupled with a lower velocity, is expected to slow the

booster before it reaches the water. It is equipped with a water brake scoop

to bring it to a full stop short of the main sled.

2. 2 The Spray Field

The spray fiald occupies the 2100 feet of track where the sled speed

is maximum.

....

0

, 1~::"; I -

"Figure 1 - Test Sled and Booster Ccmbination
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.: .. ...

* The nozzles used are the Spraling System (0. (Chicago. 111. Vee

Jet 1/4 U 8050. Since the erosion effect is proportional to somne positivie

power. greater than m•Aiy of the particle diameter, the mare-erosive larger
droplets make possible sonic saving in the number of sled runs needed In any

given simulated rain rate. The highest equivalent rain fall rate (5 in. /hr) is

V • | obtained with a pressure of 4.5 psig and a symmetrical separation of 18 feet.

Nozzles are directed upw;Lrds 50O, and are located six feet apart along the

length of the spray field in pairs as indicated "n Figure 2.

2.3 DRopSize .D'stribution

The method of measuring the distribution of water throughout the

range of drop size consisted of capturing the drops in oil pans and measuring

them visually. First the drops were captured in an 4il pan which had two
kinds of oil in it, sea Figure 3.

The two kinds of oil do not mix readily so the drops which fell Into

* the motor oil descended slowly and rested on top of the silicon oil. The captured 7

I, '

TRACAC

-- -• - - - OVERLAP ZONES

Figure Z - Spray Nozzle Deployment
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Figure 3- Oil Pan Detail & . C 550 SILICONE OIL

drops were then photographed.1:1. The dropleta can be preserved for several

j days before the oils begin to mix or appreciable water absorption takes place.
•"•The photos were made immediatsly after droplet capture. ComparlsolL withL

photographs of drops in air showed that the shape was not distorted sufficiently

to cause appreciable error.

Reading the negatives was performed by measuring each droplet

with a comparator. This method proved to be tedious. While a scanning

counter exists the negatives were not suitable for its use. It was lound that

S.certain persons could, after some practice. estimate the drops in eac• group

very accurately. In a trial of this method one girl was able to reduce the time I
required to read a photograph from 5 hours (two people) to Z4 minutes (two

people). The estimated count never varied more than 1% from the actual and

the error in the value of d was 0.03 mm.

After the drop count had been made for each station these readings

were correlated with measurerments of rain rate as made with gauges. It was

found that the variation of the median drop diameter with rain rate was com-

paratively small. The drop diameters are principally a function of the nozzle

pressure, not rain rate. Some apparent increaso in size was noted: however,

the best explanation of this is that the spray is not horizontally tniform with

respect to size distribution, but the larger droplets tend to appear in the edges.

Since this is also the triple overlap region the etwptrical formula is good only

for the nozzle arrangement used in the tests.

2.4 The Rain Rate

2. 4. 1 Rain Rate Measurement

"A system of rain gauges similar to that shown in Figure 4 were

used to measure the rain rate. Several deterrntinations were made for each set

"of field conditions and the results averaged.

wA2 a 56-393, vol I 9
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Figure 4 - Rain Gauge
*~~2 ft. 35-LADUAtES

CYLINDER

Measurements made with a row of gauges spaced 18 inches apart

down the field at the anticipated center line of the radome showed the rain not
"only to be heavy at all stations but also to have a high variation. The range

of rates for the spacing and arrangement shown in Figure 2 was 3. 82 to 8.68

incher per hour. The rms value of I was 5. 05 in. /hr. The correlation of I'-j with do was found to be:

; ' *d = 1.561 145

where do is in. nim
jI is rain rate in. /hr

The small value of the exponent of I indicates that drop -size growth

*.} j with increasing rain rate is small. In natural rainfall the corresponding ex-

:• j ponent is in the neighborhood of 0. 20 to 0. 30 with a few observers1 reporting

Sj numbers up to 0. 37 and 0. 40.

i.~

*d the drop diameter which divides the amount of water into two equal
o portions.
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3. THEOR~Y

3. 1 The Radar Limitation

The criteria for establishing the eqjuivalent rainiall conditions in

the tests may be derived from the limitations imposed upon the radar guidance

system by the rain itself. It is obvious that some rainfalls which have a finite

probability of occurring" can be sufficiently severe as to completely neutralize

any weapon system that depends upon electromagnetic radiation in tile micro-
wave region or higher.

The range to lock-on is given bin
q[ oikGl( 0 9 G2.( .0 1]/4

where C = constant relating to system of measurement (i. e. km, stat. mi.,

naut. mi., etc.)

1P = Power transmitted
ir 0 = radar cross-section of target•

X = wavelength

CG( 8 ) = The gaia function antenna system

L = Path loss

The path L is governed by the maximum allowable two-way path attenuation

which will permit a reliable lock-on. If this is assumed to be 3 db above the

ambient noise level, then RLO can be determined for given values of the other

variables. 0

W here scattering or absorptive particles are present in the volume

between the radar and the target, the lock-on range is reduced to the point

where the signal raturned is detectable 3 db above the ambient noise level.

The formula:

where I : rain rate in./hr (Z)X .L x wavelength

L path length mi
a db/mile
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-- The remaining factor is the attenuation caused by abse1lgdm ""

sca'ttering. The attenusti.in eifect fort u 3 cm is shown in 71gw. 5
Where the relative velocity of target and rada~r U s er dsw

frequency drops to zero and both effects must be considere&. A cLnnta suchI as this occurs if the target orbits around the radar location, o If tk, :Mzget

and airborne radar move at the same velocity, as in a tanl Chase.

3.32 Erosion Factor

rt has been rhown. by Mar"- I~ and Palmer that±0ae drap saim
distribution of raost natural rainfalls can be represented byI' where N = number of drops in group d + 3d

F• No= numbet of drops in group d = 0
• I A function of the rain rate L

, Treating a as a constant (i. e. I - constant) A

,t. .. , .. . , 1, ,

I• 4
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The inpact stress is proportional to the square root of the mass

Experimental results to date indicate that Equation 9 probably holds,

or at least that the exponent 3/2 is a first approximation. Letting the exponent
th

be k for purposes of theory, the erosion caused by the I group is:
Nk

Ei Nd (10)

With the definitions given in equation 8 the tetal -erosion facter

(El) due to droplet size distribution is:

E. J = Nd dk (d)

oo N -•Ad 8d

which is readily integrated as:
No= 0r + i)

E Ak1()
That the erosion rate goes up enormously with increasing velocity 6

has been established in sample tests by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory,

Convair and others

REOc Vb (13)

w. The value of b has been determined from data published by Convair aid is

4- found to range between 3. 5 and 8 for supposedly identical rain conditions. Prob-

]!• ably the variation could be accounted for in the sizes of particles encountered.

Let b be a constant and,

RE Kvb (14)

The component of V effective in erosion is normal to the radome

surface. From Figure 6 it can be seen that

R E = IMN =KV Cosb 9 (5

The appearance of K is incidental in this discussion since we are

concerned with the relative erosive abilities of two different drop distributions.

The ions.ant K may be omitted since it is divided out later in the analysis.

r.; It has been shown by Atlas that

WAd. T'R 56-393s Vol £ 99
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A= 3.75 do (16)

. ~and that do is related to rain intensity by::1d 0= 1. 79 I 1' where I in in in. /hr (17)

ft.4

and d n.mr

0

with rain rate. While this may be a justifiable simplification for meterologial
purposes, closer examination of the data used shows that their equation fails
to describe the numbers of smaller drops present. This is no criticism of the

meterologists because they themselves point out this limitation. The difficulty
!hcomes in trying to corrNlate artificial rains where the drop distribution is quite t

Sc es Both nttural rainfall and artificial rain field droplet distribution can

be described by: n
TheN= =e = (18)

The erosion integral, in general terms, is:

-f -a (19)E 4 da dd (9
4 junless K is a positive integer or zero the form is not readily integrated.

Howe-, er for practical purposes where Nl vs d has been experimentally found,

the value of E T may be obtained graphically by:

E dik (20)

At the stagnation point 8 0 and R = b and the impact is less
7everywhere else. It has been shown by Wettexborg et al that aerodynamic

W.AD TD 56-393, Vol 1 1,0
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* considerations reduce the value ofV~ below that given by equation 15. However.

at the higher velocities the effect is less important and, considering the in-

- exact state of rain erosion knoIleft , probably can be neglected until some

of the grosser aspects of the proma hae been examined in more detail.

Aerodynamics may affect the rests if the velocity ratio between the sled

speed and the free flight conditiou is not close to unity.

3.3 The Sied Simulation

The total erosion experienced by a radome traveling at a speed,

V. through a rainfall. I. in a period of time, t -tI, is given by:

a~ n d2EJ and d d (21)

The equation holds equally whether the radome xs mounted on a free flying

vehicle, or on a captivM one like a sled. The object of the tests is to establish

a valid estimate of the damage caused by certain natural rainfall. With this
. •in view. it is necessary only to write a ratio between the natural and artificial

: •erosion integrals.

m missile )dk dd(Nat. Rain)

VN dt(o -a n dn) d dd
K Sled J o" o e (Art. Rain)

Sv = number of sled rums req-ired to simulate any given missile

flight situation.

Since the material object is identical in both cases and the aerody-

namics are similar if the speeds are nearly the same then:
U Km tK X

and letting the velocity factor be denoted by LJ.v.
1 equation ZZ becomei:

EE
S v I (Missile)

E E (23)
SvI (Sled)

rR 9 o101
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I: ~~The existence of a maximum V depends on the -flight history of the [ .

missile and upon the foreshortening of its range by rainfall intensity. Except

Swhere the limitation is sevext the curve of V vs ! is fairly constant after the•IL

Smaximum has been passed. The radar limitation is the strongel variable and

"the product of the two integrals tends to be nearly constant, or even to diminishl
despite the fact the rain intensity is increasing rapidly.

4. OTHER EROSION PROBLEMS

4.! Snow Erosion

The apparent absence of snow erosion is evidently due to the small 2.'
size of the erosive particle. While snow flakes may be quite large they consist

of ar airy lattl•ce of individual crystals. Impact with such a structure would

first collapse the lattice and then demolish tl•e crystals. Current aircraft and
missiles are not significantly affected, but when the relative energy of the

individu•l crystals to the vehicle approaches the fatigue or impact breaking i
strength -of the rnateriah4 used, snow. erosion will be noticeable. L

4. 2 Sand Erosion

Sand or soil partikle erosion has occasionally been reported on

military aircraft flying at comparatively low altitudes over dese.rt terrain. I El
The phenomenon is orcdinarily confined geographically, but might also be
expected over "Dust Bowl" areas. Since the particles must be carried by

air currents, a definite gradation of size distrib%.tion can be expected with
altitude. The criteria for deciding what particle spectra to anticipaste at altitude

during a sandstorm is insufficiently not known, anu ut question is presumably

unanswerable at this time.

As far as a missile is concerned, materials which can itstand up

.*Q tt a minute of sand blast with medi.m particles at missile speed wMi probably
"be satisfactory for radomens and leading edges.

4.3 HailErosion

N The occur ence of hail in dangerous quantities is suffitnier.-v low as
to pose no problem in the control of damage to aircraft and missiles. However,
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reports by NACA and the Military indicate thvt erosion and damage inflited by

hail when it does.occur, is often sudden and severe.

Meteorological records are available for determining dh sizes of

hail which occur most frequently on the ground. For purposes of tests. *t80

2;• particles may be assumed to be airborne. Since an ice pellet, unlikr S wate

drop. may be accelerated with an air blast, sample tests of the hail erosion-

resistance in radomes and other materials are feasible.

4.4 Rain Erosion Simulation by Other Media

Conditions relating to Change of Erosion Medium.

A. Velocity Ratio

* Since missile velocity increases with launch velocity, it becomes i
virtually impossible to simulate erosion for maximum-speed condition, due to

the lact that the number of runs becomes prohibitively high. For speeds above

M 3. 5, an attractive possibility for reducing the cost of smulation is to use a

"higher-density liquid as the erosion agent.

The only high-denmsity material which is a liquid at ordinary

temperatures is mercurv. If we stipulate that the relative kinetic energy con.-

tained by the drops shall be the same, and that whatever changes of state that U
"take place shall be identical in kind and energy, then,

E 1 -E&~~'- ~(24)

where E is energy and J is the function of state of the twoi media.

For equal energy, A

S/Z mHg V2 = )/ZmV 2  (25)g Hg H 0O
2

M = 13.546 MH20

V V, 0. 272 V
"",2V 120 (26)

Where the test material is ceramic on plastic, mercury may be

useable, but its action on metals and alloys s!hould be investigated prior to test.

wWfl TH.56.393a Vol 1 0
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The curve in Figure 7 terminates about M 3.6 because of a

:hange of state in mercury.

For any other pairs of media

PZ1
V V (27)

SPz -F-P

B. Changes of State

In order to be certain that the changes of state in the collision

are the same. it is necessary to investigate the changes of state that may

occur in ordinary rain erosion at high speeds. The fiist law of thermodynamics

states that:

JO = E Where 3 Joule's Equivalent

Q Quantity of Heat (28)

E Energy of Impact

lIfthe w'ater is assumed~ to be liqu*id at the beginning of impact.
and is allowed to achieve the vapor stage during impact, the 0 term in equation

1000

500-

W 250

* 0 1000 2000 W00 4000

VH2 0

•': fFigure 7 - Equivalent Test Speeds in
Mercury (First Order Effects)
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- If the particles were ice crystals,, or hail stones, Q terms for

Aba -sf and latent heat of fusion would be added to those for the liquid

Q Q 0 1 + + liq. ~V * ap (0

Terms 1, 3, & 5 are all of the formJb
QcdT .(31)

Ta

1e 09, speific heat and T Tb are the initial and final temper-atures

z:M~ti~na given state.

It is interesting to compare graphically the mercury and water

A g estte. Figure 8 shows the permutation of -water states for various

aT re /M?/rAL ?EMjPERATURP

L'40

SPEED -(THOUSANDS OF FPMS

Figure 8 - Water Temperature After Impact 0
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Sufficient energy is present to cause the water temperature to rise to the

transtiu, &aonm &.t L aspeed of about 3000 feet/sec no matter what the initial

temperature was. If we avoid media conversion for transition sones, an upper

limit near M 2. 6 is imposed. Figure 9 shows the maximum range of liquid-

to-vapor change in mercury. The low specific heat of mercury allows a.rapid

rise in temperature and the transition zone is reached by 1086 feetlsee.

Specific heat is in general a function of temperature, but in

most instances may be taken as a constant throughout the temperature range of

any given state,. provided that additional states of freedom are not excited in

the material. With this simplification and substitutuion from (30) into (29) we
obtain an expression for the changes of state.

l/ZmV2  J eliq (T1 -To) ÷mqnr +ncv (T ] 3 z)

V L tT c.. AT'
-= iq liq ÷q vapCvap (33)

q is the latent heat of fusion per unit mass. In using equation

(33) it is necessary to take the right hand terms in sequence. That is, the

To *1009 06-40'.

: .

Figure 9 - Mercury Temperature After Impact ,
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energy is first used to satisfy the initial term and the excess assigned to the

second; then any excest of energy is then assigned to the last term. The final .

temperature may then be calculated. It is necessary to follow the same

sequence as the physical-state transitions of the erosion medium. If a material

is capable of additional degrees of freedom, additional terms reflecting the Ow.

variation of c would be required.

If it i- to be assumed that in both media, no part of the drop is

vaporized before the whole mass, then the mercury- is capable of ai-mulating

rain erosion up to the limit imposed by the water. Probably, however, this

model is too simple to yield satisfactory solutions near the point where transi-

tion begins.

According to equations 27 and 33, the maximum equivalent speed

for rain erosion which may be simulated up to-the mercury transition zone is

Mach 3.6 at sea level, but this assumes that all of the water remains liquid

in the transition zone.

These considerations show that while the exact limits may not

be prescribed at this time, the change of erosion media will not extend erosion

"measurement techniques much beyond Mach 3.

~~ N'
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S. CONCLUSIONS

Current sled designs call for maximum speeds of about Machl 2. As.

the restriction K m Ks, equation 22 can be used up to the transition zone d

water (M 2.6). This means that erosion on a vehicle traveling M 2.5 canlbe

does not hold for speed ratios greatly different than unity, special sleds capa• e
'A. simulated by using existing sled techniques. Since the condition of sirun a

of speeds of Mach 3, or above will be required if this manner of test is to be

pursued for higher velocities. Such a sled might use a double or triple boostr

system and require 6 to 10 miles of track in order to get perhaps 2000 feet of

useful rain field.

Generally, the current-type sleds will yi-id satisfactory results for

missiles and aircraft in the speed range of M 1.5 to M 2.5. The time of fliI

at extreme speeds for aircraft must be prescribed in terms of radar limitataum

due to precipitation, fuel consumption, etc. in order to determine the number

of sled runs required for a given simulation.
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LAME RIGID RADI3 DESIGN

Hadley F. Morrison

Zenith Aircraft
Gardena, Calif.

1-iroduction:

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the field of large ground radomes
ez-=_passes requirements for rigaid radomes. Because of this need, additional
---- sis is being• placed on the research, developmentl and evaluation of 'large

-ei-d ground radomes. It might even be sl.,,ted that the requiranent for mobility
w!:-ach previously restricted the use of rigid radomes is in sme instances no
l••ger a serious bar to the use of. the rigid :adome.

Tbi foremost intent of any radome is to provide protection to the radar antenna
Vit h a minimum attendant loss of transmission efficiency. This concept is no

s-zs applicable to large ground radomes than it is to airborne radomes. The
design variables may differ; however) the net desired result is essentially the
s-e. The evolution of the large rigid radome from preliminary design to final
ft7.rication and test is based upon this prime consideration of high transmission
e-"iciency. However , there are other important design factors which oftentimes
eze overlooked or are unduly minimized. A successful radome will reflect an
hz:ýest evaluation and resolution of these many design variables and factors. In
fazt) it is a design responsibility to insure that the radome complies with these
me.:7 factors which will result in an optimum design.

Zicusion:

kA•'• the factors which dictate optimum design of large rigid ground radomes are:
(i1 transmission efficiency, (2) service environmental operating conditions,
(3) structural integrityt (4) safety of personnel involved' (5) field erection$
(-) service operating life, (7) operational maintenance, (8) munufacturing and
fi:ý&:icatlon, (9) mobility, and (10) unit cost.

?. feasibility of designing and manufacturing large rigid ground radomes per the
aý,zvs factors has been demonstrated by the Zenith Plastics Company, as well as
v-zious other commercial firms and military research and development centers.,

-.- .search and development program which resulted in delivery of such a radome
(2`zreafter called the Rome Dome) to the U.S. Air Force was sponsored by the Rome
Ai.• -favelopment Center. The general requirements were for an anti-iceable rigid
ramae which vas to be mountable on existing arctic towers. This radome was to
"",bi the cover housing for radar set AN/FPS-4 or for radar set ANl/TPS-ID. In
I -•ition1 it was required that the radome be transportable in a C-119 type aircraft.
.-. :ause the many design ractors are so inter-related ) it is not possible to dis-
:_.ss themft as aeparate entities. Thus, no attempt is made in this brief discussion
t: ihere to any specific numerical order such ;%s appeared in the introduction,
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The optimum configuration and size of the Rme D i weted on the basis
of providing a radome which would lend Itself to • design and ease
of sectionalizingj transport, and erection. In aRm 10 veAcme must PrQvide
adequate inside clearances for the assembly of the most provide clearance
between the edge of the antenna and the surface of AD and must be
mountable on existing arctic towers. The radone • finally selected

, (Figure I) has a hemispherical dome of 10-foot spI.i a which is tangent
I to and continuous with a 20-foot diameter, five-fogt vwtcal cylindricalSbase segment. The resulting height (less lightntS =d) to 15 feet. The surfacevas divided into eight i-entical peel-shaped side vmW%4 apgroximately 8• 1x 182

"and one 6-foot diameter circular top cap paneld It Is wb to note that no 1 ' ,p•articu.lar difficult y ?-as been encountered by the bhld In hanm irg these-'-

panels during test erections.

The selection of materials for the Rome Domes as id say was dependent
upon the integration and assimilation of the many vadz nd= and operating
conditions. The basic structural material selected ms f~wa s reinforced
plastics. This choice was made because of its desizaWblslve~ical properties
and because it is now a well established fact that fU is relatively
maintenance-free. More specifically, the requir•eun pw specifcation were I."

"that it should be fiberglass fabric (not mat) with sd-st& zins. Because of r
* the anti-icine requirements of the radome and -the cnsegm at requirements

which under certain conditions would render iadome san k ,ares above normal,
S! it was decided to use Selectron 5016 resin in c"bim••z .Um•-types 120, 181,

and 182 glass fabric, MS-49 Garan finish. This com ian ea fabric and resin
is relatively economical., is easy to work with$ and is Stw. -_ally reliable at

-t +he design heat versus load conditions.

* In order to fully appreciate the panel construction it is a5saary to note that
the anti-icing means selected as best for this job ms the = of ducted heated '-
air. In this particular application the heated air flow l h passages or

I channels which are integral with the radome sanrAch p amd are adjacent to
the outer surface. The final panel construction melse 1 t'e transmtqsion
area is shown in Figure II. This type of fabrication = 3mg ..n as the
•lost-wax process for radome construction is permitted r licnse from the

* Douglas Aircraft Company. The base of the side panels 3an tý t•p cap panel being
. outside of the transmission area are respectively booey= wd•ich construction

and th in solid laminate construction as indicated In r4-ge M. Al. attach
edges and field joints are built-up solid laximte. Tica1 =utruction of the I
vertiual field joints is shown in Figure IV.

- Th final panel construction indicated in Figure Tr VMS tist av=Zuration deemed
bejt froin an electrical transmissica standpoint wbhich iould e.I1 render the
necossoay structural properties and be functionally a : frm the anti-icing
standpoint. Original electrical transmission tarcct vas , "•ch served as
the basis for theoretical calculations resulting in the .-- construction '. '
showni in FIgure IL .Recent tests indicate that a trUMM~isc: e:':'iciency in

* excess or 90% can be expected tluough the saneuich of the 0.

"" The vertical field Joints of Figure IV are not desirable fr1 in e!ectrical trans- .Sissicn standpoint (60-70. predicted). Booause of tV 1ev t *ssion inherent
i' tn this type of joint, studies are currently bolnc dlre.tW tL%=%sr a ,-ractical.'.

-. : >" ' joint design whicb will allow a mednmu tri.nsni:•ion "rit a -:a' ttern
distortion.
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The heat requirements were established by a conseriat•e themodynaice analysis
based on data available at that time. This andysis indicated a net heat require-
ment of 40O000 M7 per hour. It has sinco berm o-ien from additional data
that the original concepts were probaoly ovex.-mansermtivet and in future designs
for ean+i-iceable rigid radomes the governing beat repbeent criteria will be
adjusted accordingly.

The anti-ice heating system designed for the %1me Iva asisted primarily of
(1) an oil-fed burner which is to be located in the radar tower below the second
floor, and (2) a circulating system for ductizg the boated air to the radome
panels and partial return for recirculation. !he systtm is provided with controls
for maintining preset heated air temperature and has safety and limit switches.
All exposed hot surfaces have been thermal insrlated and moving parts have been
provided with protective covers.

The requirement per specification was that this raeme should be opezable in
tropical and desert locations as well as locations of extreme cold. Because of
these requirements plus the fact that equipment vitbin the radomne should not be
operated in ambient temperatures above 125O3, it ias necessary to evaluato the

* potential temperatures within the radome. It -ms fownd that outside ambient air
must be circulated through the radome walls (nor-alý used for anti-icing air) in
order to prevent the ambient air temperature in the radcme chamber from exceeding
1250F. This fact was found to be applicable for both the extreme desert and4 tropical daytime conditions.

It goes without seyein that the radcme had to be structzrally sound. A ccmplete
aerodynamic investigation was conducted to arrive at design pressure loads due
to the 109-knot wind requirement. Thus with the configturation, loads, and design
established a stress analysis vas completed. Tbio stress enalysis revealed that
certain portions of the radome side panels had negative margins of safety.
However) in view of the conservative assumptions and method of analysis and of
previous experience in radoaa desigan it was the weifhted engineering opinion
that the radome would withstand the design loadings without failure. TVe validity
of these assumptions and opinions was lter ubst.ntiat with the successful
completion of the static test.

A

The fabrication means and cost of fabrication ane influential factors in making
or breaking a radons design. These factors axe too of tenoverlooked in preliminary

* radomne design and can result in a finalized production design which is not
I* ! economically feasible to produce. The previously noted operational factors must

in the final analysis be compatible with the mea=s of construction. Among the
most co-.on diffarences existing between desired and practical application is
the problem of close tolerances. It is de.initely next to impossible to provide4 the theoreticil close tolerances often requested. Or at best, it is not possible
to consistently provile extremae close tolerances even with the most precision
tooline. The net re-ults often indicate V at the closeness of tolerance originallyi reques;ted was not =-datory for non.nal radc-t-9 ýperformanee. 11d these tolerances
been less stringent and more practical it "oul.•d hbave been possible to produce
rqradetee almoat as operationally efficient an-cus m',rome ce. nocally efficient.

It c=u eaily be sýýo*n that because of extrax-e close 'oler-ncos the cost of tooling
"; r!esn the actual cos3t o: fabrication rises, the =st of qualit-y control rises,•!and the r~jcetioau i\te riries, in a-dition, all too etten each acceptable rado'ne

prC=dUcd has had to be a taflor-made and hand-f5. operation. Thus the fabrication
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and econamical factors cannot be discarded in radome design. This becomes
especially true when the radome fabricator operates as a subcontractor and must
remain competitive with others in the industry.

Specifically, the Rome Dome was developed from a research and development contract
which was to reflect a successful radome and in addition was to reflect the
development of production tooling. The evaluation of the tooling problem resulted
in the selection of molds oZ cast phenolic tooling resin. This is an economical
approach which renders good results over an extended quantity of parts. In the
event of high quantity production the molds can easily be duplicated in cast
phenolic tooling resin or in permanent metal molds. The type of radome construe-
tion was not difficult considering its anti-iceable functional intent. Th
materials selected for radome construction were easily handled, and the tolerances
required of parts and tooling were reasonable. The geometry of the radome also
lent itself to reduced economics because all eight of the side panels are
identical units which can be produced frn the same mold.

The requirement for shipping the radome in C-119 type aircraft was beneficial in
that the maximum panel size allowed was a size that could be easily handled from
an erection standpoint. The only tool required for erection other than the
ordinary hand tools and a stepladder was a lighweight erection pole. This erection
pole is placed in a tripod-like support position when the first side panel is
erected. This pole can be left in position while most of the remaining panels and
the top cap panel are installed. Thus the basically monocoque structure is quite1 tstable during the rapid erection.

JTt is a matter of necessity in any research and development program that the end
'. product has proven itself testwise. Test of the Rome DomeI contractual and

otherwise , consisted of electrical panel transmission testsl anti-icing air flov
~ tests, static testsl complete erection tests, and anti-ice air heating equizment

f itests p The above listed tests were successfully completed at the contractor's
facility prior to delivery of the complete radom.e and related heating equipmentI to the Air Force. Anong the contractor's final recommeandations was the rec-rm-en-
"dation that the radome and related heating equipment be operated under the severe
service enviroinental conditions for which it vas designed. It is felt that such
operation vuld be conclusive proof of the feasibility and practicality of this
design and; in addition, would render operating 3ata of invaluable nature.

"Since the overall program of rigid and non-rigid radome development and use
indicates a cont! nued and expanded field of effort ) the Zenith Plastics Co.m
has been conducting preliminary design studies resulting in proposals of rigid
radomes of varying sizes and functional use. By functional use I intend to
convey anti-iceable and non-anti-iceable types.

In studying and proposing these different desi•gns the some basic design criteria
"have been used that were used in the complete design and fabrication of the
original Rome Dome. The exception to this is , of necessity, that more emphasis
must be placad on tbe handling and erection of the larger rigid radomes. ,This

•L j is understandable when one considers that the panel size cannot increase due to
shipping limitations; therefore1 the quantity of panels for one installation
increases approxitately as the square of the diameter. As well, erection beacmes
mc•r•e oC a problen= because of the increased distances above the base. In addition,
to the sane basic design criteria, an emphasis has been placed on providing a

% radomo which would toni to be in1orezitly stable throughout the erection neriod.
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The importance of this can be realizea when one considers that longer periods of
time are quite naturally required to erect the larger radomess During these
longer erection periods the chances of unfavorable or destructive winds arising
become more prnounced.

%• The existing Rome Dome design portends a successful application of the lost-wax

process panel construction for ducting heated air in anti-iceable applications.
Therefore, a similar approach has been used in the study and proposal of a rigid
radome of 55-foot diameter.

The main emphasis relative to rigid radomes seems to be currently pointed toward
the non-anti-iceabl. type; the reason for this being that data compiled by Rome
Air Development Center, Lincoln Laboratory, Cambridge Research Cmiter, and others
reflects little icing occurring on large radomes. Because of this eophasis1
studies have been completed resulting in proposals for 20-foot diameter , 35-foot
4iameter, and 55-foot diameter solid laminate rigid radomes. In addition, a
study is mirrently being conducted for a 110-foot diameter solid laminate rigid
radome. That emphasis is being directed toward the non-anti-iceable type of rigid
radome is perhaps timely because of the trend. toward larger antenna design. It
is easy to see how the complexities of design and manufacture are reduced in the
solid laminate type radome.

6 An additional fact of relative importance in the successful development and design
of the larger rigid radomes is the amount of capital expenditure required. It
is easy to understand how the complexities of the structural problems are multiplied

• ~mar times as the size of the radome increases. It is difficult for the low-
overhead subcontractor to theoretically evaluate and solve the intricate problems

associated with large rigid radome development. Therefore1 fiMn design and
development will of necessity be slow unless it is imderwritten with firn
financial assistance.

Conclusionn:

In simmary and conclusions the facts orient themselves in the following manner.
The feasibility and practicality of rigid radomes has been established and proven
by various fabricators. This contractor has successfully demonstrated this with
the Rome Dome) a 20-foot diameter anti-iceable rigid radome.

Because of a continuing and increased need for rigid radomes , further study and
development is being accomplished. The successful optimum radome designs as a
"result of these studies and developments will equitably encompass the many
important design variables and requirements.

o in addition to proposals by other fabricators, this contractor having riccssfully"completed the full design of a 20-foot diameter anti-iceable radome, has completed

the preliminary design of a 55-foot diameter anti-ioeable radome. Other preliml-
nary designs completed or near completion are non-ant!-iceable rigid radomes of
20-foot diameter, 35-foot diameter, 55-foot diameter , ind 110-foot diameter.
Future designs -dill cover radomes of 150-foot diameter and 200-foot di&meter. In
"order to develop these larger radomes it will be necass.:ar to conduct extensive
research and development programs aimed at detexmining methods of structural
analysisI detenaining the electrical effects of various types of joints) and
determining the most efficient structural designs with%-dt the sacrifice of rapid
means of erection.
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The work on radome materials development mentimed here was accomplished
principally through c crtract rith DeBell and l•ichardson, Inc., HazardviUle,
Connecticut, where Mr. Yac Mead, Mr. Wayne Turner and Mr. Fred WileT were
responsible engineers. Some prior work with Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
and Mr. Walter Bird is significant and is mentioned for its background Iimpor-
tance. This developm was adminiseerod through the Materials and Kiniaturi.
zation Engineering Section of the Rome Air Developuent Center where 11r. James
L. Briggs and Mr. S. C. Kilo were cognizant engineers. The author was

fortunate, serving as Project Officer, and it is with the kind permission
of the aforementioned that I proceed.

INTRODUCTION

The purposes of this development was to improve the performance of air

supported rades, by lightweighting the current radome techniques
that use rubberized flarics. The benefits were to be (1) greater mobility
for ground radar systaas and (2) reduction of the overall cost of radomes
thru use of less mate•rils, less fabrication time, less effort iv handling and
installation, less maintenan-.e and longer service life in such structures.

In order to ace flsh these goals the following requirenents would have
to be realized.

(1) A yarn of hiSher tenacity or strength than those previously available
was needed f1r the strength coapared to weight necessary in light-
weighting.

(2) A yarn of inoved resistance to the elements was required.
0) Proofing or rubber coating materials of greater weather resistance

than those :=-asently known were required.

(4) Proofing matlriale were nweded that were capable of stronger joints
than those ettanable by present techniques and materials.

(5) Designs utilizing more economic engineering were also required.

*Presently with Phillip Chemical Co., Bartlesville# Oklahoma
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These recudrements and their engineering -ealivation become the develop.-
merit contract undertakea by DeBell and Richardson, lnc., Hasardville, Conneatiftt
on the 4th of ufanuar7, 1954.

HISORICAL BACIG33UND

The historical background for this developm~ent has a number of significant
events, a few of which we migh~t mention here. In 1946 the Air Defense Cwmand
and the Tactical Air Comnnd. imposed wind, temperature and ice loading require- V.
ments, an radar Mytems that was about 40C of the design load for the mntennas~
and pedestals. The need for environmental control toa theiouir

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratoryi Buffalo, Hew York,, suggested t h i
Force in the fall of 1946 that an air supported radome could be used. Rubberis
fabrics that were strong and flexible and fairly transparent, to microwave energy~
at S and L band were to be fabricated Into a tr'~cated sphere that was inter-.
nally inflated against external wind loads, prototype structure,.:5 feet i
base diameter for the AM/CF-6B Radar Set, was built by Cornell and erected in
June1 1940 at B.iffalo.

At the time of a demonstration, this proto.4ype vas demaged. It was re--
paired,, rse-reoted and saw satizfactory service use for two years, which isN

:V fairly rall for a prototype. The material used there was Fiberglas cloth
*proofed with Nevprena rubber. The need for ip%-rov',2d materials arose early.

*Radomes usinS Fortisan raycn and Nylon in conjumation -with Neoprene rubber
were also proposod and these service tests itea~s vere manufactured. AU. were '

acceptable.-

* . Howeaver,, r~e shortcomings in perforoance were beginning to apj~eare Tear
resistance was regarded as insufficient. 'vreathering had abominable effects on
radomies in m~ny cases. I{aterials were weakened at creases and folds. Artio
use retipired a whit4e structure. Radomes were heavy and bulky. Installation
was not easy. In order to gain life against the el-zents in mid, 1950, it was
necessary to "beef up" the -materials iihich detracted from reduced costs, im-.
proved clectrical performawee and related interests.

In 1951 Cornell undertook an Air Force contract to investigate Improved
ma~terials for air supported radmt~s. kmong the results there were two fitatore
that were to be of great sipgnificance in the woek that was to follow. It was
learned that 1typ.a1on synthetic rubber had promise for very good weather reesis .4
tance, but it wvuJld require extensi~ve development work before it could be
co~nercially utillizod in radome applications. .17palon is a pigmented synthetic '%
elastomer der~ived from chloroctlUionated polyethylene. The second factor was
the potnsibility that the Dacrcn polyester tyye ramn could be made to have a
rather high strangth for its weight b7 lhot-stretching or drawing the yarn.
This high strength to weight ratio is importawnt for lightweightinge But UP
until 1953 yamn drawing results had not beein Satisfactory- Any improved pro- w'
perties that were imrparted to the yarn by draying were lost in time recovery,

W=T .9,701 11 __?
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or by shrinkage at ordinary fabric processing temperatures.

Air supported radomes could, in 1953, be made fron Neoprene proofed fa.brics.
of Fiberglas, Fcrtlsan rayon, Nylon or Dacron. In the proofed or rubberlsgd
form, all of these materials had a unit strength of aboutD4-12. pounds/inch for
each Ounce/square yard of material. Each ounce of weight per square yard
represents about 1 mil of thiqknees3. A fifty foot radome uses a fabric of
about 35 ounces to the square yard and it weighs over a ton. Weather resis.
tance was insufficient. However there were serviceable items placed in Air
Force inventory, %hich no doubt has played some part in our national security.
However, with an eye to Airther impro'cment, it appeared desirable to try to
raduce costs an• to improve electrical and physical performance for the long

K run by lightweifting and by improving weather resistanca. This would result
in simplified handling and installation, minimized maintenance, greatly extended
service life, reduced costs in fabrication and materials as well as providing
better electrical and tactical performance of radar systems.

DEELOP•" OF DACRALON

The word 'týscralon" has been used in referring to proofed fabrics con-
sisting of Hypalmu rubber and Dacron fabric as further explained here. The
problems confro:i..Lng the development of lightweight weather resistant materials
for air supported radomes were prinarily in the field of high polymer tech-
nology and utilization, and in the engineering design of such radome structures.
Certain properties of high polymers and the techniques for their ccmaercial
processing as ::--lied to synthetic fibers and elastomeric coatings became the
main area for this development with DeBell azid Richardson, Incorporated.

It appeared that continuous filament Dacron showed the most pr=ise in
high tenacity ani weathering ability. The problem was how could the yarn be

IS. further drawn or stretched to permanently gain the desired tenacity in a stable
form thru procesze3 that wee adaptable to commercial production. The Hypalon.
synthetic elast=-.er had indicated very good weather resistance in an advan..
tageously pigaeatable and curable rubber stock. The problem was to adapt'
Hypalon to this requirement, eapecially in regards to adhesion, cure and fire
resistance thrA pFrcesses adaptable to comnercial or production coating of the
Dacron fabric. weaving was to be a problem for the fabric requirmd a strength
to weight ratio `hat was unheard of in the industry. Since the lightweight,
proofed fabric -1, the development Wa-s to be about six ounces/square yard
total weight, t--a Dacron base fabric was seen as weighing 2 1/2 to 3 ounces
and pulling at -•ast Z.60 pounds/inch in tension before break. Design con.
siderations for such structures involving the correlation of fundamental pro.
parties with ra--me performance, the evaluation of rip resistance, the plying
of fabrics, the -duct'ion of calculated strength in wearing and coating
operations beckza- impor'tant areas of the development.
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S'f * TAR..First development efforts concerned the yarnm, Ilti3. 'UeAt
4 duced yarn tenacities over eight greaM/denier whereas the yarn as purchased

* had a tenacity of around six, The yarns were drawn or hot-stretched at about
4C-001.20 F by contacting a hot plate and then "heat-set" by remining at s0 e
elevated temperature for varying lengtht. of time as an effort to anneal the
yarn. Fortunttely a valuable discovery came early in the developent. As the
extent of drawing or stretching is increased, the time of heat setting or
annealing became less and less important in removing any induced or built.in
mechanical stresses. At 15% or more drawing, the heat-setting *An appeared
to no longer affect the residual shrinkage. Once the drawing to beyond 10
percent, annealing time from next to nothing up to 45 seconds had little or
no effect on residual shrinkage. This discovery helped pave the way towards
ccmercial production, for processing time in annealing was practically .
eliminated. The m.all shrinkage problem was thus transferred frM the yarn
to the fabric -sere familiar pre-sbrinkdng techniques could be applied.

The polyethylene terephthalate resin used to manufacture Dacron yarn is
probably as pure as possible for the production melt spinning process. Even
then, some impurities, gel spots or gas bubbles are present. and these points

It is generally agreed that filament breakage occurs at points of stress .on-
centration at a much lower overall strength value than can be attributed to
inter•- and intra-molecular forces. When flaws are oriented in the stress
field as is the case in hot stretching or drawing, they are less likely to
facilitate premature failure for some stress can now be transmitted around
the oriented flaws.

In experiments that followed, it was indicated that the drawing contact
time tas not nearly as important as the temperature level or the extent ofdra--wig. Apparently one must go far enough to pull the yarn right thru its
old elastic bound,,ries into a new crystalline alignment to gain any significant
bmntfit by drawing. It was also discovered that the permanence of the increase
in te-nacity -As better with yarn that had been freshly melt'spun or manu-
factured, than with old yarn from the same polyethylene tarephthalate resin.
It could be that some of the crystallinity induced into the filament in the
criginal fiber foraing process was slowly replaced in time by more amorphous
areas with subsequently more elastic behavior, which lowered the modulus and
had to be overcome in the stretch-drawing operation. Some re-orientation of
polniher molecules and of crystallite areas were no doubt broughtabout by the
stretchhig, but all of. this gain could not apparently be retained by the
extremely high viscosity at room temperature and the yarns lost some orien-
tation in time. Host of the Increased tenacity could be accounted for by the
reduced crossed section of tC. dzrn yarn with its lesseied dnier. Yarn
_.break.ing strength was generally improved somewhat by the stretching which

would indicate some improvement in filament orientation. The contribution
of Uretching or drawing to crystallinity and the effect of this on tenacity

•1* and yarn strength was not fully determined for unfortunately, such an evaluation '
was .ayond the scope of the Umediate problem.
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Another significLnt proceasing discowery was made wherein by raising the
drawing tanperatures to just under the melting range of the polymer, 475 F in
this case, one could attain tenacities of nine and over at only W draft or
draw. Tenacitiee of nine were attained also at 28% draft. So it was an
important finding that as long as the extent of drawing was sufficient to gain
some mechanical orientation, it was far easier to process the yarn nearer to -
its melting range in order to gain strength without inducing filament breakage.

First samples of woven fabric were rather loose, or were too tight and it
appeared desirable to have a yarn of intermediate denier. The DuPont Company

r was approached to supply a yarn of 300 or 130 denier. Silty pounds of 162
donier, 68 filament, Type 5100 Dacron yarn were obtained with a tenacity of 6.4
and 9% elongation. The somewhat different properties of this yarn was believed I
to be due to a greater amount of drawing of the yarn by DuPont In the filament
manufacture. After some minor difficulties, this yarn showed great promise for
its high atrength to walght ratio, and it wac decided to use this 160 denier
material...vial

A difficulty arose in that the Ductn Company decided not to make the .60
denier yarn available &s a commercial item at the time that zaterials were being
procured for the fabrication of the prototype structure, in the fall of 1955.It was then necessary to revert to 220 denier yarn, in a slightly heavier *-we

to avoid having any part of the developnmnt not commeroially available.

WEVING -•",

In weaving there were many difficulties to overcome In using flat, low
twist yarns in a loose, flat, lightwei!ht fabric. Filament breakage, lack of
sizings, uneven weaving and poor handling properties were eventually overcome
much to the credit of Stern and Stern Tcxtiles, Inc., Hornell, N. Y.

First fabrics of 47 x 47 count, 220 denier yarn come off the loom with
snags and slubs as well as reed marks and wrinkles. Fabrics with a 2 x 2 taffeta
weave construction were woven with more success, especially by weaving with dua
warp yarns and weaving two picks in the shed, which involves the passage of two
fill shuttles through the waro shed for each motion of the heddles. However,
the resultant fabric was too loose or sleazy for the coating operation. A OQM-
promise 2 x 1 taffeta weave was not entirely satisfactory in the desired weight.
The need for a 150 or 300 denier yarn, as mentioned before, became evident,.
But since the desired yarn could not be obtained for production weaving and
coating, the 220 denier yarn was used in a fabric that had a breaking strength
of about 450 lbe/inch and a weight of about seven ounces/square yard. This
fabric met the light weight requirement. The fabric construction and weight
could be modified to fit the strenzth requirement of its intended end use.
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CO&TXNG -

The use of Hypalon was decided for it possessed the desired propertiees,
especially weather resittance. Of first consideration in this area was the use
of procoate for (l1 possibly enabling easier banling, (2) prmating aihasica
of coating and (3) possibly reducing moisture absorption.

Precoats of MD1 (4, Vt - diisocyanatodiphenyl methane) were seen to promote
adhesion of Hypalon to Dacron fabric, particularly in lap joints at elevated
temperatures. Fabrics were precoated by slashing thru a 4% solution of MDI in
toluene and then coating as soon as solvent was lost to avoid moisture rick-up
by the H01. The adhesion was satisfactory in that peel strengths of about 10
Lbs/inch were seen in cemented lap joints while the adhesion and shea& strength
was greater than fabric strength for the light weight fabrics.

Initial elastomer formulations for the Hypalon coating stock were those
recommcended by the supplier. A two component system was used, one containing
the bal. milled dispersion of elastomer, stabilizers and solvent, while the
second part contained vulcanization accelerators, curing agents, pigments, etc.
in a compatable dispersion. Laboratory coating runs gave satisfactory results
that led to production coating techniques. The optimum cure of Hypalon was
deterzinad by tensile tests on unsupported films of cured elastomer. Cimnercial
coating techniques have been used throuihout the development.

Curing presented many problems, for the residul shrinkage often caused
puck.ring and wrinkling while most interleavening agents promoting blocking of
the coating during cure. Surface stainings and off-colors were manifold. How- [
ever, colors showed little change after considerable exposure in weatherometers.
Some r•odifications of the coating were needed. The accelerator IMTS;, mercapto-
benzothiazyl disulfide, vas replaced with double amounts of Thiuram M, tetra-

methylthiuram disulfideto give a more controllable cure. Lead acetate, used
for acid buffering in cure, tms eliminated to improve whiteness. This reduced
the P',t life of the coating but to no major consequence. Flame resistance in
hea-viar fabrics had to be improved thru the use of more antimony trioxide at the
eopenze of some titania pianent.

Normal coating technology lead to the incorporation of the isocyanate
adhea~lon prcmoting ccpounds into the coating material at least for the first
pass of the coating application. An outgro-th of this modified first coat was
the uco of a latex or a solution of unpigented Hypalon rubber and MDI in
toluene to impregnate the fabric and fill the voids cud interstices with elas-
tomor in an effort to reduce moisture absorption without lose of adhesion and
thus increase radar transtmission under rain exposure conditions. Moisture
absor-jbons was cut to 1% or less even with immersed, unsealed edges. Wet
tran1ýiýlson at about 10,000 M-Spcryclesper second was 97% minim=m; then dry it
was 9,• in such a Dacralon proofed fabric.

The joint or ,eamu cement fonuuliation was modified to effect a faster,
stronger cure. The Thiuram M and phthalic acid which had been recommended were
replacid with Neoprene accelerator No. 22, (2 - rercaptoimidazoline) and with . 0
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DOTG kicker (diorthotolyl quanidine). The coating dispersant was replaced with
toluene solvent for a better cement. TA basic lead maleate was the curing
aggent used to effect cross linking.

had Two inch lap joints were cured in an oven for one hour at 230 F and generalW.y
had lap strength in excess of 200 lbs/inch. A loop of the coated, three ounce
fabric usually broke at an area separated from the joint, A twu- hour cure enabled
the joint to withstand four hours at 160 F under 120 lbs/inch load.

At this stage a significant achievement vas noted since there had not pre-
viously been a cement available that would give satisfactory bonding of Hypalon
coated surfaces especially at elevated temperatures. Joints had serrated- edges
with one inch deep V slots and the ierrations were superposed to provide a con-
tinuous two inch lap joint. h iP

Another significant discovery was that this proofed fabric, Dacralon, and
its cement as developed, would lend itself to "heat sealing" tethniques. Such
a techniqae in proofed fabrics can save time and effort in fabrication,- increase
design latitudes mid could allow new applications for the Dacralon proofsd. fab-
ric. The Hypalon cement can be painted onto the surfaces to be Joined and. then
allowed to air dry. Ten to fifteen minutes is generally sufficient for lc-ss of
solvent, however, satisfactory joints can be attained even if th.e "painted*
surfaces are not joined for 72 hours. The surfaces are then sealed together-
with a hot iron. The joint at this stage is not completely cured, however,
there is a high peel strength and the shear strength was seen to exceed 200
lbs/inch in a two iach serrated lap on a loop of five ounce fabric. The final

S-&nd complete cure can be performed on the entire package in an oven.

TESTS AND DESIN CONSIDERATIONS

Throughout this development nli erous tests were performed to see what bad
Most tests were thove common to the proofed fabrics trade and generally followed

ASVDr procedures. Strengths are reported on the ravelled strips zand not by the
, grab method.

Burst tests are designed to give a strength figure for radce:u design.
Fabric V3s clamped to a flat plate and inflated till it burst, providing a
stress value according to the radius of curvature of the distoc-d fabric.
Three ounce Dacron, coated with four ounces of Hypalon, (seven c,•ice Dacralon)
was seen to have a burst strength of 120 lbs/inch and uas regarded as
satisfactory.

Wcatherometers, sun lamps and natural weathering indicated that about three"•mils of Hypalon in a good coating was a minimum,, for this pormitted but a few

percent loss of strength after extensive weathering.

Resistance to ripping in air supported structures is a val~ble aspect,
but it is difficult to accomplish and even more difficult to ev2.Iuate. Tongue
and trapezoidal tear methods did not apply to biaxially stmessei fabrics. j
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Puncture tests of samples stressed over a drum were difficult to correlate with
"radome performance. DeBell and Richardson conceived and built a device for'
"applying a biaxial stress field that was not unlike a trampoline. In radoaes r
of any size, a "test panel" can for some purposes be treated as a biaxially
etressed, flat plate where the sample is progressively slit in the center until
ripping ensues. D.- I

There arose in this regard a diametric situation where joint strength and
rip resistance had requirements in opposite directions, since the rippink

resistance in radomes seemed to require loose yarns of high strength that couldSmove relative to one another, while the Joints required extremely pood adhesion
of the yarns to coating. Since there was room for ,.mprovement in yarn strength V
and denier per end for each fabric, it appeared more logical to compensate for
tearing characteristics throuih yarm strength and/or denier rather than sacri- '!
fice the unprecedented adhesion of coating and Joints. Dacralon type fabrics
performed better than Neoprene-Nylon on a given weight and construction basis.

The safety factors used in air supported radomes could be reduced from

their value of about four or five, for the uncertainties in weathering effect
end dead load fatigue could be greatly reduced in Dacralon fabrics.

Dacralon has an exceptional property in potential regard to accoxodating r
streses in a rsdome. The proof has am initially high modulus compared to
related materials which gives its dimensional stability at norwal conditions. L
Just above nomal loads, Dacralon can yield elastically at medi,= stress levels
to relieve atress concentrations. At higher loads the modulus is again high .
and continuis high until break. The. breaking strength is unprecedented in Q

materials of such light weight.

The uait strength of Dacralon proofed fabric is over 25 ibs/inch for eachounce of tot-a! weiaght as coi;pared to about 12 for other types. In the barei "

u-coated fabric, there is breaking strength of about 65 lbs/inch for each ounce

Dac-ralon has a tensile strength of ove,,r 25,000 pji even in thick samples.
T*-enty rai Danimel t pulls abouf th500 h bo/itch before brcaking. Elongation is
abot 1 .Filaments of the hot srctched or drawn Dacron have a tensile

Itre h of about 160,000, being considerably higher than most organics. Thus r.•,.--
it is esen that Dacralon has an exceptionally high strength to weight ratio.

SPPLICATIONS -

ft extension of the work with DeMcll and Richardson called for a prototype %
radome that would incorporate these izprovca.ents. It v:as decided to use a
single ply Dacralon for this test structure with a cronm of two ply Dacralon. .-.

STh,3 prinoipal techniques of cowventicnal rad,.ce design wera utilized with those
modi-ications necoe•sary to adapt this rew material to a prototype. This radome t .;
"with 35 feet base diameter is now being fabricated by Debell and Ricbardson,

4'
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The heat sealing tscbdiclu is being used in this fabrication- E4ch gore
of fabric is being joined to the next by positioning and pressing together the
lap with a hot iron on 6 cifttnr for&- Thaf ='f4, roQw pPlte, windows, eat"
al'e being incorporated into the structure by similar tec.iiques. The cepleted
radcme will then be cured an a ihols in an oven to effect complete cura of the
jointso

The Dacralon proofed fabtic for the prototype weighs about 14 ounces/square
yard. Such a Dacralon fabric is probably heavier than nec'issary for it would
pull at least 450 pounds/irch before breaking. However, iti, use was considered
expediont in this prototype for there could be further weight economics in sub-
sequent itens manufactured against specific end use requirements. Service life
Sunder normal conditions of five years minimum is anticipated. It iii expected
that the prototype fabrication will be completed for delivery ti, the Air Force
this satmer. A shipping gorlaner o: heavier Dacralon material for the radome
is also being fabricated.

I Of concurrent interest in this regard, there was also developed through
Rome Air Development Center by the B. F. Goodrich Company a radome maintenance

Scoating using a modified, Hypalon based paint. The radome coating hP. been P
dessigwnted "Padolon" and is a blend of Hypalon and polyethylene in an air drying
paint that can be brushed or sprayed. It is non-blocking, quick drying and can
be rade in a variety of permanent colors. It has excellent weather resietanceD
espenillly against ozone %bile samples are under stress. It has good shelf life
and good adhesion to a variety of surfaces including laminar, reinforced plastics.

FU'MI•_• USES FOR DACRALON

'This Dacralon proofed fabric could lend itself to other designs and
str•ctures. Its use as a protective covering over framed structures of
"geodtio" design might be interesting because of its strength and weathering h

ability as well as colorability and its fabrication techniques. The heat
sealing tec~nique of Dacralca could be utilized for fabricating a variety of
air s&rPeorted shapes and structures including inflated structural modules and
large cwpleted structures. 'here necessary this techni, ue might be used for
on-tho-epot fabric~tion of rather large structures where radiant energy of a
variety of types including possibly infrared, microwave, gamma and beta
eaergd--s might be used for curing the joint materials.

Sllar antennas have teen made of air inflated structures. Dacralon might
be uvtable there for its high modulus, durability and fabrication techniques,
BExtrvL?-ay high frequency radar, up to 30,00mega~cycj.3 per Becoad, might Uas
'+the D;alon for its light weight .)r thinness, its dielectric properties,

and ao)isture resistance. On the b&Ois of preliminary tests, the dielectric
consto,,nt for Dacralon appro'dmates 3.5 and the loss tangent is about 0.02 at

+:'' ! X band. Radar that requires -minimum beam distortion and/or power reflection
• j might possibly use Dacralon radomes.
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There could be a vcriety of other applications that could benefit frM the
weather resistance. moisture proofness and light weight of Dacraloni C e
tarpaulins and ice or wing covers might be posAibilities. Portable housings "
teata aw absetera cault ta onaidered. fteftixv clothing might, utUias tim
lightweight Dacialon for its resistance to moisture, acids and oxidizing ag•ute
and its inpemeability. Possible use In airships, fuel calls, -Aterials
packaging containers and life rafts may be realized. The yarn or fabric may
well be used for reinforcing. in various 1)gaatics and rubber products where
its high modulus., moisture resistance and chemical resistance could be a&.
vantageous,

In conclusion, there has been developed a proofed fabric of outstanding
strength to weight ratio, exceptional weather rtsistance, and which is capable
of unique applications for its excellent Joint strength and simplified fab-
rication techniques.

iLi
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FUTURE TACTIC4L BOMBER PROGRtMX

V. Landi; Jr.

Dougles ALicraft Cb.
Long Beach Division

Antenna Research & Development Laboratory

Your invitation to speak on our Tactical Bomber Program
could not have been more fortunately timed. It arrived one day
last spring when a group of us in the laboratories were discus-
sing ways and means of solving some of the present and future
vroblems facing us in radome design.

Today's answer to many of tomorrow's problems,, whose
sheer size and qualitative demands appear to elude human

capacity seems destined to out-distance even the most starry-
eyed prognostications.

So on this occasion it seems befitting that we extend
our appreciation to the forward looking group of men who so
wisely chose to establish so necessary a function as this annual
radome symposium, allowing us to take a minute off from the
hurly-burly of production and look to see what lies ahead. For
like explorers, we must, at intervals climb the hiahtst peaks
to view the terrain dhead in order to scare ourselves the pain
of coming up hard against unforseen problems and pitfalls.

As you may or may not know, we at the Long Beach
Division of the Douglas Aircraft Company have thus far limited
ourselves to the production of transport and troop carrying
aircraft plus tactical bombers.

, tactical bomber may be defined as small or medium
sized high speed aircraft with the capability of delivering a
large pay load of destruction up to one thousand miles, at.
altitudes of 25 feet to 60,000 feet ard return. It must carry
communication, bombing, navigation, ILS, IFF, ECM (both passive
and active), DF, IR, evasive mineuver, confusion repeating,
rendezvous and computing equipments, plus many others almost too
numerous to mention. It must have the speed of an interceptor
and carry the bomb load of a -B-36 in all weather; and it must be
capable of being maintained and serviced in the front lines with
a minimum of ground support equipment. To say the least, the
tactical bomber is designed as an extrezely versatile weapons
system. -

There are many problems ahead of us, but one of the
foremost confronting Rzdome Designers ani 3ngineers today is
that of the extreme temperature increases on the radome, due to
aerodynamic heating.
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In our present program we are concerned with tenp-
eratures of 3400F at speeds of MACH 1.5 at sea levell to
temperatures oA 2,0000F at speeds of MACH 5.0 at 100,000 feet.

noAt speeds only slightly higher than MACH 3.5 (2?00 "PH)
it is no .longer purely a problem of lacking knowledge f3r
solutions, but we face a serious gap in our knowledge of the
problems.

At higher temperatures and pressure, the air can be
disassociated into separate gaseous components. At still higher
figures electrons can be displaced and the air can become
ionized. Some exploratory tests into this region have indicated
chemical reactions as well as mechanical reactions.

On the urgent list to extend the bounds of our
scientific knowledge are:

1. Fundamental studies of heat transfer both from
gases to solids and within solids.

2. -Studies of nuclear bond within solids

3. Studies of why the effects of temperature bring
about the loss of structural strength.

A drastic change in the presently used radome materils
and techniques is eminent in the immediate future to eliminate
the existing design deficiencies of our future aircraft.

We have made some progress in the structurel quli-
ties of plastics, ceramics and silicons, some In fabricationz
"techniques and others in basic rtdoma design. lowwver, a
corpletely integrated solution to thnse many complex problems
still eludes us.

It Is no linger feasible to design a hemispharical
radome, drill a few holes around the edges,. fabricate an attach
ring ar.d mount it on the front of an aircraft. In many cases theS• radome is an integral part of th-e primaryr struct-ure of the air- <
craft. As the speed requirer.ents. increase the !.adore becomes
longer and smaller in diamater and 4nglej of incidence Jump from
00 to 500, to 40* to 850. Ouz structure people tell us it must
be extremely thick to carry Ithe loads. Our systems people say
it must have 900 transmission and 3 IMILS boresight error in order
not to degrade system operation. Our aerodynamic people tell us
the orly place to obtain accurate air flow data is to put a pitot

I tube square in the center. Our operations analysis people tell .40us the pitot tube must have in-flight refueling capabilities and
the rroject people tell us it rust be anti-iced to obtain all
wea th.r operation.

WAO T•R 56_393. vol I x
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Our radomes must not only meet all these requirements,
but because of thier missions they must be capable of with-
standing, nuclear radiation blasts up to 2000V for 30 seconds
and still not absorb enough heat to cause damage to the housed
equipment rated at 1800F. This means a reflective coating. Thts
coating must withstand rain a.-A hail erosion at high speeds and
temperatures and yet not affect transmission.

The radomes must be imperviouws to chemical reaction
due to Jet fuel spillage. They must be capable of possibly

flying through clouds of iLitrolus oxide and monatomic atmospheric
oxygen that may be used for photography or ECK, without physical
damage and they muat withstand pressures subjected at altitudes
of 100,000 feet anl maintain a pressure seal.

The here-to relatively unimportant problem of radomes
for flush mounted antennas ;looms up now as a new area for work-The problems of ionized air, heat and voltage breakdown at high
altitudes can no longer be set aside.

These are but a few. but may suffice to indicate the
trend that is so eminent in the growing magnitude of unsolved
problems lying ahead.

So, today I would like to suggest some areas of serious
deficiency that cry for action. There are several for us to
choose from, but three command our instant attention. I speak
of a looming shortage of usable radome material, a defiaie'ecy
of technical manpower. that i1 already with us and a groving
dearth of now, basic knowledge.

Ti• Everyoxie of these in an essential ingredient of our
success and oach is sufficiently critical now -o pose a threatfor the future.

ITiese prnblers are now sufficiently coxmanding to
• -demnd an evwr incruasing oxpenditure of times manpower and

dollars in research and devealeoent programs.

We Must look ahead, recognize areas of both deficiency
and plenty, then plan and act accordingly.

it is evidont to all of us that there is a desperate
need for traincd Engineers and 2hysicists and especially thoseinto•reted in this highly specializcd field of radome design.

The dependence upon you and the ethers in kindred

S4engineering and sciontific f io!ds is a very real and conscientious
thing. In more ways than we readily realize it is upon you,
whom we rely, not only for our progress but kor our protection.
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There is more truth than fiction in the story of the
devoted old, lady who began her morning prayers with these words,
"%ive us this day o*r daily bread and enough fuineers and
Scientists to keep us alive until tomorrow".

Whether we like it or not, ue are La a race for
technical supremacy vith those who order the EMfairs or the
Communistic states* The stake is frightening, it is the continued
existence of the free world and perhaps man h haself.

We are at the threshold; possibly a4 ross the threshold
of another or the creative surges that have mLrked the great
epochs in the histtory of man's progress. The circumstance is by
no means of our contrivance alone. But while a little fatalism
is not out of place, indeed it is essential. Our wine is from
our own vines and to think otherwise would be folly. The chal-
lenge is clear, exhilarating and direct. We have little choice
but to meet it head on and we must not rail in the opportunity
it provides.

All in 411, the picture is one of immense responsibility
and great promisel. Certainly a field which has come so far in
so few years can ba expected to meet the challenge with every
success.
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THE EFFECT OF COLLIMATION ERROR ONPROPORTIONAL NAVIGATIONAL SYSTENS

D, M4ayers

Hughes Aireraft Company

Proportional navigation Is a guidance system which corrects to a
collision course by attempting to make the vehicles rate of change of
heading proportional to the rotation zate of the line of eight to the target.
In mathemratical notation, then

(1)

y and o are, respectively, the angles which the vehiclets velocity

vector and the line of sight from that vehicle to the target make with an

arbitrary reference line in inertial space. ' and & are the timeorates
of change of these angles. X, often called the navigation constant, is

I simply a constant of proportionality*

"When line of sight angle information is provided by a radar seeker,
I filtering of this information is used to smooth target noise. Typically,

the system may resemble that provided by two simple lo-pass filters in
series. In practice, then, the navigation equation looks like this

-4 + do1(2) r I 4T,+ -r)2 +,d t

"P"1 and T7 are the time constants of the two lo-pass filters. This

equation can ge recognized as a description of damped simple harmonic
motion.

Radome, or more properly, collimation errors cause a displacement

0 I of the apparent line of sight from the true line of sight. If the component
of this displacement in the direction of motion of the true line of sight is
called 1, then the effect of this error must be taken into account by adding
X A to the right hand side of Equation (Z). Now the system is operating on
an apparent line of sight motion, &A-

Va d +y + + '7:xe+

It is assumed that in the limited portion of the radorn, with which we
are concerned the change of the collimation error, Tl, is linear with changes
in the radar antenna offset angle from the vehiclet'sore and aft axis. If
this offset angle is called A, this statement of linearity may be written F

~ 1(3) kA~
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The constant, g. is the collimation or radome boresight slope. Itshould be noted the.K io-iosi-tive for .a change. Ii !ree,

in the, same, direction ansthe change in offset angle which eaused.dt

To show how the collimation. boresight error Interacts with the vehiclets
turning dynamics, some further subst•itutions must be made. First, the off-
set angle, P. may be written in'terme, of the angle. 0. which the vehicle
axis makes with the original inertial reference line aud the true line of sight
.r. This can be done strictly only when the antenn-, a -"

the tr'ue line oi sight. In practice. tracking errors are very small com-
pa.ed to offset angles and this simplification gives accurate results where
K is of the order bf K.i or itoss With thas understiading, then.

Here, again, m is positive if the offset angle is increasing. Substituting
once more into Equation ( baw

).(It - 1K) + KA8
The axis of a tcs ning vehicle is not in general coincident instantaneously

with its velocity vector. The angular difference is called the angle of attack,
a, and in general for smooth turning is in the same plane as the turning
trajectoryl One may describe this mathematically as follows:

(6) 0 - y

or rearranging and differentiating with respect to time

(6a) (L= + '
The configuration of the vehicle determines the angle of attack necessary

to cause a given turn ratee Thus it may be written

The constant o proportionality d is called the vehicleas turning time
constant. Substituting (7) and (6a) bactk into (5)s

trajectory. + may dd +a h a (Ic K)l +a fo+lo d

N (6) S~- Ut

or
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1~a + + kl~i.-l)'rs) + (I -kX) 9(Ik

Equation (8a) is more complicated than Equation (2) but .also describes
damped simple har-monic motion. It can be seen that when a steady state
condition is reached, i.e. the higher derivatives have vanished, the per-
turbed proportional navigation equation becomes

be e - k

AIt can be seen that if k becomes as large as I/A, the system gain
-- becomes infinite and furthe-, increases in k will actually cause accelera-

tion in the wrong direction. This, then, describes one stability limit on
' Icollimation boresight slope i.e.

In order that damped simple harmonic motion be in fact damped and
therefore stable, the first order or damping term must be positive. There-
fore, another condition for guidance stability in the presence of a boresight

{;, slope is derived by setting the first order term In (8a) equal to, or larger
than zero, hence.

(11) 'rl + 'a-kXV 0~

or

These equations describe then the maximum positive collimation bore-

sight slope consistant with guidance stability.

<~ I Negative stability limits can be derived in many cases of interest by
including In the guidance equation the vehicle's transient turn rate response
to rudder signals. This response is in general of the form of another damped
harmonic oscillator. If the resonant frequency of the vehicle's transient
response is considerably larger than the tracking system resonant frequency.
the following approximate negative stability criterion may be derived.

0o Waol ' V
44(12) kX>

4, 1Here wo and <, describe the resonant frequency and damping constant
of the simple harmonic turn rate response, and~r 1 , i~ and-VS are as des.
crubed b)efora.
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If the mathematical model of the guidance system is extended to '" . .
include both the pitch and yaw planes of guidance it is found that similar0 _ * .
stability criteria exist with regard to the component of colimation - '

- ~ error which is at right ar gies to 11 A, collimation cross -talk slope
k x is described as follows: - "

(13) k

Here In is the apparent m otion of the line of sight at right angles "'' " .. -
to the change in offset angle. In this two dimensional case the stability
limits for crosstalk and boresight slopes are interdependent and a typical \:K:"' "
stability boundary diagram is shown in Figure II. . . . ...

It should be noted, however, that the effect of collimation errors on
guidance accuracy become pronounced long before the system becomes -,"•
unstable. A typical curve of guidance miss due to scintillation noise
as a function of positive boresight collimation slope alone is shown in
Figure MI.
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DEVELOPMENT C7 A 1X HIGH T•MPERATURE RADOM

Irving X. Ziff

Zmath Aircraft
Gardenas Calif.

With thq conquest of 2500F to 35OF sandwich radomes within grasp, planning and
investigation of the next thernmal plateau had commenced at Zenith* While
superficially looking over the avenues of attack, a very real obstacle was placed
before us - an immediate need for a 500OF to 650OF radome able to withstan d
the-mal shock to possibly 15000F. The two materials available most closely
approaching these requirements wre Dow Corning t s DC 2106 silicone laminating
resin and Hexcel's CTL core. The CTL core is glass fabric base high temperature
phenolic honeycomb and the DC 2106 laminating resin for the skins was preimpreg-
nated onto fiberglass fabric. The sandwich construction was to be one-half-inch
overall thickness with .410-Inch thick core. The outside and inside skins were
to be .060 and .030 inch$ respectively. Several mechanical strength requirements
that had been set forth were flexral skin stresses of 10,000 #/in 2 at 500OF
after one-half-hour exposure at 500•0F and a room temperature bending moment of
200 in-lb/in, width after a one-hour soak at 5000F. Of these requirements Zenithwas only to perform the room Umpeirature tests as a quality control measures •| i

A pre-production development program was started without delay. Autoclave
molding with vacuum bags on the part in female tooling was the apparent approach.
This was adopted after initial Investigations and consultation with vendors.
Beside the actual problems related to obtaining optiium properties from the .constituents, the auxiliary materials for achieving the process had to be investi-

gated. Release from the platens and molds was readily obtained with a thin coat
of wax paste followed by a film of silicone release agent. Conversely, several

aI investigations were necessary to find a releasing material for covering the top [
side of the lay-up. It was painfully discovered that cellophane and mylar
would tend to fuse into thq silicone skins at cure and postaure temperatures.
Ferforated teflon-impregnated glass fabric was fially accepted as the topside ;
releasing agent. On top of this, industrial glass mat was used as a bleeder layer
for achieving effective vacuum overall.

Polyvinyl alcohol was initially used both singly and doubly as the bagging mater'al.-
Possible bag leakage necessitated a search for another bagging material. The
outcome of this was the adoption of silicone rubber coated glass fabric. This was
mechanically sealed to the mold using a gasket of high temperature zinc chromate*

Several combinations of flow and resin content in glass cloth preimpregnated with
DC 2106 were tried. The combination that finally evolved as best suited to fulfill
the molding requirements was a resin content of 34% to 38% and a flow of 14% to
16%. The flow is determined under 100 #/tn 2 at 3400F. The volatile content to

4• which this material is treated is below li%. The gel time of the resini underH these conditions should be around 2 minutes at 3400?F.
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In laying up the first test panels it was found that due to the bulk factor it
was necessary to pLees the top skins in position when the build-up was leirel with

the .core. The bulk factor referred to is a ratio of the uncured to cured
thickness. When the top skins were tn place the build-up was completed. This
gave a burying effect of the skins on the molded part, which became desirab1e
as upon finishing the edgeo for attachments the danger of cutting through the top

A "skins was lessened.

After testing the first sets of panels it was evident that an improvement of the
core bond was necessary. Cc•-,.ercially available adhoeives were avoided as their
electrical properties as well as their ability to withstand the thermal shock
wore questionable. A core treateunt was developed from which the flatLvise tensile
prope:-ties were improved as much as 6%.51 Thi3 treatnent consists of etching the
core in a 20% caustic soda solution for one-and-three-quarter minutes at ý4O°'?.
"The core is immediately neutralized and rinsed in water. After complete drying
of the core it is coated with silicone resin to the original denpity of 6.5 #/ft).
Curing of this resin coat is critical) as too rapid a cure causes boiling of the
toluene solvent which in turn causes a weakening bubblUng effect.

Under pressure molding the dimpling of the skins between cell walls of the core
was excessive. This was true even when molding pressures were reduced fron 95
to 45 #/in2 . Another problem was filling of core cells with resin which drained
from the skins. A novel idea of placing a procured ply of material one ply away
from each side of the core was adopted. This) for the greatest part, eliminated

* Idimpling as well as excessive flow of resin into the core. It was discovered that
Lhe secondary bond obtained to the precured ply was equal to a wet lay-up inter-
laminar bond. Initially the precured plies were cured between teflon sheets and •

*" • then sanded. Sanding was later eliminated by curing between unimpreognated sheets
of a fine glass fabric and tearing thea away after cure.A Another very import.nt factor is that upon completion of cure it was found
necessary to maintain pressure until the temperature has been reduced to 1500F.
Otherwise an unbondi:g or delanination of the skins is likely to occur. It may
be noteworthy at this point to mention that silicone s1dns of this type are porous.
This is probably advantageous as indications are that the CTL core gives off a
coehdegradation gas even though fully cured. In addition, any residual toluene would
boil off at approximiately 250"F. Eithur of these Cases or a combination thereof

• could cause unbonding of the skins were they not porous.

At this stage tests were conducted on parts fabricatel by the evolved process.
"These tests gave values equal to or 6xcceding the required bending moment. Values
ranged from 200 in-lb to 250 in-lb/in, width. The process was then adopted for

* production fabrication of radomes. Prorduction schedules wore such that the time
i required for heating and cooling of ths autoclave made it necessarl to investigate

the feasibility of vacuum bag molding. Investigations revealed that the use of
augmented pressure was not necessary. A corollary advantage of the use of lower
pressure vacutix bag techniques was the elmaination of the need for procured plies.
Production processes were finalized by adapting all the previously discussed
developments using vacuum bag molding in conju,.,otion with oven heating for cure.
In addition, the construction was modfHed such that the inside and outside skin
"thicknesses were .050 and .040, respectively. Thus the meeting of production ,
schedules was essentially accomplished without sacrificing surface conditions or
stru"tural integrity.
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"With radoscs flowing off the production lin3 research is far from complete .
Evaluation of new materials is already in progress. Preliminary results obtained
with a new silicone impregnated core material lock very prcmising. Productioa
problems zuch as warpage developed during cure =nd postcure are obstacles to

-I' overcce. Irvestigation of core bond improvremnt has barely been scratched, and
a thorvagh investigation of the e&pirica~ly derived flow-resin content-presauro
relationship is imperative.
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MATERIALS PROBLEMS INI Al IBORNE' RADOMES DESIGNED -
FOR HIGH SPEEDS

by
R. A. Spu±rr, Senior Staff Chemist

and

G. D. Robertson. Read of-Materials Application Section
Plastics Department ___I

Research Laboratories
Hughes Aircraft Company

Culver City, Clalifornia

!. INTRODUCTION

The task of choosing materials for radomes to be flown at supersonic
speeds is a difficult one. Before the design of a radome can be started, it is
nedessary that the designer have on hand adequate data concerning electrical
and mechianical requirements. Thc~ze is presently lao simple line of reasoning
by, which he can proceed directly from this information to the selection of an
appropriate material. The complexity of the problem is indicated by Figure
1. Because of the inte~rrelation of the many factors involved. selection of an
adequate material requires a careful balancing of a number of considerations
and usually results in compromises in the degree to which each requirement
is met. The choice is made more difc'ult by the lack of data on the per-
formance of most materials under the conditions expected in flight.

It is the purpose of this paper to point out certain lines of inquiry which
* may be helpful in the selection of materials or in the development of new ma-

terials. It will not be possible in the time allotted for this paper to treat the
problems involved in a comprehensive manner. Iustead, after a brief discus-
sion of some general considerations, a description will be given of:experimen-
tal -work being carried on at Hughes Aircraft Company with the aim of filling
gaps in the existing information concerning properties of materials. Much of
the work reported deals with the effects of aerodynamic heating, currently
one of the important factors in rado=.e design and material selection. Di...

* cuasion of this topic will point out so.-re of the interrelationships suggested by
* PFgure 1.

III EFFECTS OF AERODYNAMIC HiEATING

A. General Considerations

JStagnation temperatures encountered at different altitudes and
Velocities are shown in Figure ZA. it should be noted that the temperatures
of the boundary layer air and of the radorne surface are generally lower than
the stagnation temnperature, as shown. In Figure 23. I The data plotted in
f4 gura 2B are for operation under tranzient conditions at altitudes from

35100to 100, 000 feet for an itreerradonie with a surface emissivity of0
4 0. 9; the indicated difference between th-e boundary layer and surface tempera-

tures is due primarily to the loss of ezergy from the surface by radiUation and
by cond uction through the radome. T*he bulk of the radorne remains at tern-
peratu~res considerably lower than the surface temperature. For these
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eeasons design considerations based on stagnation temperature alems are un-

The important deleterious or potentially deleterious effects caused by
"heating fall roughly into two categories: reversible and Irreversible. Re-
versible effects include variation of modulus, strength, and dielectric prop-
erties with temperature. Irreversible effects can occur in the following
ways: 1. organic material in the radorne may be oxidized; 2. material
may be thermally degraded by nonoxidativeprocesses; 3. absorbed moisture
or contained gas may be rapidly expanded with the formation of blisters;

1 4. stresses set up by temperature gradients may cause delamination or
crazing.

Estimation of the effect of terrperature for both reversible and irre-
versible changes must include consideration of the length of time duringI which the material will be at high temperature. The shortness of some mis-
sile flights makes possible the use of materials which would degrade during
long exposure to the pea-k temperatures encountered. For example, one ma-
terial which loses strength and also 'begins to depolymerize at relatively low
temperatures has been successfully flowu under conditions which produce
maximum surface temperatures of 52iOF and average surface temperatures
of about 350 0 F. The strength of thij material, as shown in Figure 3, would
not appear to be adequate upon first consideration; however, because of its
low thermal conductivity and the short M-ight times, the temperature of the
bulk of this material does not increase appreciably. Consequently. the ra-S~dome performs satisfactorily..

Tests on radcme materials have been carried out at meny temperatures
-and the results are oen difficult to compare. It is helpful in ranudng na-
terials to have a way of relating the rate r of thermal decomposition at a
given temperature T to the rate ro wich would be obtained at another
.temperature T.. The following equation may be derived from the well-known

-4 Arrhenuis relation:

.:••, -- exp -- -T-I
o 0

wheze the rates r and ro raay b-. expressed in percen' deccmposition ->er unit
time, E is the activation energy of the reaction. R is the gas constant, and
T and T. are absolute t~mperaturea. A rule of thumb is that the quantity
,./R is about 30, 000oK for the nonoxI-z.ive thermal decomposition ol' many

4* plastic materials. 2 Expressed more specific ally, a rise of 15 0 F in Iem-
perature causes a doubling of re.action rate in the region from 600 to 7000F.

B. Electrical and Mechanical JBehavior

Investigations of the characeristics of materials at elevated
temperatures have been concerned witl. evaluation of specific electrical and
mechanical factors. Measurements o' such electrical properties as dielectric
cornstant and loss tangent at high temperatures are difficult, but progress is
being made in obtaining reliable values. Figure 4 shows tae reversible in-

- creasa of dielectric constant with ternyerature for four fiberglass laminates.
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Among the materials shown,, the rate of incraase io greatest for phenolic and
least for silicone; epoxy anfd TAG-polyester show an Intermediate rate. The
dielectric constants for silicone and phenolic laminated panels held for vari-.r
ouis timres at hig~h temperatures are compared in Figure 5. The severe heat-
ing of the panels indicated on'the figure brought about irreversible changes In
the miaterial which are reflected In the values of the dielectric constant ob-
tain'4, The difference between the two types of laminates after exposure to
7500F for two hourn -an bo seen easily (Figure 6*); almost all the resin has
been burned from the phenolic panel but the silicone laininate appears to have
suffered no permanent damage.

Partly because of the ease with which ultimate flexural strength can-be
mneatweed, widai use has been made of it as a kmeaus for rating mnaterials.
A decrease In this quantity with increasing temperatcre may, like changes
In the dielectric constant, be reversibl-i or irreversible in ct~aracter. it
should be note~d that room-temperature strength is no criterioin of perform-
auce at high temperature. Thus a resiu -ahich shown extraordinarily high
stren,.7th at room temperature may be considerably inferior to another resin

I Vat SCOOP (see F'igure 7). Oxidation may be Important in the degradation of
resins at high temnperatuire. As chown in Figure 8, exposur6 of samples of4
pheu&olic laminates A60 500:PF for five hours in a nonoxidative environment-
cau-vod oily a alight decrease in room temperature flexural strength; the
decxease was marked When oxygen was allowed access to the sample.0

The aerody7na-nic hwiati-a.g Which occurs vihou a missile radome is
rapidlly accelefated to su,-,rssonlc opeeds produc'ea thermal shock, because
the terna~l g~radients .formed may give rise to severe streeses within the
rado~me. Pjigure 9 chovis the temperatures of the outer and inner surfaces
of an alum~ina coue imnime-ned in a bath of molten metal. By adjustment, of.V
the btil tcmpn'rcau - d the time oi imimersion, a w~ide variety of flgh

coitloo.3ns may be firnuaated. Laboretory results have been correlated to
sozve, dc-,ree with similar~ rerults obtained fromn act-aiel night tests. Hughes
Aircraift C imprany is conductinZ a series of auch tests from which considerable
6,ernnarature datc have bee= zcecured. (See "Temperature Data for the F'alcon
Radome, " by J. H. a-erno, R. Y1. Quint, a-ad E. F~. Smith, presented at this
Symnposium.) I~
17,l. NEW ]EXPERL\MYNT.&L MZTEIODS f.

.2 xcting plastic materials are not in generall suitable for the high.
ternperature rcquire ntonta which are ex.pected to be imposed by high-speed
aircraft arnd mi:isiles to be developed in the w'.ar future. The coursie of
d3vclapment of the new nmaterials needed will bu% guided by iuvesitigations
ol relaýtioroshipa between cormposition and molecular utructure on the one hand
and physical and the rnome charnic al properties on the other. Several- studies
Of theBC- ki.nds involving the use of recently perfected instrumental methods
have been undertalren at Hughas Aircraft Company.

In the study of plastic materials inte-rdod for use at high temzperature.3,
in-frared anad ultraviolet spectrometers have a number of applications. It is
pooiuible, !,or eXAmnple, to ai'ze rehins of unknowna compo'sition, to detect I:N
the appearance or disappearance of functional groups as a result of o~xidation, .
and. to identify products of thermaal dogradation. Spectroscopic methods are
partic Ularly approp.-iate for thermosetting resins, whose insolubility in the
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common solvenits makes them difficult to analyse by ordinary chemicAl
methods.

The usefulness of the X-ray diffractometer Is foaarfeild First.t it Pra.-
video -a means of quantitative analysis at compounds. 'rhe principle of the
analytical method is shown in Figure 10 in which the Intensities of the clasw-4:

* - ~actor istic scattering peaks of anatase and zrutile are related to their abus-.
dances in titanium dioxide. Second. X-rays yield information concerning
the distribution of intramolecular and intermolecular spacings In a =a,--
terial and serve as a measure of resin cure. in Figure 11 it can be seen
that the peak of the scattering curve moves to longer distances with in-.
creasing cure time of a phenolic resin. Third. 4.hroylgh small-angle X-ray :
scattering, information concerning molecizlar cbitin lengths Is obtained.
Fourth, X-rays establiun degree of czystallinity', which affects elastic mo&-

ulus and ultimate tensile strength.

N ~~The electron microscope yields structuve ingreater detail than X-ra
fcatterin3. In the electron microrgraphs of a phenolic resin shown in Figure
I ZT tie spatsa of high density may be considered as polymerization unclei of
the plastic. These regions probably have higher cohesive strength than theI visible near the edges of sections where they have apparently been left by

0 ~the tearing action of the microtome Mlade, which separates them from the
weaker mat xix in which they are imbedded. In certain specimens poly-
merization nuclei can oce observed in some regionis but not in others. Pro-
longed heating apparently increases the number of the nwclei, as can be seen

I in Figure 12.*
In the meauurcment of elastic modulus w~th the usual physical testing

mnachiucs, it is difficult to control the temperature of Vue sample; in addition,.
there is generally no provision for coetrolli-ag the atmosphere surrounding the
sample. As a result of theee ccusideratiouas an app.~tatub, shown in Figure
13, bas been de signed to measure at con! rolled temperature and atmosphere
the natural frequtency of the sample in the form of a vbaigre.Yugslý 1
modulus is given by the following expression:- vb~tn ed on'

DL 2

4;I' where E is the modulus, p is the density of the material, L and D are respec- i
tively the free lenigth and the thickness of the reed, and f Lv the resonance
frequency in cyclea per second. 4 If rn1etric- unitts are ased throughout, K has0

* the value 38. 24. The logarithmic decrement 6, which is a measure of the
internal friction of the reed, is given by the equation

~~01

where f2 and f, are the frequencies (just above arnd below the resonance
frequeoncyf) where the amplitude has one-half its rnaximum value.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Much of the research and development activity discussed here has been

undertaken only recently-. Prelminary results, however, axe one zuxag

and it is hoped that some of the ideas presented will st•mulate work else-

where. At any one institutioa only limited contributions can be made to the

store of knowledge. If present high interest in the field of radomes continues$

further progress will undoubtedly be made in the development of materials

for high temperature uses.
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Figure 6. Behavior of phenolic and silicone laminates on 'exposure
to 750OF (Photo No. R 38778 - Phenolic, Photo No.
R 38779 - Silicone)

Figure 13. Electron mnicrographs of phenolic resin panels (left)Post-
cure for 4 hours (right) Postcure for 438 hours
(micrographs)
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SPECIFICATIONS

BY

.ted T. Brewen

Zdth Aircraft
C"dna, Calif.

Today, radmes ame use d a2=4 wusIvely by the Military. This being the Case ,
all requireients of the gaymm military specifications must be observed along
with all thosa of the Indiviml prime contractors - the aircraft manufacturers.
Occasionally, a potential fabrtator may be awed by what may seem to him to be
an overwhelming set of spedf -ici-n requirements. These requirements need not
be Lmerely burdensomes but =7 serve many useful purposes for the fabricator. We
will discuss one requiremet Ust of preparing process specifications, and indicate
some of the useful features imbi process specifications may possess.

Tye and Scope:

Each of the specifications wvwiag radomes and the materials v-hich go into their
manufacture requires of the radcae fabricator a process specification which is
to describe details of matmua•re and control of process variables. Done properly$
the preparation of speficatloms can be a time consuming job; however , again done

N properly, the specification is a iery useful document. Thus$ va have an alterna-
tive between a speciflicatima uhich serves only to comply w~th the required
formalities or one uhich is vel founded on sound engineering and manufacturing
practice and, as such, is a readbr reference for all pbases of part design, planning$ L
and production.

Once the course to be taken bas baeen decided $ a fabricator has the choice of
preparing two types of sp ed_4 ti=n. First, he may prepare a specification for
each part which is to be rmaaftetamed. In this case the task is simplified in
that nonmally only one resins we type of core material, one met!od of construction,
etc. are employed. Tha disaftantage of the "part specification" is the large
number of documents vhich AU be required. The second choice is to prepare one
set of specifications which can be assembled into a manual which Aill cover all
phases of production for all lypes of parts. In this case, obviously, the

* specification for each phase must necessarily embrace all variations in the process
uhich can be anticipated. Since the variations and combinations thereof are
almost infinite, some degree of stanardization must be employed.

Zenith has chosen the latter alternative of the large-. cope specifications.
Exhibit A, the index to ZeniMt's specifications, shows the field covered by these
specifications. Each of the individual specifications normally contains several
variations in procedures. In order to minimize the variations vhi1e maintaining
the required quality levels, a)! processes have been established to provide
optimiu part characteristics. Nr exanple, the various cycles c: postcure for
certain of the bigh and lntemeiate tWaperature rmnge resins cc' be all but
innumerable, but the postCaUr vhIch has been deteaimned by test to provide maximnm
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properties is selected. U dl~aess of how low the stress levels of a part ae
with respect to the calcu aliowables, the postcu.e which provides the
maximum properties is selacted Carrying this stsidardization further, the
designer end productioa pifer swill have only one resin and cure system to
choose *ich vM f&U l U requirements of tht Sbo at hand. Still further,
with a given set of part reoirw ents, tooling and production facilities,
only one material or combatUn of materials and one process will be selected
for the job. In this wq the vriad material and process variations avail-
able in the reinforced plasties field are conveniently reduced so that the
best combination for a Job Is choren in much the same way as the metal working
industry can call out a certea alloy or heat treatments

I Form and Usages

If the specification is to acoemplish thb purposes previously set forth, there
are definite requirements for the infor.atiori it must contain. Exhibit B,

| Iwhich is extracted from the Introduction to Zenith's Manual of Specifications,
establishes the general fam for the specification and the information it is
to contain. The materials and equipment call-outs are necessarily generalized

J since it often happens that a castomer wiLU supply his own tooling or at
I least he will specify the type of tooling to be used. Also, the customer

will in man cases specify the materials to be used in his part. Obviously,
in these cases the customer requirements take precedence over Zenith speci-
fications. In the absence of such limitations, however, tahe call-outs of the
specification are useful for planninZ. Certainly the detailed procedures
section is useful to both Planning and to Marufacturing suzerintendents and
leadmen.
The usage of the specifications is probably best described by discussing its

use by different departments in the complete cycle of ma'ufa•ture of a hypo-
thetical part. 3bflcidwng the invitation to bid, the Esti g Department4 ' will prepare a cost estimate. Preparation of estimates can be wsisted by
reference to specifications for time estimates. Also, in those cases where
the type of construction is left open, the estimator often obtains useful
information by consultation vith the specifications and idth personnel of
the Materials and Process OrmV, under whose jurisdiction th.e specifications
are prepared at Zenith. Upon award of the contract the desia-n engineers start

*4 Itheir work. The drawing for the part will reference the ZeUnith Process Speci-
fication lA-1000 (the Specification Manual code number) for all phases of
fabrication, inspection, etc. *j this reference the designer has tied down
the job to certain processes and materials. It must only b-a decided then
whether the part is to be void-free, which resin and glass are to be 'ised, andso on. The Engineering Rtress and Structures Group will det.rmine what con-

'Fi :struction is optimum for a given set of requirements.

The next department concerned is the Manufacturing Planning Department, Work-

ing from blueprints, the planner prepares a detailed operation sheet or manu-
* •facturing outline. It is here that the Process Specificatian plays an import-

Ant role, for the planner may call for an operation merely b2- referencing the
appropriate tspecification code nmber. In this way, detailed procedures are
not needed on the operation sheet. One significant step in ":a direction of
eliminating planning detail at tis level has been .ucomplish•ed by establish-
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log catalytic systems for resins and assigning code rwmbers thereto. These
catalytic systems have been worked out according to type of cure to be usvdA
speed of gelation desired, and other such considerations. The appropriate
catalytic system is entered on the manufacturing outline and the production
persomnel obtain the correetly catalyzed resin by requesting the listed code
number. By this procedure, resin catalysis is completely standardized ad w
can be certain that the same mix is always used under the same conditions*
To return to our following our part, after the manufacturing outline is
completed and approved it is issued to the appropriate production departmmus
where the part will be manufactured. Experienced ieadmen and workers are
normallv capable of working from the manufacturing• outline without referring •
to the process specifications for details of the procedure. The specifications
are useful, however, for reference in cases cf doubt and for training of new

Saf.deand less-experienced personnel. They are also useful when new procedures

arespeifid ad ien tanardprocedures are revised*
The "police department" at Zenith which assures that the part will be menu-
factured according to blueprint and under approved processes is the Inspection

:~. ~ or Quality Control Department. To this department the process specifications
are of real value. In the absence of specifications, the task of inspecting

. for process and quality control is so arbitrary as to become completely un-
wieldy. Primarily at the request of the Inspection Department, Zenith &.

:-ng has prepared a comprehonsive manual on acceptance limits md rework pro-
cedures. This manual, The Acceptance and Rework Manual, defines in detailthe nature and magnitude of defects and discrepancies which are: (1) accept-

able without rework; (2) revorkablej and, (3) non-reworkable. In addition,,
standard procedures for all types of rework are eat-ablished. The manual hasbeen e-provea for uer, by Wright Field, but a great deal of work remains to bedone to resorve the mony queations arising from the large scope covered. The
anual '• significance lies in its being an approach toiiard th3 desired end of

eliminating the prizztive , - ork procedures from quality control inspection
of fiberglass l&i.nate and ;.oh radomes.

Summrizing the progress of our hypothetical Job, the process specification
was used in varying degrees at each stage of its ma=ufacture. Its most in-
vortant role wav played in Planning, NMnufacturing, &nd Quality Control, and
to lesser degrees olnewheare. At Zenith, the policy of basing specifications
on engineering principles has gradually eerged. Zenith specifications are

¶ prepared to reflect procedures which have been proved to provide sound
,,.0 structural parts. It is in the collection and analysis of test data which arf

used as a basis for procedure specifications that the integration of the
Engineering L.partmant into the specification picture is accomplished.

• Dewvelopement of Prcceus Data: N.

I Radomes haebeen manufa 5ti•.roceeshaea useden •tnoraiTlyed by Zenith for aeveral years and certain basic e
Sprocesses usod in napplications have evolved. Since the i-ndustry is
a relatively young one, many of the engineering requ±rements currently in use
are bazocd upon test results obtained fromi the aarly rad-ointos. For this reason, bjprocess data Xor the manulfacture of the norral opplicatinn radomes is now
largely restricted to those problems which arise in production, These manu-

(1) In the context of this paper, "1nois"11 rad,~s are considered as those
which are to be usad on lucnio aircraft,
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-... .facturing problems arive frm time to time and usualuy involve ahort range
', investigations for inmediate solutinse. Typical of this is the problia which

arose recently involving ths need for a solvent to remove a residue from the
flutes of a "lost-w*x3 construction. A program was set up to determiner first,
which solvent or solvents v=u1d remove the revidue; and second, what e.fects,
if any, the selected solvents will have on the physical properties of fibwr.-
glass lwiinates. The data obtained indicated no deleterious effect, eo
process specifications were written stating first, which solvent to usel
second, what zinimuw temperature would provide the desired rapid dissolving
of the residue; and third, the maxima exposure time thich could be sWefe
allowed.

Standard processes for the mruufacture of radomss for supersonic aircraft
and mLtsiles have necessarily lagged somewhat behind the demand for these
radomes. Since specifications for these radomes are needed probably evun more
than those for the more strzd-.-d types, it is necessary to translate research
data into process inf!rmation almost as fast as it is produced. Research and
development in this category xust be designed to provide process dta as well
as design strength data. In =my of these cases, speed is essential, and
as soon as parts can consistently be fabricated to meet the requixed properties

. :production cormences. Vbviouýly, the process used in the first attainrmemt of
the target is not always the best approach. For this reason process devolop.ment often continues even utean production radc-ms are com-ing off the l•ine*

lk"hlile the process development continues, the writer of the process specificatioa
can contribute toward the ultimate usefulneas of the information being obtained.
Since, as was pointed oat in t2:e beginniag., the, radomnea mist be rmuzufacturei

•'I according to ntlita.ry pecificataonas, it is inportant that the rerearch being
coznductsd be pointed to°:srd the follei-rg. First, is the process being evolved
in strict cmli'n'-c• with the uilitary specifications? If not, U'lat sodi-
fications are required to bring the process into co;,apliance? Seced, since
at Zenith we are striving for e:,eraliied, large-scop3 ypacifications, how'is
the information to be fornrlatod to provide this genoral coverv-e? To aocoV2ish
this second point, it is necessary to nticipate production problems which
m y be encountered should the process be adopted. By directing research along
the above lines, a great doeal of unnacessary and misdirected work mry be
avroided, and the net result sh-cld be a rel!able process which will be accept.-
able to the Military.

Flexibility of Snecifications:

The final sijnificant feature of process specifications thich we •ill discuss
is their flexibility -"hich will provide accuracy in reflecting trends in aanu-
factmriug practice and in -materials. We have enphasized the iI'portance of
apacifications in their ability- to standzrd~ize production tachniques and

%-.• i thereby lend themselves to the minttnance of quality. Zhis function notrd-th-
st3nn-ig, the specifications iiculd bo tvgeta of serious and valid criticism
by production if they were allo,,ed to beco.me outmoded and obsolescent. It is
Vit.lly imno'tant, therefore, ro provide "oorphones"' which can detect problens
as they nzni..fest themselves. At Zenith this flow of 4nformation ha. in the
Sp,;t ccn:.e directly or iniirect'- fr',a the Tnb.fa.:turing Depu'tmsnt, and
corrective action has beei te, .cordit:-ly. Uhile this zouirce is valuable
and will rr'ecdin in force, a hi'~h.rto untvped source in now being established.
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1 The Inspection Department has undertaken to maintain a log of fabrication r
discrepancies referenced to the stage of the manufacturing process at which
tey occur. As the log is compiled it will provide a ready indication of
repetitive trouble opots. When such trouble spots are detected the Materiala
and Process Group xLU be. apprised of. that fact and appropriate correetiww

action sni revision of the specification accomplished, if the process is
found to be the source. It is action of this sort which perhaps is the best
insurance of the success of specifications. If the production people ae
convinced that the specifications are able to serve a useful purpose and that
those responsible for the specifications are willing and able to aid in
solving problems which arise, they are far less likely to regard the sp.ci-,I
fications as part of that scourge to production -- "papervork,* Once
Production discovers that, specifications need not hinder, the work of movibg
radomes along the line, it will fully cooperate in their executionj and tdsq
of course, is the ultimate aim of specifications -- to insure that parts

emerging from the production line are indeed all they were originall en mneered
to be*
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INDEX TO ZEITH PROCESS SPECIFICATION MA•PIW

Section I- Adhesives (1-99)

#1 - Activating and Mixing of Structural Adhesives, Epoiy Type __Sk2 - Preparation of Plastic Surface- for Adhesive Bonding
#3 - Application and Curing of Stxuctural Wdhesives, Epoxy Type

Section II - Laminating Resins (100-199)
#10 - Catalysis and KIxing of Polyester Resins for Laminating ':
#101 - Catalysis and Mizing of Polyester Resins for Rewoer. and Repair

Section III - Glass Cloth and Mat Reinforcements (2P - )

A #200 - Machine Impregnation of Glass Cloth uith Polyester Resins
#201 - Cutting Lnd Tailoring of C-lass 'loth and Glass Mat Patternsu
#203 - Seam Stitching of Fiberglass Fabrics

Section IV - Honeycomb (300-3991)

#300 - Cutting and Tailoring of Glass Cloth and Paper Base Honeycomb
#302 - Core Slitting and Post Forming Honeycomb
#303 - Interlocking of 1oneycomb sections
#304 - Dipping of Honeycomb

Section V - Foam (400-499,)
* I*1 #400 - Mixing of Alkyd-Iscyanate Foams fcr Applications Requiring

Compli.nce v-th M•L-S-25392 (Propor,-dj
#401 - Mixing of Alkyd-l.ocyanate Foams for Applications Not Requiring

Compliance with CIL-S-25392 (Proposed)
#402 - Mixing of A.lkyd-!.ocyaznate Foam.s for Applicati-ns Not Requiring

Compliance .ith W,.Uitary Specifications
#403 - Curing and Prenar-.tion for Fabrication of Alkyd-Isocyanate Foams

For Applications Requiring Compliance with MIL-S-25392 (Proposed)
#404 - Curing and Preparation for Fabriuation of Alkyd-Isocyanate Foamsi. For Applications Not Requiring Compliance with MIL-S-25392 (Proposed)
#405 - Curing and Preparation for Fabrication of AE-qd-Isocyanate Foams

SFor Applications Zlot Requiring Compliance with Military Specifications 11,

Section VI - Wax (500-5--9),0

#500 - ,xtrusion of 'Wax
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Section~ R. Preforming (600-&9)q

#600 - Technique of Preform Collection
#6O1 - •lding of Prefom and Mkt Laudnates

Sectiomn YMI - Layup Trocedures (700-799)

#700 - Layup Procedures for Void-Free Glass Fabric Laminates
#701 - Layup Phvcedures for Void-Free Glass Fabric Outside Skins

for Sandwich Structures
#702 - Layup Procedures for Void-Free ulass Fabric Inside Skins far

Sandwich Structures
#703 - Layup Procedures for Non-Void-Free Glass Fabric Laminates
#706 - Fabrication of A11-d-Isocyanate Foam Sandwich Structures

(Single and Multiple Layups)
#710 - Fabrication of Single Sandwich Honeycomb Structures with Void

Free Outside and Inside Skins
#711 - Fabrication of Single Sandwich Honeycomb Structures with Void

Free Outside and Non-Void-Free Inside Skins
F712 - Fabrication of Single Sandwich Honeycomb Structures with Non-

Void-Free Outside and Inside Skins#?713 - Fabrication of Multiple Sandwich Honcycomb Structures witth

Void-Free Outside and Inside Skins
?714 - Fabrication of Multiple Sandwich Honeycomb Structures with

Void-Free Outside and Non-Void-Free In.aide Skins
,713 - Fabrication of Multiple Sandwich Honeyocmb Structures with Non-

Void-Free Outside and Non-Void-Free Inside Skins
#716 - Fabrication of Single Sandwich Wrapped Wax Structures with

Void-Free Outside and Inside Skins IN+i #717 - Fabrication of Sirgle Sandwich Wrapped '%ax Structures with
Void-Free Outside and Non-Void-Free Inside Skins

#718 - Fabrication of Single Sandwich Wrapped Wax Structures with
Non-Void-Free Outside and Inside Skins

#719 - Fabrication of Multiple Sandwich Wrapped Wax Structures with
Void-Free Outside and Inside Skins

#720 - Fabrication of Multiple Sandwich Wrapped W'ax Structures with
Void-Free Outside and Non-Void-Free :nside Skins

?721 - Fabrication of Multipla Sandwich W!rapped Wax Structures with
Non-Void-Free Outside and Inside Skins

j I - VWcum Bags (800-899)

#800 - Preparation of PVA and PVC Vacuum Bags
#801 - Installation of Vacuum Bag and Application of Pressure

Seoction X - Parting Agents (900-999)

#900 - Application of Parting Agents
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section - Cor..9 (0=OO-10•0M

#1000 - Techniquzes of Beat Lamp arnd Sun Lamp Curing
#1001 - Matched Die Press Molded Glass Fabric Laminates#1002 - 'techniques or Oven Cain

_________ Inpecio and Repair (fl00-1199)

#1100 - Acceptance and Rework nzmal1

Section XIIr - Finished Part Fabrication (1200-1299)

#1200 - Riveting of Solid Glass Cloth Lamlnateai
#1201 - Drilling of Solid Glass Cloth Laminates
#1202 - Drilling of Acrylic Plastic Pats
#1203 - Sawing of Laminates

-Ii #1204 - Grinding of LamInastes
#1205 - Trimming of Laminates
#1206 - Routing of Laminates
#1207 - Milling of Lmidnates

Sectin XIV - Protective Coatings (1300-1399)JI -
#1300 - Application of Zinc Cbrcmate Primer
1#1301 - Application of Rain Erosion Coating

V 1 "#1302 - Application of Rain Erosion Anti-Static Coating
k #1303 - Application of Lacquer and Enanel Surface Coatings
#1304 - pplication of Rain Erosion Boot

Sectlon XV - Storage and Handling of Plastic Parts (1400-1499)

S#1400 - Packaging of Plastics Parts for Sbipment ,
#1401 - Crate Fabrication

0 500 - Quality Control of Inconing Polyester Resins
#1501 - Quality Control of Inco".ing Glass Fabrics and Mats
#1502 - Quality Control of .IncominA A.dhasives
#1503 - u&ality Control of Incming, Catalysts, Accelerators and Promoters 0
41504 - Quality Control. of Incoming Eoneycczb
#1503 - Qjality Control of Incoming Ccmponents for Foam
/#/1506 - Control of Resin Content of ach 4na-Inpregnated Glass Fabric
/#1507 - Quality Control of Incoming Preimpregnated Iberglass Fabric

I &Section MVII - Storage of Raw Materials (1600-1699)

#1600 - Storage of Resins
#1601 - Storage of Glass Fabrics and Mats
j11 6 02 - Storage of Foam Campcnenta
#1603 - Storage or Catalysts and Accelerators
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WZRODUCTI(E TO ZUZTH PROCESS SPEOIFICATION MX tL

S- It is the purpose of this Manual of Spscifications to set forth tUs
procedures and processes which are practiced in the production of reinforced
plastics parts by Zenith.

This Manual of SIpecifications shall embrace all ptases of production except
those which are standard shop practice and of a nature so caoonplace as to be
not germane to a manual of this cort. The specifications included in this
manual shall be acceptable to our custaners, to. the cognizant Goverment
Agencies, or to both when both are conmerned. Thereforep no specification
shall be included in this manual umtl2 it has received written approval frc
the responsible authority. A copy of such written approval shall be attached
to2 and form a part of the specification.

This Manual of Specifications shall serve as a reference for all phases of
planning for part production. As such, it shall be referenced in Engineering
Drawings, Production Fabrication Outlines3 and Process Bulletins and Specifications
for specific parts. When the entire Manual of Specifications is to be referenced
it shall be referenced as "lA-1OOO. When only one or a few sections are to be

l referenced the appropriate section numbers as listed in the Index shall be
referenced.

Resnonsibility and klj!E-,enLation

Responsibility - It shall be the duty of the Materials and Process Group to

prepare all specifications. As part of this duty, that group shall be responsible
for the compliance of all active Process Specifications to applicable Government
and customer specifications and requirements. The Materials and Procer.s Group
shall conduct laboratory test programs for the purpose of obtaining information
necessary to the preparation of specifications.

Implementation - It shall be the duty of Inspection Department to be thoroughly
familiar with all Process Specifications and to insure Production compliance
with the specifications. Difficulties ir, conforming to the Process Specifications
shall be reported to Engineering Department which sball consider the problem
for possible specification revision.

Form for Snecfficatlons - In general, the Process Specifications shall take the
foa to be described. In certain cases the nature of the subject will dictate
the need for slightly modified forms.
Title - The title shall be listed.

Scope - The scope section shall specify precisely what the specification deals
with) and coordinates with other specifications to place the subject in proper
relation to the Process M--nual as a whole.

.9um IR rA.393, Vol I
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Form for Specifications (cont).

Materials - This section shall specify all materials which are used in the
particular process. Generally, very comon materials which are normally used
in the shop are not necessarily specified. In most cases a source of supply
for the materials is listed.

Equipment - The equipment section shall call out equipment, tools3 etc. which
are peculiar to the operations with which the speoification is concerned.
Standard shop equirment will not necessarily be mentioned.

Procedures - Detailed descriptions of the various procedures of the procesar
shall be specified in this section. All variations in the procedure which may
be required to confom to the variatiorns between customer requirements shall be
included.

Process Control - This section specifies measures which must be taken to insure
proper functioning of the process. In most cases this will consist of a list
of those operations in the process which are of a critical nature and which,
if improperly perfomed, can adversely affect the part and/or process.
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QUALIT! CONTROL OF REIFFORCED PLASTICS STRUCTURES

Robert W. Matlock

Zenith Aircraft
Ga•dena) Calif.

The members of the engineering profession who become involved with the design -±or production of sandwich structures are invariably faced with the difficultproblems of quality control. The word "difficult" is used because severalyears' search by many engineers has still failed to result in any solution
which is either considered to be good) or has been adopted as standard
practice.

The present methods of quality control consist of the control of the processesof fabrication and the fabrication and testing of sample test coupons. It is
usually quite apparent to all concerned - the fabricator, the inspector, andthe engiaeer - that these methods are no real solution to the problem) but
are make-shift methods which are "better than nothing" or "a step in the right
direction*.

The author has no quarrel with process control, and in fact recognizes that thistype of control is the foundation upon which the structural use of plastics mustbe built. If for no other reason, careful process control must be maintained to A
prevent ultimate rejection of fabricated parts. However, the nature of thesteps followed in the fabrication of a sandwich structure are not of the type of
whichit can be said if stepsa.b+c÷. . . . . . . n are correctly

SI performed, then the part is correctly fabricated, and thereforef structurallysound. Although the reasoning may be correct in theory, it is simply not true infact. There are too many variable factors. The limits of what is correct andnot correct are too narrow and undefined. The biggest reason of all is, of course,
the human 3lement.

The attempt to achieve quality control by the fabrication and testing of samplepanels or coupons is considered to be both impractical and dangerous. It is,furthermore, a greAt source of irritation to those involved in the fabrication ofsandwich structures. Again, however, it is not proposed that sample panels and
testing be eliminated as a method of quality control. It is an excellent method
of checking process controlj and should be used as such.

If the present methods of quality control are not satisfactory, then what is thesolution? Is there a solution? To these questions can be added a third question. .
In there a solution available now) today?

To answer the above questions lot us first put our finger directly on the problemby deciding what we wish to accomplish by quality control. Wde want the part tohave a nice appearance) we walt it to fit properly, and we want it to perform
satisfactorily in service. Since appearance and fit are matters for kmown and
cowmon inspection methods, this aspect will not be further considered here. In

WADG TH 5(1393a Vol1 1



the case of performance we must assume that if the part is structurally sound
under the loading conditions for which it was designed3 then it will perform
In ft satisfactory manner. To insure this, the actual part Must. be tested by
oilthr aqutialent lmadan or subjerted th equivalent ol gpater st beeses. bS

IA the only sure method of proving that each and every sandwich structure will
ne-et the above requirement of quality.

IW appears, therefore from all of the proceeding discassion that quality
control should consist of process control, the fabrication and testing of
sample coupons, and of final testing of the finished part. The use of testing
as a method of insurirg reliability is not coron, probably because of the
.large anticipatei costs. However% this is not necessarily true. Uav develop-
ments and new methods appear to be changing this situation. It is felt,
therefore, that testing should be made full partner of the previously used
methods, thus forming a team of great value and reliability. In the following
sections, each method is discussed in greater detail.

Process Control

SThe term "process control" is used to include control over the basic materials
entering the part, and the physical steps followed in its fabrication. This
portion of quality control should never be relaxed3 even though the finished
parts are to be IOC.' proof loaded. The reason for this is obvious, in that onlyI ~throu~gh adequate control during the fabrication stage can rejection, scrappap-s

or rework be avoided in the finished part. From an economic standpoint alone)
process control during fabrication is a practical requirementiAs an example of the quality control measures used by the Zenith Plastics Co.
in the fabrication of reinforced plastics sandwiches for radomes and similar
st.uctural and semi-structural applications, the following measures are taken
to control material quality:

I. Only certified materials are purchased.
2. Glass cloth is inspected for nominal thickness, contsminatien or dirt,

broken fibers, or any other visual defects.
3. Each drum of resin is sampled and tested in the laboratory for gel timei and viscosity.
4. Impregnated cloth is tested for resin content.
5. Sample laminates are made into standard tensile test speciimens for a check

on the combined materials.

In addition to the control for material quality, a rigorous inspection procedure
"of each step of the fabrication process is followed. As a final check on ccpleta
cure the Barcol hardness is taken.

A process similar to that above may easily be developed for other types of

sandwich constructions. Although the materials and processes used in metal
sandwich constructions, for example, are entirely different, it is quite clear
that similar steps may be followed, and suitable tontrols established

T-1 V"ol 1
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Sample anel LIA

"The extent to which materials and process engineers have relied on sample panel •
fabrication and testing as a quality control measure is distrbinS. It Is
strongly suspected that the popularity of this method is largely due to the fac
that it offers an obvious and paiusible method of quality control, and that for
the same reasons its defects have been disregarded. A little serious thougbel
however, will indicate at least three major faults.

The primary fault lies in the cost. Although the parts in themselves may be
relatively small, it is a well known fact in the industry that -the labor costs
involved in making a small part are nearly as great as required for a large
part. When one considers the general high cost of plastic saýdvichesj it is
apparent that the cost of sample panels is not inconsiderable. In addition to
the cost of the sample itself must be vdded the cost of testing and the cost of
recording and submitting the test results. In addition to all of these costs
must be E.dded one more item, and a very important item it is$ tha complication
and inter:-ption of regular production work. Although this klsz item is difficultto an-lyZ(,ý 4t 4S obvi-ously one of considerable Importance.

It may be concluded, thorefore, that if sample panels and testing are used asd II
quality control measurc3 required by a specification$ they do ot come free.,
item, it is quite apparent that the charges will be most probably buried in the

cost of the parts.

The second point in the case against the test sample is its Uzze1Iabilit1 in
"detendrinn whether the production part is sound. Even thowh t7he test sample be
fabricated at exactly the same time by exactly the same persornl and of ezactly
the same materials as the finished paxt, let no one be so na 4 e as to believe N

• "that hunan nature is such that identical care will always be giren. Let it be I
remembered that if the production department maces the samples, and they should*
it is the same department which is responsible for the procrpt a-ceptance of the
related parts. If anything ij to be right, it will undoubtý-ey ha the samples.

Probably the most annoying aspect of test samples is what hipr.jns when a test
sample fails? Does ',his mean the part or parts are unsatiefact--y? Not
necessarily. It means only that the test sample was not good, and that the parts
are suspect.

Perhaps the worst case is that in which the test panel passes -wth colors flying.
S..n this case it might be concluded that the part is satisfactoryr a very dangerous P-,

assu=stlon indeed.

",The thi.,d fault is very basic and goes directly to the heart of the matter. As
the s-ples must recessarily be fabricated by the production pizsonnell it removes
the function of quality control from the hands of the inspection department SPA

Splaces i.t where it should not be - in the production depart.zLý-. Although it
may be .ogically argued that inspection could supervise the f£2'ý:cation of the
somplosl this is not a practical solution. It places the Ins-•'to: in the role 4,
olf a policemanwith the task of preventing dishonesty, rather tý o maintairing
quality control.
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It is apparent from the previous discussion that tho writer has little respect
for the method of determining part quality by the fabrication and testing of
sample panels. It is argued, however, that the use of sample panels shouId
not be eliminated. It is suggested that their use be limited to a check anM
statistical control of the quality control process itself, and that they, have I
no relation at all to a specific part. If for no other resson1 it is good
psychology to run a few test samples through the shop along with the day's
production. If there is a gradual deterioration or a radical -hange in the
processes used, it will most likely become apparent through the samples.
As long as the results are not taken too seriously, good or bad, and the number
of samples made is small ) it is felt that only good nan come frcm their use.e

In connection with the use of test samples for quality control, it is a source K
of great wonder to the author that a very close source for good quality control
measures has been overlooked. In every plastics shop may be found a considerable
number of rejected parts or assemblies. Mny of these are rejected for reasons
other than structural faults , and provide a great source of test specimenI
.&ich are not subject to the taint of special care in preparation. It isextremely helpful and advantageous for the structural laboratory to avail

themselves to this source of free samples.

In addition to the rejects, it is suggested that consideration be given toremoving an occasional production part for test purposes. It naybe a surprising

fact that a production part may be less expensive than a test sanple. In the
case of some of the extremely large radomes made by Zenith Plastics Co. this is
obviously not the case , but it -my be very true for a production run of smallparts. la emy event the value of a produc;tion part for test pv.-po.-es will be
greater th~a that of several test specimens. l

Static Testing

Out of all the thought and discussion that hab been expended on the effort to
aclieve quality control1 it is amazing that there has been so little attention
given to static tasting. It is quite obvious that there is no other approach
so direct as that of proof loading each and every part. Framn ths stczdpoint of
the stress engineer this is the ultimate in quality control, a ,Thod which
proves without doubt that the structure will sustain the loads it was designedto c*rxy. And it is, after all, the stress engineer who is rost interested in
quality control. It is he who assmies the responsibility for the structural
integrity of the part, and it is he who must be satisfied.

Perhaps the reason that static testing has not received greater consideration
is that the cost is expected to be high. This may or muy not 'e true. If
quality control is put on a dollar-and-cents basis) and it should be, then
value is the function which should be considered the dete:'rilning factor. A
*iall amount of quality control for a xa-ll price is no geate: value than a
great amotuit of qu.lity control for a larger price.

Furtheirore1 it is extremely doubtful that comparative cost stuedis of quality
control methods havo ever been made. Taking again the case of the senple panels,
it is estbimated that the cost of fabricating sanples, preparing the specimens,
ard testing, 44-ll in marn cases be greater to:.n that o' attach.im a structure to
a jig) applying load) and r.Uoving •ha strueture. it is assu:el1 of course) that
consideration hs. been given to the tlo.3ent of time in the desijn of the jig to
facilitate mounting and re:ioval, wnd in applying the load.
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The Zenith Plastics Co. is currently static testing four separate radomes for
one of its customers as a routine procedure. That the method of quality control - -0
by static tosting is regarded as being practical and successful way be deduced
from the facts that (1) these static tests began withk one radouio in 1948, vwhic
is still being tested on a statistical basisl and (2) none of these radomes has
ever failed or given trouble in service except from accidental damage.JI:
"Of the four radcies mentioned above, two are tested on a statistical basis. On
the remaining two) each unit is tested. The former two radomes may be described
as being large. Of the latter twro one may be called very large and the
other extremeoly *large. It may be of considerable interest to show the cost of
the static test in relation to the cost of the part. The table below is prepared• ,for this purpose. V i••i:%

Radome No. Size Test Cost/Part Cost

1 8' x 9' .067

2 81x 91 .050

3 9' x '3' .031 L

30' x 20t .005

The above tobts are carried to yield (1.15 limit) load. The Jigs were designed I
for destruction tests on the first vimts as well as for.the proof testing. r
Consequently, the structure of the Jigs is considerably stronger and more
expensive than would be required for proof load only. In addition, &,proximately
95% of the cqulpnent and jiggery used for Radome #3 is also used for Radome #4.
It is also available for similar tests on other radomes .'f requiredl thus further
reducing the cost of additional testing as its utility is increased.

It is sincerly believed that the test costs shown above are not really indicative F
of what can be done in this direction. Nearly all experience in the field of
design of. static test fixtures has been pointed tovard an ultimate load test O
fixture. In these cases, specd of installation and removal , and ths quick
application 0, load are not problens to begiven serious consideration. With { :
an increase in experience in den!i ning and using proof-testing Jigs, it is quite
apparent that methods of attachkent for quick installation and removal of the
part will bo developed. This is also true of the problem of quickly applying and
ramoving load,. The bolts the nut, and the shot bag can be made as obsolete as
the M'odel "T".

S.'
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Ceramics as Basic Engineering Materilals

ceramic pro ducds are defined as those made of ;norganl*...~ ,

nonmetallic material which ar* usually sublected to high
By E J. moke endJ. H Koe~g'temnperatures during fabrication. This includes a WId&
By L mokl ad AH. oengrange of products, Wu offimore importance to th@ engines.5Rulters University, Noew llwwk N. J. it Onbwces a wide range of uniqu, and useWu properitlee

AUaNo the unique properties of ceramic materials iis ~refractoriness, that is, resistance to high temperatures. _T"UIMC,.106c. ty051
Fig. I shows the meltn tepraures of some ceramic 1'* 701' tMOmaterials along witi those of several metals. The (4)701
melting temperatures of the basic crystalline phass of -m' Vi"' (4051 3 -4 41"0 11"most ceramic materials are quite high starting in the ""' L4 (SW)~
rane of 3000I F; iron melts at 289SF1. Glasses are Ce-oz.ga;a-
rarnic materials also, but they cannot be considered as 31~.a Alw(1t tILP

A'- ~~refractories. This is because they amc not compounds S -8(58 'O
4but rather behzye as supe-rcooled liquids whose viscosity 2 '* is c-'tremely high at room temperatuire; thus they have r~at-1.0 a4' -. ai.W&s

softening ranges rather tit"n melting temperatures. %Ait~O

IA4l1lng Temperaitures tkA IN
Ccramic products are being manufactured whose melt- Ja 9Wtob -

iag~ temperatures are ower tbaa 3000 F, principaliy due
to a high Pgizss content. Ceramics made of. clinoenista- 4.UI 3W)0
rite, ritania, silica, mullite, forsterite, aluminz, tpinel, A I7L.IS)
zircon, beryllia, zirconia, m.aguesia, and thoria are h-I 0 34&
oxide-type ceiamics. All but t16 first two are used as In zs -rfractory materials where high-temperatture procetssig cul.t_ýut 1. *""0
is involved; that is, as furnace liners in hear-treatiti bitw 2... J UD.:7 Iof 3netals, recovery of metals from their ores, alloyin*ýmetals, recovery of petroleum ý,roducts from crude oil,nuclezr applications, and the like. Thongs has a rety ,Nbijh inelting Point, however; it is radioactive. SiliconCaid iused as a refractory and to a large extent as ''

*1 ~ ~ kiln furniture. Boron ciAbide has a high mclting tern.
er aturc but it is used only in special cases. Other car- F48 I Thermal Pro.Wrties of ceramic materias soad mea*s mN l%ides, sulphnides, nitrides, and borides have still higher*0 meltingo temperatures but have only been made ex- prature- of some of these ceramics. The best &lassee01 ~~~~~Perisnentally'or on a very limited scale because of the cnb sdcniuul nyu oapoiaet9raxity of smofteeeetinovdadtep.F.Steatite and fo.-sterite cia No used continuously toreceive atmosphere necessary in using these materials. 1S30 F without distortion when used as technical wase*They ire being useL.d cxyrinicntally in heat-engine paxts such as high-frequencK insulatiou, or whenever dimea-
The higis in-eltin- metal is tuagsten which melts at toracs teanef hprcnta e-tclyua~X 61CO ? Zirconiumo, tantalum, and haf- requisite. However, for-sterite, when used as furdac&P~r~xffnaparts, operates successfully up to 3000 F. Nosmudlziur carbides, 2nd graphite have melting temperatures prcelanshv benue upt215 .Zrc,itbove this with hatniurn carbide having the hi~bcst ihetct,-r u~sed as technical ceramics or as a refractory,:el~tin: temperature known of appoxmiatuel 75Z F. operazes very well up to ds5 up wdo Cabd.whichCerap.-ic pro<Iucts arie generally amxueof oe or ~isuc as furnace parts, stand u crwell to approul.morc crystalline phatts with glass, the latter material racy25 nar iiai sdpicplyavayn emto a riruatcly 45 per cent, This glass reratory 70Fin opnhairh Siliacaes -vpicipll a21R1t PP r~cr prpets refractory in onhat uncsweetetmeaFig. 1 t a &rccto thie refiracr pronetinuos. o uer~ ins t rtcure aopro.ichcs 3000 F. Mullite refr~ctories are used % .Fi. s rphoth saecniuuoeain contin~io-.sly up to 3200 F.

SOco oft~~x e Cram"C8. The effect of glass cl.ntent and/or an additional %AIvI Oirwvx, &-hwt of Cetrami crystalline phase, or phases is illustrated by the safe
ojic Ane~I Necin, Chat. .. NY ~c'oatia~nous operating temperatures of several aluminaAnw3.mi3 Chexv 11L Noxaart a.14 Ia.su f" bc~l tes. A~ body cntaiiu M. per cetauian be

,:'N P&C No. 55-A.1"i used continuously up to 2530 F; acothcr containing 96
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___________________ (7Cn1etalsarehardened steelat Rock.
&*ra ?lta"Iw fort0) wel rCts V.aSWeC Wi.5 which is Spp*Ai-
3_ 1___ e o__ -6% ao CPt_(t. 2_0 _tl 750 on the Knoop scale.

31lisonhi CnWId$rnge also, but the- m aor
"Ibanum arbde T20wh ossess greater hardness. Th

Zier~u Ca~d uze0) C=42emeneCArbides are made of '.

AlUIsyn00)thetic ceramic materials such t.
as rungstea, titanium, and tarats-

Ca"Mosi caubie (ii.se-ili lurn Cibideb whose Knoop hard- L

ZUreouim Satid. 11W6) ness numbers range froml 1400 to
!__ 18W0. They are used as tools for

~ ~ ~ -machiain$ metals to close dimen.
AW40A S"I ~esMPO C -60.) 140 io~ toerance.

Glas" 300SW)Alumina has a valucEof2000 anl
Wels,(10)is used as a grinding and lpIn

ft"M~i grinding..s K
compouad, and as the abradins

rig. 2 'Hadneus (Knoop seek*) of cersaxle materials ranging fromg. to IW mcaiain grn steel, felti r nex

mlbgsetals. ikrltisel no
application is as tool bits fnrDixE ]m(28 hardness and the fact that this it
type cecramic can be fabricated to~

Bor~lis, 125)extremely close dimensional tol-
erance leads itself as wear-redst-
ant purts such as gigs, beArinl~Jthread guides, nozzles and te&-'

bary,11%Pa.-ALMnical ware in 4encral.
(3090)Silicoa carbide, with a Knoop Y

* ~hardness of 2500, is one of the
A ~most uimportant abrasives in terms

of lapping and grinding, and u
* gkalg wheels. It lends itself

(191sU for fabricating very hard
&-ilse materials such as cermcs
including cemented carbides, cart~

110) =d chifled iron. and nonferrous
M.etals.

Titanium boride has a -alue of
Classleal Cozamaa(.so 2720 add boron carbide of 2800;

this latter was the hardest syn-
Thaml J~tt~ .0,S)the ticmnateri Al until quite recently.

Howeser, in the pastyear man has
Fig. 3 Thermal coaduictivity of a'wk products Btu/h~r sq ft/(deS P/hi). at 140 deg 1712-: t'~ is ytccdahns

Dia;mond is the hardest ka~own
mera.It is marketed inmanly

p-r ceat, up to 3053 F; wbille Vpre recrys rallized alu=ina, grain sizes and in Maoy "y~ grinding wheels. Its ex
that is, contain ing no pas-s, caa lbc u%-d conrinuc-usly up trense hardness and duraility make this material of eco
to 3520 F. These: are &ae as futr.-cc parts and technic!S coraic significance even though the initial cost is quit
ceratmics of closc dicr~cs~onal toleraace and for high. hiqh;rortofadns smde:rm

4temperature vacuum at'lijcatlcas. k .p~ryo extreme bros a nd eai
.04.Zirccuza provides a v-ery' L.Zh safe cornuiuous operat- abrasives actually indispenz6bl in the fabrication of

Log Erem"'r2 turc (circa 42,k ) ID nd in the fusd stabzljzcd metals and other materials. There arm nosutitefo
form is used as furnace parts. ceramic abrasives.

Alumina and rircoaii art aýFlea to metals in tbick. TemlCnutvl
tyccatiu$' sliows Femse for ea-ni parts. Another engineering property of exteme4 importance

sbeasion-rcsistant coztia-Ss, a2N1 croi:Cn-vrrsistant parts. is thcrwal cotnductivity. Again, cera-mic products cover
Thus ceram,,ics provime a Nv,<.C Ciof rctractory a wide range from near -cxo up to 125 Btu as shown in

matrials for use as fturrace- F"t cr is technical ware Fig. 3. In the very low range of thermal conductivity
and the choice d-pends t-fli.;*n - i.wl csead econ1om~ics. a variety of thcreual-insulatiag materials arc manuftc.

0 Hardness tured from mineral products sutch as asbcstos, magnesia,
i~alnes i aot~r p-~tv niqe o eramcs diatoraaceous silica, reftactory clays, mineral aagýass

Haans sa,0-rp-Oco riu ocrmc wools, and synthetic fiKrs; these are used from beow
covering th.- raue from !,, oa ý4: Kr,,Qp scale for the room temperature to above 3c,%O F as drier, oven and
winerAl 8g-ýur cc 7C'for 01t ýi~ hmorid As shown in furoace liners and bzckiags, pipe covering, and numelrous
Pis. 2. OWWascs range fromn 3W1 to 5W0. The hardest other applications.
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* Ceramic products in general ant steel_41%)
characterized by low thermal con- Nw L, I).

ductivity &ad approximately 98 ','.)i
pr cent of all products maca- 3.ul455

tACtured have thermial-co.tsdi'cti'. Asis t.w
.e v'alues no higher than I Btar. ___________11.61

This is due not only to the prop- 6A
erty being inherently low but Also 60
to the large er cent of pore spacn z-m %

* ~~or voids which are resen awlI5 55
some of these nuteriareseItchl.0 ýtiw's neru
been noted in the foregoing that cok4i.,itt (24)1

F agnesia n an excellent thermasl A.s&* 3%1i;: 4

insulator yet Fig. 3 shows that it ~ -~ ~
has a value of 27. The former

Aluc is fodiavery potrci6 material
while. the latter value is for one r ofle:of linear shAuma expanu**of .1cuamlc Materials; soon low [
containing no more than 1 per ;Zte 700 (1292 F)
cent pore volume. Thus all cer-
amics possessing thermal-con-
ductivity values above 5 Bltu are
nonporous mateials. Alumina 32% T1tun1,a Darlde - Go% Scram Carbide (Vt.) 600
ceramics have therminl-conduc- ;::d.%

rihyvaue o to 10 Brtu. .2-f Ajuw~m 280
Ti oxide has a value of 17 but

4- ~~~has not been wecd industrially to ~ 1i 2
any extent in ceramic bad ies.
The mnetal lead has a value of 19. ~ ~ 9

1,4 agnacsia's .conductivity as a I 6
4dense ceramic. as mentioned, is 27 10T Prstvrit4 S5

and has been used as echcrical in- 1; *,12'

su1126ion in vacuum tubes. Above Zircon~ 7
this range the only ceramic mate- alIwengths (z 106 pail
ria! is bcryllia and its value is 125 6 ~ S.? I D~~~tu as compnared to aluminum at '~ ~~~ s
118 andlgorr at 218. By corn-
bining bryllia with other ceramic 35 Carrlerlto
materials a rpage of porcelains can
be made whose th-r~rnal conduc- 35 Classical. Cerann5
tivity ranges from 90 to 30 Btu.
Some sparrv ug and high-fre- Fig. 5 Tensile, transuverse, &ad comnpressive strengths of cenimic matedshl

r Ucncy t"ltrweehg
tiermal conductivity is Of u'n-
portance, have been made from btryllia and, beryllia alumina, and Kovar awd aluminst. In this case a aetal
porcelains. However, be-cause of the toxic effect of -his of higher thermal expansion surrounds the Ceramic of
material, its use has been ':mited. It is now conisia*,red lower thermal expausion which, when soldered togethrt, 4
that this niatcrial can be uzed safely when the proper results in a strong vacauum-tight compression seiJ. The
precatitious arc c.1ken. other type is the matched scal in w'aich the thermnal

Tl'uý ceramic yroducts can be made which cover expansiou of metal and ceramic is Approximately the
th: wvide. rang'e or thcrmal conductivity froma values of same. Glass-to-Kovar is a glass-to-metal stal ofthis
0.05 to 1 25 Btu, which is from the best thermal insulators type.. The iron-nickel series of alloys covers a wide
to conductivities exceeding char of che metal aluminum. rAnge of zhe~rmal expansion and a thcrrnal-expansioat

matc ca befoud fo mst Cera~mics; however, onlyH Thermal lxponslon over a limited temlieraur= range. rltvl oTh erm al I~ p ansion luvar is a low -expandin -m aterial at r l t v l o
Ceramic materials Are manufactured 'v hich cover the tc-mrucatures but tend$ to iwctrasc qolite rapidly as the

range of 'intar thcrnial expansion from 0.5 -13 X 10-4 temperature is ircrea,:ed. In the realm of ceramilcs,
in/in/dcg C betweer, room temperature and 760) C as muc lower thermal expansiors arc possible. In fact,
sh.-%n in Fig. 4, Mfagnesia has the highest. thermal there are two types which actually contract on beat~in$.
expansion at 12.6. Low-catrbon stccls have values in Both are lithium alumino~ilicatcs. The one ty M hb-
the lan .ue f 15 over the same tempecrature range while inthe low positive to low negative values ig )is
copper is approximately 17. Cf.c of Elhe prime applica- the c:rystalline phase bera-spoldurnene. It can bet made

**tions of a Jcs.c dhigýl thetimal expansiou in ceramics is to have nlocon'traction orexpansionun to600C. Beta-
inglss-to-metalan ceramic-to-mccal scah.for cictron surytate and t other crsaln phscn itIuclia

Sion type is exemnplificd by copper and forsterit r sae n becauso: of its very high emofcnrti,
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- - presive strength varies from 8 t 10 times
the tensile strength. One commercial alu-
mina body ha: a tensile strenph' of 27,000

4, w - -t-o psi, its transverse strength is AMC pi
while its compressive strength is 290,000

Ch~uSoul. __psi. Alumina bodies with compressive
N. strengths as high as 400.000 psi have beets

Zi* on un l,.i values given in Fig. ffl are opti~naa
?T~ra n botr . "o values and these tend toýLcrease eithcr with

- - a decrease in the basic crystallin~e phase or
with increase in pore volume. As an illus-

3.a1ylila tCe~qr.%%&, tration, alum-ina ceramics are manufa4Zturecl
AS SPecial refractories with cmpcsuave

___ - . Strengths of the order of 11,000 psi while
that okf the completely nonporous materhil

-- _____ - - - sed a: wear-reb.stafi.t parts and electrical
0__ insulation has a compressive strength oaf

290,000 rpsi. This extremely strong material
Sorula ?m±X. ~is be.ng used as extrusion and pressing die

Arts precsio g ags lungers for recip
0 400 o 1200O 00 ow 10 rocating pumps, mecrnical-seal prs

Topiaw *)bealring sleeves, liner for pumps a.um-A
VS.6 Srenthversus temperature ciarv*2 of some caramic maeinis peller-wear part, thread gwdrci. 'tia a's

i'ig b trc~tbhigh-frcjuuency insulation partti ularly 'or

vacuum-tight ceramic-to-mctal seals.
Sa.- found little use. Howe:ver, the beti-spodurneft Beryllis is another extremely stron# ceramnic with a
iquite important as a refractory material (to 22100 F) compressive strength of 188,OUW psi and transverse

of h1igh thermnal-shock resistance. Some uses include .:trcngrh of 35,000 psi. Steatite, foirsterite, and zircon
travs on which dentAl products are rapidly fircd; tubes ceramics have comprcssive-strength values between
thto~i~h which bIclts atre heatcd to forging temeratcaure 15,M1 and 90,000 psi. Steatite is the nost economical
by ir.~uction iheatings; and in the firing of certa n white of the group to manufacture. It is used extensively as

A.*wares. It is being usetd as either ze:ro or low-ex'panding clcc~rical ins~ulation cspecially for hYgh-frequcnicy Appli.
tubes indilatomecters for de.termining thermal expa.2sicon cations and 2t moderately elevated temperatures because
of ceramnics and metals at higher temperaturts. It is of its high strcn~th, excellent electrical insulating prop-
beiv.g cv.aluatcd as a b.sec material for precision electricA. ertics, and the abili -y to fabricitte this mate-ial to close
&4is-.crs and capacitors where disoensiconfl variarion dimensional tokerance. Pcrcelain. g~r4-bondt. mica,

* , with tempc:raturc is detrimental, and co.-dierite have. lowver icomprtcsive strL.Igths in the
Thermal-,-shoc:k resistarace is relatively high in most range, o0 5,000 to 50,000 psi. Porcelain, becausesflits

porous cccamics becauise of inherent strncture. How- strength., case of manufacture, ..nd general dur-. ili~y, is
* ever, whe~re strong ceramics are desired porcsity must be =sd exrtnsively for domestic and techr~icsl cecramics.

mizrnimzed. ht dense ccramirS Ehe r!ý.:rrnAl-shcck res;-t- Fig. 6 shows the- ef~cct of tern eraturc on tht strength
auce is dcl.-endcnr to a ma iced de~rce on thermal .tzpan- Of SO=e ceramic miterials. A Icylia ce~amie, whoseH
sion; the: lower the the-rmal ex anion the higher the tensile sL-:ngth i-. approximately- 14, "0 psi at room_
h.1crmal-st,ock resistancc. Simi ar specimnens of an temperature, is still f-" psi at M80 F; its transverse

alumina ceramic svno~z- coefficient of litAr therm.al st.ength at roomn temperAture is 20,000 psi and stilleePAnilon iý 8.0, c>.ck Nvhen quen-~hcd int.) watcr at 11.5W0 psi at 1800 F; while its compressive strength at
* -room temperature from 'lCc) F. Be-ta-s acdumn bodies. the lower temperature is 110,000 pi50Mps at18

taih're wvhen quench.cd from 1400 F to water .it rerons room tetrura.nire trauisverse strengtL is 88,01ý0 pqi, re-]
*telTIperatute. mzins.:otLstanttoAJ7P'F. Zirconitua boridecc-hibits the

t ITi;lus ceramic produtcts cover the coefficienat of li ica sunic effect Over r'c same terniperaturt ran&,- with a value
therrnmi-cxpaiision range from +12.8 to -5.6 X 10-4 of 66,000 psi, and at 2200 r this value only' drops to
inl/itl/deg C frm2-,Rý0 C, and cerminc products carbid t25 mentionedpsi
bcinga rco~hiccd or can be designed to any specific value The titaniumn boride-boron criem~ralemetine
in this range. previously ha'; a transverse strength of 90,003 psi at

room temper;Ltnre and drops steadily to 55,COO psi
Strength at 22,00 F. It is these high-strength rropcrt~c5 at high

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ emeaue cohpesiv aterhofcrecilaeilsevr of extreme intcrcst for high-tem-.
Thecop.-ssvc trngt o ceamc mrci.-lsc')!!s prairccrgins ndair frames. Radomcs whic house

a vry id rageIroi ateias s wak that they can radar equipment arc benmade of cerans*c materials 1K
Lx cruished betweeni tl'e fin c'rs in the case of some heat because of these propertie~s. One laboratory is experi.
insulatorto ausa i as 600,000 pisi for a mixtue menting wit,-h actul missiles made enitirelyoceai
of 31 per cent (~by weight) titanium boridc and 69 per inatcrials, the reason being that as the speed increases,
cent boron carbide. In gencral, for more or less convert- the temperature also increases and - it appe-ars that
tional ceramics, with tensile strength at uuity, the trans- only ceramic materials cain withs-anl flie extreme con-
verse strength is ap-eoximateiy 2 thimes and t6e comn- ditions of temiperature and presnurt encountered,
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DEVELOPMENT OF TOOLING AND PRCCESSES FOR

FABRICATING LARGE HIGH-ACCURACY RADOMES

-. 4. by

R. H. Vreeland, Head, Engineering Projects Group
S •" Plastics Department

Research Laboratories
Hughes Aircraft Company

Culver City. California

I. INTRODUCTION

Radomes that are under development for use with certain fire con--
trol systems must meet critical boresighting requirements, and they mu.st
maintain this required accuracy under the high temperatures and aerodynamic
loads encountered during operation of the hiLh-velocity interceptor aircraft
on which they will be mounted. Although radomes of the large size necessary
for these systems , an be fabricated commercially, radomes so produced do
not meet these requirements. Thercfore. a die-development program, ini- 4

tiated in 195Z. was pursued concurrently with the development of radome-
molding procedures and processes.

Theory and past experience both indicate that a radome of stream-
lined shape achieves the best electr'zal pirformance if it *s of half-wave-wal.).
configuration. In this type of radome, undesirable reflections from the radome

surfaces can be almost completely cancelled if very clkse tolerances on the
thikkness and dielectric properties of the radome wall are carefully main-
tained. Experience with smaller radomes has shown that close tolerances
can best be m-t by radomes that are molded under high pressu.e between
matched, hardened steel dies. Although this method ot radome fabrication
requires a relatively high initial expenditure for equipment and tooling, the
exceptional quality and reproducibility of the product more than offset these
costs.

is A program that was ..ndertaken to develop such a set of matched dies
is described in this paper. Early in this program it became apparent :hat no
dies for plastics molding that even approached the required size and tolerances
had ever been built before and that the accuracy necessary between surfaces
"had, in the past, been limited to dies that viere only a fraction of the size re-

* quired. Because of tiis lack of exre:ience it was therefore decided that the
final set of dies woull be designed frcm the data obtained by the design, fabri-
cation, and tryout of a scale model of these dies. The die-development pro- \•
gram that resulted is discussed herein.

N II. PURCHASE OF EQUIPME.NT

After the first rough sketches of the dies were completed, it was
-, necessary to initiate the purchase of the equipment required in using these

dies. This seemingly premature action was necessary because of the long
time needed to approve funds, to design .and fabricate the equipment, and to
ship, assemble, and test it. Among the equipment purchased were the fol-
lowing large items.

wna TR 36-393, Vol T
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1. Hydraulic Pre.s

After calculations had established that a rigid and very accurate
pres bhaving a Z500-ton capacity was xequicd. £0r %se withtUm final di"a. tha.
standard presses of this size available from various commercial press build-
ers were studied. Although none of the standard presses had the rigidity and
accuracy of moveme.at desired, se7eral companies thought these qualities
could be attained. Rigidity could be achieved by housing the four press posts 7..
in built-up slab sides and then bracing these sides with cross-rails. The ;,M
daylight and stroke of the available presses were much tor short for the an-
ticipated application but to increase them would be to sacriice accuracy and
rigidity. It wis therefore dedidea to purchase a press with 10-foot daylight
and to move the die in and out of the press after each molding cycle. This X•:
was possible because of the developmental nature of the progrrm.

The press that was purchased (see Figure 1*) was built by Williams 6
"White and Company.

"Its specifications are as follows:

"Capacity: 100 to 2500 tons adjustable compression,
moving dowa

Platen area: 78 inches by 66 inches
Bed-face size: 88 inches by 66 inches
Daylight: 120 inches maximum
Stroke: 72 inches maximum -
Stripping: 140 tons with "kicker" cylinders only

750 tons with stripper cylinders included ýX*

Stripper-ram stroke: 18 inches maximum
• Tota weight: 363. 000 pounds

(supported by twelve 20-ton piles)
Height above floor: 29-1/2 feet
Total height: 35 feet, 3 inchesSize of pit: 11 feet by 20 feet by 5-3/4 feet deep

After the press was inst *ied and the gibs adjusted, the following
characteristics were measured -tnd found to be within the stipulated tolerances:

Parallelisrn between the face of the moving platen and the face of the
base is within 0. 0015 inch over the entire stroke.
Change of parallelism is 0. 002 inch over the entire stroke.
Vlorizontal movement of the moving platen through the entire stroke is
0. 031 inch with smooth travel and 0. 002 inch with jogging.
Deflection of the base under a uniformly distributed load of 2500 tons
is 0. 006 inch in a span of 64 inches.

2. Vertical Boring and Turning Mill

nolaheA survey of facilities throughout this country revealed that there was
no lathe or vertical boring mill that could be made available for machining
"the mold surfaces of these large dies to the accuracies demanded. As a con-
sequence, it was necessary to purchase such a machine tool. Conferences

•., with those using this r.ind of equipment reveale.d that a vertical boring mill

V with an electronic tracer was the most accurate machine for the purpose.
* I 0
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Accordingly, a modified, 6-foot, heavy Cincinnati Hypro vertical
boring and turning mill was purchased (see Figure 2*). This machine includes
a GeneriLl Electric electronic duplicating attachment on the left rail head.

Specifications for this mrchine are as follows:

One right-hand turret Lead, one left-hand ramn-type swiveling rail
head, one right-hand side head

Swing: 76 inches
Height under rail: 101 inches
Travel of left-
hand rain: 72 inches
Vertical travel
of rail: 90-1/2 inches
Speed of table: -0.96 rpm to 75 rpm -•

Diameter of table: 72 inches .- ý.A

Feeds: 0.004 inch to 0. 750 inch per revolution
Weight: 91, 500 pounds
Support: Nine 20-ton piles under a concrete pad

17 inches thick
Accuracy
of duplicating: _+ 0. 007- inchFinish of work: 27 micro-inches possible under favorable

conditions; 50 to 60 micro-inches expected
under normal conditions.

A series of measurements made while machining various dies on
this mill show that the accuracy in duplicating a large die can be within
+0. 0003 inch. The finish on forged tool steels has been in the region of
TOO micro-inches, but this finish can be improved to a finish as fine as one
micro-inch by using a grinder on the ram and then polishing the surface.

3. Curing Oven

A large oven is required for postcure of the radome after its removal
from the die. A suitable oven was purchased.

Its specifications are as follows:

Gas-fired, floor-type, vented; equipped with Partlow temperAture
programming and control

Heating capacity: 600,000 Btu -
Maximum operating 0
temperature: 550°F Fi
Exhaust fan: 675 cubic feet per minute
Circulating fan: 6000 cubic feet per minute
Outside dimensions: 9 feet wide, 9 feet long, 14-1/2 Leet high
Inside working area: 6-1/2 feet wide, 8 feet long, 10 feet high
Door opening: 6-1/2 feet by 10 feet.

The oven was installed in such a position relative to the large press
that either the layup fixture or the dies could be rolled into the oven for pre-
curing or postcuring on the tooling, thus eliminating a considerable amount ,
of distortion in the part.
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4. Fifteen-Ton Crane

A crane was necessary to assist in the erection of equipment and to
move the tooling and finished products. Although a larger crane would have
provided more lifting power, one having a 15-ton capgciLty was decided upon
in order to obtain the greatest cove" age of floor area. This crane has a 30- •foot span and an 80-foot craneway. It is mounted on separated columns, which

are supported by 35, 000-pound capacity piles. T.he maximum distance from
the bottom of the hook to the floor is 32 feet; the floor area covered by this
crane, measured from the center of the hook, is 22 by 69 feet.

5. Hovsing for Equipment and Facilifte.

The equipment already mentioned is installed in a building having a
high bay area approximately 32 by 8C feet. This building is supplied with
steam, water, electric power, gas, telephone, and air. The steam line is a
6-inch insulated pipe carrying saturated steam at 140 psi with a temperature • .,
of 360°F; a 3-inch condensate return line is parallel to it. There is a flash IN._€.
tank in the building for condensing the spent steamn and a pumnp to return the ,• ,

condeusate to the boilers of the central heating plant.

Cold water is piped in from a nearby building; hot water is provided
by a heater within the building. Hot water at variouLs temperatures for layup-
fixture heating is obtained from a steam-and-water mixer. Two towers mounted
on the roof of the building furnish a cooling system fox, the dies in the presses
"and for the heat exchangers in the press hydraulic systems. Vacuum is ob-
tained by the use of vacuum pumps that are located in the building.

IlU. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIES

"Five sets of large, matched dies for the high-.pressure molding of
laminated fiberglass radomes have been completely designed and have the-
characteristics shown in Table I. All are designed for use in the 200-ton
hydraulic press, and the molding surfaces are to be contoured in the vertical
boring mill. 4-

The designs were completed in the order shown in the table; the "D"

dies were the first to be fabricated. Equipment was purchased on the basis
4. of a rough desiqn of the "C" dies. The main parts of each set of dies are the • •

punch (hereafter called the male die) and the cavity (referred to as the female
die). Each male die includes a ring around its base that is used for stripping
the part from the male die. Also, each male die Is mounted on a base that
holds it to the bottom pla.mn of the press. The four guide pins. and bushings
are standard items in most dies. In the first four sets Of dies, the lower (wide) . :
end of the female die is divided and has a collar thai: serves as the guidance 'N. '
area for the female die. •

IV. DESIGN PARAMETERS AND LIMITATIONS "

These five sets of dies can be divided into two groups according to
their design parameters, which were determined by the intended applicatiqn.
""The first 0t. sets ("A, " "3. I and "C" dies) were to be used under most

"4% extreme rmolding conxditio,,s -- the use of very l, ig uand rapidly applied pres.
sures, with preforms of relatively poor quality made from many types of
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A
materials having a large bulk factor when preformed, and with a rapid increase
of molding temperature. The I'D" and "Etl dies wore to be used under more

Scontrolled 
conditions - a m axim um of 1000 psi uniform m olding pressure, a

slou increase of molding pressure, carefully made prefarms from only- one
kind of material with minor variations, a very low bulk factor on the preform.
and gradual, controlled die heating.

In -: 4dition to these parameters there were the limitations imposed
bi the size of the existing equipment; these were:

1. The weight of any component could not exceed approximately

ZO tons.
Z. The total height of the assembled die could not exceed 110 inches.3. The outside diameter of any die part could not exceed 75 inches.
4. The height of any part (including the clamping device) could not

exceed 10Z inches unless the part cleared the boring-mill rail.
5. The maximum depth of contour that could be accurately cut in

the female die was 66 inches.
6. The amount of saturated steam available at 360°F and 140 psi

was about 60, 000 pounds per hour, which was available only
for short periods.

= . The crane hook was 32 feet from the floor.

V. DIE DESIGN

The drawings of the dies were made by a small group of die designers,each of whom contributed a certain amount of basic knowledge to the program.
One designer had several years of experience in the design of small plasticý,
diet;, another had machine-design experience with various job shcps, whilh
a third had a littla shop experience, and so on. The basic die design, how-
"ever, was done by the writer, with the help of many others, as discussed in
a later section.

"As soon as a drawing of the largest radome (the "C" radome config-
urntion) was available, a rough die design was madie for this configuration,
which was to be molded under fairly severe conditions. With this basic de-
sign in mind, the required equipment was purchasr.d.

The first set of dies to reach the final design stage was the smallest"set, designated the "A" dies in Table I. In addition to molding finished ra-
"doies 24 inches in diameter and 37 inches long, these dies were to serve in

*i testing several mechanisms and in rneasuring several molding conditions.

An automatic stripping device was incorporated into the duiign ofthis set of dies so that the molded part could be easily removed when the dies.were opened. This device consisted of a act of cams in the male die that

opetated a set of fingers in the female die; the fingers protruded under•@'i i a stripper ring and moved it up with the female di;e. The stripper ring then

liftVCe the part from the male die. In order to ensire that the part stayed on"the mnale die and separated from the female die when the dies were opened,
two grooves were machined in the male die.

The design of the firqt set of dies included three typr.s of guidance
between the male and female for accurate alignment; each type could be
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removed so that the usefulness of the others could be tested. The types of
guidance were:

1. Four standard die guide plus and bushing.
2. A guide pid through the nose of the part
3. Guidance between the base of the male die and the open end of

the female die. %.,

These guidance devices were considered very necessary because the use of
preforms of poor quality imposed severe eccentric loading conditions on this
set of dies.

This set of dies also incorporated a device for clamping the nose of
the preform to the male die. Such clamping is necessary because of the
shape of the finished part and the bulk factor. As the dies close, the first
contact between them, through the part, is at the open end of the tadome.
The movement of the dies is then almost normal to the thickness of the part
so that the force exerted by the press may tear the cloth or pull the preform
down the nose of the male die. The nose clamp is intended to eliminate the

~ { latter problem.-

t iIt was expected that the first three sets of dies ("A," "IB, " and "C"
in Table I) would be nitrided on the molding and wear surfaces and then
chrome-plated. (These operations are discussed in detail in another section.) •
A check-out of the equipment for performing these operations was to be ac-
"complished by nitriding and chrome--plating the "A" dies; these dies would
also be used in testing the heating system that would be employed with the
first three sets of dies.

The se.cond and third sets of dies were to incorporate almost the •-.
same features as the first set. They would have an automatic stripping de-
vice, the three guidance systems, the nose clamp, nitrided aud zhrome-
plated molding and wear surfaces, and a high-velocity-steam ;eating system. .
In addition, the female die in each set was to be made in two pieces, with a
joint alang the mold surface.

The fourth set of dies ("D"inthe Table) was to follow in general the .
design of the first set. It would include the automatic stripping device and
the three guidance systems. However, the nose clamp to be used was of a
different type. The clamping plug had a larger diameter and fitted the flat
part of the nose ini addition to a portion of the conical part of the'radome.

* iThis plug fitted into the female die in such a manner that, as the female
"closed under pressure and molded the nose of the part, the shear pin started -'.'•
to fail in shear. VW1hen the dies opened and the part was stripped from the
male die, very little stripping force was necessary to shear the pin in the
opposite direction.

"""a addition, this fourth set of dies was to have much softer molding
0 •and wear surfaces than the first three sets. The heat treatment was not as

severe ai that used for the first three sets, and the nitriding and chrome-
plating were eliminated. Also, the high-velocity-steam heating system was
replaced by a chambered-s'e.Am system.

•~0]
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The fifth set of dies ("E" in the Table) closely resembled the fourth
Aat in general construction except that a simple stripping mechanism with
manually operated fingers replaced the automatic stripping device.

YV. PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE DIE DESIGNS

I designing each of the five sets of dies, the first problcm encoun-
tered was the scarcity of experienced die designers. It was soon realized
that the design of plastics dies is a field quite different from other types of
design. Since no designers with experience in desigping l !ne plastics dies
were available, it was decided to design the dies to be like some smaller
ones (with which we have had considerable experience), except that all di-

* nmensioas had to be larger; the tolerances, however, had to be held as close
as those iound in very small dies.

In "blowing up" the design of a small die, the problem of weight had
to be considered because only limited space and handling equipment were
available. It was definitely necessary to analyze the dies structurally in
order that excessive weight could be reduced. In fact, for the largest dies,
(called "C" in the Table), the stress analysis resembled that for a major air-
plane component, with even more consideration given to rigidity and defDec-
tions. The services of several experienced aircraft stress engineers were
used in making these analyses.

The problem of heating the dies came up next. The usual practice 6 .

of heating dies by means of a chamber around tha female die and a hollow
male die was acceptable for the last two ("D" and "E") sets and was adapted

-' from the small die design. However, in heating by this method, uniform
wall thickness was much more important on the molding surfaces of the large9
dies than on those of smaller dies.

To obtain the fast heating rate required with the first three sets, the
chamber method of heating was inadequate because the transfer of heat from
practically quiet steam thxrough a vater film into a steel surface is very slow.
In the design of these dies, then, a system of high-velocity steam was used.
Saturated stearm was introduced into tubes wrapped around the female die and
into grooves cored into the male die. To reduce the accumulation of con-
densed water, a specially developed water trap was installed along tbe walls,
every ten or twelve feet of tube length. For the calculation of the quantity, i%
pressure, and temperature of tht steam In these heating systems, the serv-
ices of a thermodynamicist were employed.

"In order to obtain hard molding surfaces on the first three dies, a
form of surface treatment was necessary. The common methods of case
hardrning (pack carburi7in.i, gas carburizing, cyaniding, and carbo-nitriding)
require a quench from 1375°F or higher, which produc.s considerable distor-
tion. Since a iarge amount of contour grinding would be required to clean up
this distortion, these methods were eliminated from further consideration.

.* Contour grinding was not desirable because:

1. Wheel wear would make it difficult to obtain the necessary

2. •=inding would no: result in uniform surface hardness due to the
varying dcpths of stock to be removed.
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3. A considerable amount of grinding in the boring mill would tend
to wear the ways of the mill and thereby reduce its accuracy.

Flame-hardening was another method of surface hardening connldexe•L.
However, this method, which is essentially a two-dimensional process, could

SI " not be easily adapted for use with dies of the shape required. To design a
flame-hardening fixture for each die would be costly and the result would not Lu"

• be satisfactory. Hard chrome-plating w'..- eliminated because it is porous
and uneven in thickness. Of

The metallurgists that were consulted agreed that a form of heat
treating known as nitriding would be the most. suitable method. Because only •
a relatively low temperature (usually 9750 F) is required for this process and *t

no quench is needed, the amount of distorticn would be minimum. By the use
of the Floe process, the thickness of the white layer could be controlled to
less than 0. 0005 inch and could be removed by only a hand polish. With ni-
triding, the.steel dies could be heat treated, finish machined, and case hard-
ened, so that only a small amount of polishing would then be necessary.

The nitriding operation, especially the Floe process, is relatively
new; therefore, the advice of an expert in this field was obtained, and a ni-

• , triding facility was designed under his direction. This facility has yet to be

built and tested, and the exact process required for specific die parts to be
%• !determined. It is definitely needed because none of the heat-treating corn-

p:Rnies in this area has a furnace large enough to nitride the largest parts.

A After the required strength of the die steel had been determined by
structural analysis and the method of burface treating was decided upon, the
proper material for making the dies was selected. Aft.ar it was decided that
the male and female die parts for high-pressure plastics molding should be
fabricated of forged steel, a modified 3-l/2 percent chrome, air-hardening.

tool steel was selected for the two smaller sets ("A" and "D" in Table I1)
- •This steel is in common use in England, but does not have an SAE designation.

For the last die ("E" in Table I), SAE 4140 steel was chosen because no ni-
triding was necessary nor was the desired core strength unusually high.

The choice of material for several smaller die parts also presented
had to allow considerable bending deflection without breaking and yet retainproblems. For instance, the steel selected for the nose guide pin of each die

high resistance to bending and wear as well as good hardenability. For the
smaller dies ("A," "B, " ar.d 'D"), SAE 1095 bar stock was the material se-
lected for the nose guide pin. For the larger dies, this part was too thick to

""I i respond to the heat treatment suitable 'o SAE 1095 so it was made rf Gordon
tool steel.

Deep hardenability, toughness, and resistance to wear were 31so re-
quired for the die guide pins. For the smaller dies, these guide pins were
made of SAE 43-40 bar stock and were heat treated to a hardness of 55 to 56
on the Rockwell C scale. For the larger dies, the material specified was!•.:'• •ASM class 11-B- 1, air-hardened and drawn to Rockwell C 58 to 61. .

The guide bushings and nose clamp for all the dies were made of
Carptcnter's Super Samson bar and were gas carburized to give a wear-resis-

* tant surface. The stripper rings, stripper cams, and stripper slides were
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fabricate( of ASM class llB.,heat treated to Rockwell C 57 to 59. Most of
the other parts were made of material1s that P.re in relat~ively commnnu use. for
these applications. .

In order to ensure that the dies would undergo little or no distortion
during the nitriding process. metallurgists recomrenened that a stress-
1.relieving operation In a controlled atmosphere be carried out after each con-
tour-turning cut. Since there seemed to he no c ontrolled-atmo sphere furnace
of sufficient size available and since the limited use to which such a turnace
could be put did not warrant building one, the nitriding furnace was to be used
for itress- relieving operations. The design of the uitriding furnace. therefore.
made provisions for these operations.

hig The three dies that were to be nitrided were also to be polished to a
hihluster and then flash chrome -plated with 0. 0003 to 0. 0005 inich of chro-

mium. Past experience had shown that a flash chrome-plating acts as a IQ-
bricant on the molding surfaces, a desirable feature on these dies that were
to be used under severe molding conditions. However, very few platers will-.
try to plate over nitrided steel because all of ti~e "white laye;:" must first be
removed from the nitrided surfaces.

Although no facility for plating a piece of steel as large as the "C"
female die was available in the Los Angeles area. a concern was found that 1

0., was planning just such a facility, which would be completed in time to handle
thic job.

dis The qelectiou of suitable machine shops in which to fabricate these
diswas not too difficult. An investigation of forging facilities in this country

revealed that only two companies had electric furnaces, ingot molds, and
forg*ing resses that were sufficiently large to process the larger dies ("1C" 1
a nd "1E". A slight modification in the design of the "Ell dies m~ade it possible
for a local company to pour and forge this set. By a fortunate coincidence
this was the only local company that also had machine tools sufficiently large
for machining these dies. Thus, it was possible to place just one order with
a local concern for the complete manufacture of the "Ell dies (except for the
contouring of the mold surfaces).

A therrnodynamlcist determined the requirements of the steam for
heating the dies; an outside consulting firm designed the heating-control sys-
temn. These controls were necessary in order to maintain the temperature of

~ I the dies at the desired value until the preform was loaded, to raise the tern-
perature kt a specified rate until the moldin3 temperature was reached, and

4 then to maintain this temperature during the curing cycle. The controls also
Included the necessary plumbing and valves for cooling.

A safety engineer checked these dies in relation to safety. insurance.
and health. His appro' al of the design of all the dies as well as of many of the
items of anxiliary equipment was obtained before fabricatior was3 started.
Among the reasons for this cancern were the following:

1. The resin in the material of which the part Is made contains a
al certain amounit of volatiles.

2. The preform is made on a fixture that is heated to 190 0 F. an~d the
~' j material is heated to a temperature as high as 130OF dusring the
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%=s. azd ti. e 1fez.&.e die as"e--4 v-e!•i..s e 24 tzas4k
4. 7three sezs of dies we%:e to ':e !."6ed a %!-.c press at :..4.eatWes -

5. T-re sna.= te-perar- e is ="0 F. and moldiag :etzaerat•are is as

...agh as 3100 F. I6.. T"e ilass cloth a"ed in rr.akiýg t=e radome is irritati•g to-the skin
of rost people and so=e are a-Lieriic t* it. Fine particles of the
mrateral can be carried in the air.

To design tle auxiliary eqaip=ent needed in connection with the dies.
a small machine-design group was set up. The results of .their efforts are
discassed in the following section.

VU. DFESIGNG OF DlE-UHND)L.NG EQUIPMt.NT

Thz excessive weight of the main parts of these dies as well as the
large number of different handling operations required adequate handling
equipment. The design and fabrication of proper equipment was accomplished
concurrently with that of the dies, so that it was available when these large
pieces of steel were to be moved to a particular area in preparation for aS.• certa in ope ration.

To minimize repetition, the handling procedure followed for one set
of dies will be explained here, and any additicnal items not typical will be
added as the discussion proceeds. Fcr various rea-ons it will be most con-
venient to describe the equipment that is to be used with the last set of dies
("E" in the Table); however, the illustrations will be those of the equipment
for the "D" dies.

The large forging for the male die contained a cylindrical knob on the

smaller end. This knob allowed adequate handling in the machine shop and
also served as a means of chucking the mile die into lathes and vertical boring
mills for turning the face at the large end and boring the inside.

The first handling] fixture (see Figure 3 ) designed for the male plug
verved several purposes. The base was fastened to the male die so that It
could be clamped into the vertical boring mill for contour machining. After
the male form had been lifted onto the mill by the knob, which was then ma-
chined off, the nose-pin hole was drilled, counterbored. and tapped. An eye-
bolt fitting this hole was used for lifting the part irom the mill, although the
handling fixture also could have performed this operation. The eyebolt was
primarily designed to be shipped with the male die when it was sent out for
nitriding and chrome-platini (as in the case of the first three sets of dies). It
provided a means oi handling the detail part during these processes. The Inale
handlina fixture had two other uses: it provided a means for handling the
detail male forrm for the layup fixture (which was either similar to, or the
aame as, the male die detail), and for moving the entire layup fixture after
assembly. This i3 a desirable feature, because it is necessary to get the
layup fixture out of the waty when the die is moved into the oven.

The feriale die also had a large knob on its smaller cnd that facil-
tated handlin3 in the machine %hop and provided a means .f attaching the die
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to the face plate of the lathes and boring mills. After heat treating and rough .
machining. the female cavity had a wide flange welded to this knob, and the

handle the die. after this stage of fabrication, a fixture was designed to grasp
it at the nose end, and a set -f eyebolts was purchased for the open end. A
"set of equalizing slings was also purchased so that the die could be moved In
a level position. Because the female die required a large amount of handling
in various positions (this was particularly true of the first three female dies),
a rotation fixture was designed for turning it over. With this fixture the var-
ious shops could contour-machine with the open end up. nitride with the open
end down. and then chrome-plate with the open end up again.

A simple, table -type fixture that could be used with all five female
die assemblies was btiilt to serve as a storage fixture as well as for the as-
"sembly of details into the die and the inspection and cleaning of the die assem- 41
"bly after use.

Additional equipment suitable for use with all five sets of dies is
needed for the molding cycle. With each molding cycle, the "C" and "E" dies
have to be moved into the press and then out again. A die-trawsfer truck that ,-'.-.-
moves on roller skids is used for this purpose. Due to the limited height in-
side the press, it is only five inches high.

A pair of tracks was laid to guide ihe truck to the press, and a winch ," - "

was installed to move it. A series of pulleys enables the operator to move
the truck down the track in either direction. A turntable is used to turn the
die and head it Into the oven. The track from the press to the turntable con-
stitutes the die-loading area; a track perpendicular to the first track and
running from the turntable to the oven forms the layup area. Directly in front r-.
of the press is a steel plate covering the pit. Reinforcement was placed in the
pit under this plate, and a temporary track was installed over it. The bed of
the press has a bed plate with machinec grooves that correspond to the track.
This plate serves as a track inside the press and can be left in the press
duringthe molding cycle.

The molding cycle is as follows: A preform (layur) is made on a
layup fixture. It is then stripped from the fixture and loaded onto the heated
"male die, which rests on the transfer truck. The heated female die Is lifted ' .
from the storage table by the use of the handling fixture, the equalizing
"slingz, and the crane; it is leveled and then lowered over the male die until -
it bottoms. The handling equipment is uncoupled, and the assenibly on the
truck is pulled into the press by the winch. The truck is positior ýd on the
grooved bed plate with pins provided for this purpose. .

The dies are then rejoined with the control panel; the upper platen of .
the press is lowered until it contacts the die, and bolts are inserted to tie the ,
die to the upper platen. After the male and female dies are joined, the upper
platen is raised, and the truck is removed frorn the press. The bed pl-te can
also he removed, but this is rnotL necessary. The die assembly is then lowered
until it contacts the press base platen (or bed plate). The lower bolts are in-. ,.'. .•
sorted, the tie blocks removed, :nd th'e dies are closed under pressure as
the controls are adjusted. ,

After the part is cured atnd the dies have cooled, the press is cpened
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to break the part from the female; the part Is then stripped from the male.
The dies are then closed, the tie blocks are inserted, the lower bolts are re-

* moved, and the die assembly is raised. The truck is then moved ir., the die
is lowered to the truck, the upper bolts are removed, and finally the die Is
moved out in front of the press. The handling fixture is installed on the I*-
male die. the tie blocks are removed, and the female is lifted from the male
with the crane and slings and is set on the storage table; the finished part is
then removed from the male die.

For the "A," 11IB,"t arnd I'D" dies, the procedure for loadin~g the dies
into the press needs to be followed only once; the dies can be opened after the
mold cycle, and, because of the smaller size of the part. it cast be -.emoved
from the open dies while they are still in the press.

Vill. DESIGN OF OTHER MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

In addition to the matched steel dies and their handling fixtures, var-
ious other items of tooling and equipment are necessary for the high-pressure
molding of large radomes. The more important iterns are discussed below.

NI The layup fixture (see Figure 4 ) mentioned previously is a very nec-
essary piece of equipmnent in the molding of any' laminated vart. This fixture,
on which are built up the preformus that go into the dies, is essentially a male
die with a stripping mnechanism. and is mounted on a base having casters. It

enbeste ehncans to build up pieces of impregnated glass cloth into the
provles teas tcanccit l at ftefr orioig rmig rsig
rough radomne shape. This form must be steamn-heated and the !iLxture must

Die to the thicknmess of the part (approximately one quarter of an inch),
it becomes increasingly diificult to heat each succc~isive layer of cloth in the
preformi because of the binulatioa oflered by the previous layers. Proper

hcatnr~tf t~ese layers i3 accornilish'ed with urdt electric heaters. To ensure
R j that the temperature is uniform and 5table, mn enclosure was built around the

layup area. It cousists of a me-tal framework covered with canvas and has
lights and an exhazist fan on the ceiling. The entire assembly is suspended
from one colurnn of the buildinq; it can beraised out of the way, or it can be
liftead by the cranie and stored in. another area.

To handle the largSest proforms (those for the "C" and "Ell radomes
wvei-h over 100 potind~s each) a cln~ch de-vice is used to reach inside the molded
in insert, grasp it, and lift the preform over to the male die.

prs.A set of adpe ple wsbilfo monting the "B" dies in the
prs.These pht-,a oti bl it! ta ac bolt pattern -n the pre3s

platens -is well ais thlosa in the base cind upper .Uan--e of this set of dies. TheK.
plates also contain bolt patterns far othar dies that were used in molding parts
other than the lreradomes. %2

Strippci p-zt of various Jleagths anti designed to fit the ways of the
press were used "or brcal~w, the dia.3 :part. Th~sc posts are Used in pairs
and fit vertically aetwaen th,% striirpcr cylinders in the pncas base arkd the *.

upper platen.
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* dies Ito was necessary to machine somt of the radoroes molded on the "D"
detovarious thicknesses for electrical testing. The initial michining weil

accomplished on the male die before stripping. The radome. still on the
male die. was removed from the press and. by means of the handling fixtw.
was Tr ltited on the boring mill for contour machining. It was then stripped
from the die by means Of a special fixture. The main advantage of machining
a part on the male die is the accuracy that can be obtained.

For additional machining of zhe above parts. for machining parts a)L-
ready stripped from the male. and for t-imming the radomes to length (both
endsi. a machining mandrel was built (e Figure 5*). In' order to duplicate
the male die as cLosely as possible, the contour~ of the mandrel was turned onA
the boring mill using the same template that had been used for turning the
contour of the male die. An abrasive-whtel cutoff maechanaism was used toI
trim the radomes to length.

~; I A template and template mount were other necessary items of tooling.
The template mount was used for locating and holding the template an the boring
mill during the contour -machining op eration. With the ube of a compensating J
traz.er stylus and a micrometer-adJUstrm.nt device on the tracer head. both of
which were designed by the development group. it was pos3iblte to miachine both
the male and female edes of each set with only one ten~plate. a unique accom-

* pl13srient.

4. IA -aat Nva3 developed to check thie thickness of the 'ID#, radomne as it
was being ma'hined ou the mandrel. Th*-s gage. which fits over either the,
male die or the machining maindrel. gives the thickness reading directly for
any r-nint on the radonie. It also serves to check tool wear during'the ma-
chining operation and indicates ifE the radorne has slipped from the die or man:- *
dral (see Figure 5*).

The th*-ckne, s of the finished radomes is measured bv a mechanical
thickness gage. The radome is suspended by its nose and the instrament*
enables a direct reading to be made of the thickness at any point by raising
(or lowvering) and rotatihg the radome. Although corisidc-rabh; work was donle
on electronic thizkness gages, a satisfactory gage has not yet been developed.

The "Ell radome has a metal ring assembiy spliced to the aft end for
* mounting the raelorne on an airplane. To ma...hine this splice joint -An the ra-

dome, an automatic thickness router is used in co.znection with simple Uig
that holds the work. Then the radomre and ring are loaded; on ar, assembly
fixture for locatinqg the parts arnd drilliag riveL holes and for riveting the parts

together.

Scveral other items of tooling were designed for this program. such
as test fixtures. inspectiun tools, and a bulk-reducing fixture; however, they
will not be discussed since they have little direct bearing on the actual die

* program.

IX. FAB3RICA'TION OF TOOLING

The "D" dies were the first set to go to the shop for fabrication andK
are the only dies that have been comnpleted (see Figures 6 and 7*). The follow-
ing discussion of fabrication problems %,ill therefore be concerned with this set.
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The most difficult problem. in the opinion of the writer. was that
involving the use of the boring mill in machining the contour of the molding
surface of the dies'.- Because of the accuracy which can obviously be obtainct

I by the usili of caily'oue temtplate for contour-machining both male and female
dies. our engineering group developed a method that would make this possible.

* This operation involved the design and tryorit of the micrommeter adjustment
and compeaisating tracer styltts mentioned previousir. The method is an im-
provemnent over the tried-and-true rnethod of using matched templates to
machine matched dies - a mmale temolate for the male die and a female tem-
plate for the female die. the set variing by the thickness of the finished part.

Another pr-iblem that came up In connection with 64c "V" diles was -
the Alignment of holes for the automatic strippiz. :mechanism in Oth female-
collar. It was found that jig bcring was the c cly sure way of attain. xg the
aligarrent betv e-en thie borizonW~ and vertical ho~le 3 for, the iZ set-s of cams
and sldes. This was wi eyI'ensi-; e and difficult operation because of the hArd-

neCS 0*~ the kzat-treated forging..TA IfHardening the wear surface of thz female cull'ar was also difficult. -
The dv-awing stated merely that it should be of a certain hardness aznd thec pro-

* eediire was left to the machine shop. The choice of flaxne-haridenig -was
eventually znad! because the machine shop that was building the diez had dt-

* I iel-oped that process to a high quality. There -was considerable reservatitn,
in this choice because of the-possibility of cracking around the jig-bro;rai holes.
Howe¶*er. the final results justified the decision.

* Another problem encountered was that of sar.ilixg 1romn the forging.
S2evora te~nsile-ttest spec~mens cut from the excc~s s tcck of the female die
were tested to determine core strength anid hardnois In ad-lition, specimens
were cut fr-3m the knob of tlb-.o malle die for hardness measurements. These
twc areas v~eze not truly typical of the for giag. but they ver4L the only Ones

frc -n which sreinn culd be taken.

One of the hardness specimens sbowed a banded structure. with bands
about 0. 040 inch apart, and; its hardneis varied as much as 11 voir", on the
flok~well C scale. The boring-mV.'i operator had complained of "hara spot$"
-while contour;-ig, si additional samples were cut. Since it was not potsible
to obtain this banded structure elsewhere, it was waritten off as only a local
characte-ris3tic at the most -necked -down area of 0his particular forging.

* j TO seal the steam chambers, a ma~teria* was re~quired that wcould
* repeatedly withstand the temperature and pressure of the moalding cycla. Haw-

ever, because seaali of teflon were used, great difficulty was encountered inI
compressing a large area, of this material when assembling the steam chambers.

Delivery dates proved a serious handicap. As a policy. znos~. machine
shops underestimate the time necessary to fabricatz a piece oi tcoling. This
practice makes it difficult to schedule an entire project.

~ IX. CONCLUSIONS

The tool -deve lopm.eat program discussed ia this paper is only' partially
comnplete bout pro:aressing very rapidly. H1owever, many mon'nt's will pass before
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it is completed and a final repurt can be written. The results obtained thus far
are available for the advancement of the art of large-radome development.

The experience gained from the molding and testing of these radomnes.
as well as similar smaller ones, has provided data that will be useful to others4 |who are working on similar parts.

The large press, the very accurate boring mill, and the other equip-
-- ent have contributed significantly to the successful development of large.
highly accurate radomes. It was fortunate that procurement of this equip- t-
r-. tnt was initiated early in the program.x because it takes about a year to build
machine tools the size of the press and mill. and it requires almost another
year to put them intc good running order in a particular plant.

The development of reliable sources for engineering, materials.
machine work, and testing is another result of this program. The search for

• t these services is very time-consuming when they are not readily available.
and they are very often necessary before even the planning can be started.

Si The finished etsigns3 for five different sets of matched dies and their

auxiliary toolinag have provided the designers engaged in this program with a
* vast amosint of information on which to base future designs. These five de-

signs have been completely engineered and are ready for fabrication. In fact-,
much of the tooling has been fabricated and has been cht cked in actual operation.

Finally. the results obtained by the use of the tooling that has been
fabricated and data on the parts that have been manufactured and tested, as
well as on the equipment that has been proven by actual use, are contained in
reports readily available to those interested. Lb addition, there are many
other reports on the engineering studits tha. accomnpanied the design of this
large tooling; all are available frim the writer.

TAL Y

GENERAL CHARA 'TERIS-rICS OF FiVE SETS OF MATCHED DIEST --

DESCRIPTION "A"DIMS "PI" DIFS "C,, DIESF"D;' DLJ I "E" DIES

"""Radome Diameter in Inches 24 23 38 24 37
II (Approximate) 3.

*fRadonie Length in Inches 37 so833 78
* (Approximate)

Maximum Press Load (Tons) 500 900 2500 ZZ5 531
Maximum Average Molding ZZOO 4300 4300 1000 1000
Pressure (psi)

"Total Weight of Dies (Tons) 6 8 37 5 13

.Z.

"...... .... ................. ".,,,•i~ll"'gmn........... <4 ni"i"il'lii l l ]d U li lisHS II. .
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Because of the format requirements of this publication, photographs can not

be reproduced. Those figures not included here can be obtained by requesting
them from Ihe author. A list of these figures and their captions follows:

Figure 1. ZSOO-ton press HAG Photo No. SI 1423

Figure 2- Vertical boring and turning mill HAC Photo No. S13336

Figure 3. Male die detail in handling fixture HAG Photo No. R34755

Figure 4. Layup fixture with preform HAC Photo No. R361S?

Figure 5. Thickness gage on machining mandrel HAG Photo No. R385Z7

Figure 6. Male die assembly HAC Photo No. R38699

Figure 7. Female die assembly HAC Photo No. R38697
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'by

ZINO 7. JAKSIL

I Wright Air Development Center

For the past several years, Airborne Fire Control Radars have beet
improved considerably and have become a necessary part of UMAY airoefo t

To utilize the full potential of.the Weapon Systems, the radow hag
to be designed, built, checked and corrected in vast quantities. IS an
attempt to meet this demand, large scale construction of facilities hag
began.

th nhefarometers, boresidht measurbnd equipmento , transmission tAt
reflettion teat ranges and dielectric measurig equipments have beep t and
tae being constructed in an attet ti desion ond produce the requitv d ra-

decEven at best* the testingc evaluation and correation of fire control•i• redos are time consuming and costly* One of the many attempts to reduce
the cost and time involved has been directed to the improvement of test

V--ight-l•Aeld lookin for a sample go or no-go gage for produationl
.•.•.testing bad in mind a single horn* induction or perhaps a capacitive type

device to aevect. the electrical phase variation in all types of radome

walls. This device had to be small* easily carried, accurate and sinOle
to use. The main objective was to be able to use this device on all
shapes and sizes of radomes regardless of the material used in its boeio
construction*

S1 A device was conceived, by the Radome Branchz Wright Air Development
Center, -whereby the reflection coefficient could be used to determine the-•:eqrui-,enw t ele(,trioal thickness of a radome under investigation, with a

single horn at normal inoidenceo

One of the prospective advantages of this new instrument lies in the
fact that it not on~ly indicates a rejected radome but can tell the Oopra-
tor where and to what extent, either positive or negative, the radomo is
out of tolerance Ieleotricallyf. Another advantage lies in its simplic-
ity of design and operation which reduces testing time and cost*

Fig Fi•ore one (1) shows the basic diagram. A Klystron is used to DuP-
. ply energy at a 1000cps modulated X band frequency. The forward senaing
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directional coupler (D1) ih used to detect the forward energy ftom the
~strono The other directional coupler (02) Is used to detect refleced

energyfrom a sample wha placed at the antenna aperture, A precision
constant phase attenuator (L) is placed in the forward sensing amr of
directional coupler (D1)s and a constant amplitude phase shifter (0) is
_iaced in the reflected energy arm of (D2 )o Energy is fed 1.-m (A) and ()
to the hybrid ars of a magic tee. A crystal detector on one of the co-p
laner arms of the mg-le tee is connected directly to a V.T.V.•. The other
coplanar arm is terminated by the use of an E-H tuner and a resistance load.

By adjusting the attenuator in the forward energy arm it is possible
to obtain the exact magnitude of forward energy to balance the reflected
ener& at the magic tee thereby giving a null. Further, by adjusting the
phase shifter, either automatically or manually, it is possible to get a
very sharp null in amplitudo and in phase. The calibrating of this device
is accomplished by a metal panel plaoed at the antenna aperture.

THEORY

Electrical thickness, effective dielectric constant end phase delay
and their variations can be determinod by measuring the reflection coeffi-
cient of a dielectric test panel, or radome. In obtaining the reflection
coefficient, a known reference is required against which the signal re-
flected from a panel can be compared., When a metal calibration panel is
used, the reflection is lO0 and the phase reversal is it

If IPJ2 is the power reflected trom the radoims panel, comparing this.
with tha 100l metal panel reflection umans that the ielI2 is IR1. the ab-

solute value of the complex reflectiofl coefficient of the radome panel.
If P' is the measured phase indication of the signal returned from the
panel, usinsO0 as a calibration point, which was obtained by use of the
metal panel, then 'ff+ P1 = R' will ba the argument of the reflection co-
efficient of the radowa panel.

The electrical thickness, effectiye dielectric constant, and phase
delay, and their variations can all We computed from R and RI * A solid
wall, at normal incidence for the losoless case

At. r, + T'()
* where T' is the argument of the complox transmission coefficient. Since

phase delay is expressed as,

(2)

j where d is panel thickness and tha wavelength, we have

2T A
•. Thus we have expressed phase delAy in terms of measurable quantities.

Since,

*R' ar in taon, (4)
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en 2 V" (electrical thickness)

thoe Jaj I-1T1 4- sint (5)
9I- r2 )2 + 4rt sint Ji

now we have two equations expressing the veasured R~' and 1]R12 in terms of
and V' These two equations can be solved simltaneously to give • in terms
of R9 and 1R1 2. Sin dielectric constant Is

we have the dielectric constant in terms of known quantities, Similarly
the equivalent forlas for the more complex cases such as sandwiches and
lassy radome wall.s can be devised utilizing norml incidenceg"

The Dalxo-Victor Company vas awarded the development Contract AF33(616)
-3092 to ccpletely develop such an instrw nte The final instrument will
feature automatic null seeking, recordings be small and light weights andi
"will be exeeptionaLly easy to overate° It is expected that the accuracy
will be ±! 1 electrical degree. Delivery should be withing the next few

CONCUSION

If such a device as this meets all expectations, fabrication of fire
control redores including mono;ulse can be checked accurately end quickly*
This device is not erpected to replace all the other large equipments, but
certainly will expedite the production testing, correcting and final appro-

val of guidance type radomes.

'X .. . . . ..i
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Culver City, California

ELECTRICAL THICKNESS MEASUREMENT BY A SINGLE-HORN1

METHOD

by

ff. R. Hope

In order to correct the boresight error of a radome, it a necessary
to start with a radome whose walls are uniform in electrical thickness
over any given cross section taken perpendicular to the radome axis. It
is a difficult problem to iariuffacture radomes of uniform electrical
thickness; therefore, it is desirable to be able to measure the electrical
thickness of the radome wall. This measurement may then be used in acontrol procedure in the manufacture or subsequen~t correction of theradome. The most common method of making this measurement is by

means of a two-horn interferometer. This method is in general satis-
factory; however, particularly for large radome of a high fineness ratio,
the mechanical problems of maintaining the separation of two horns, one
inside and one outside the radome, to close tolerance beco=es very
difficult. Thus, it would be desirable to obtain the electrical thickness
of the radome wall by means of a reflection measurement using only asubject
single horn placed outside the radome. Such an apparatus has beentdesigned and constructed at Hughes Aircraft Company and is the subjectof this paper.

The electrical thickness, *, of a dielectric panel is defined by the
equation _ _

at normal incidence. The reflection from the panal has minimum ampli-
tude whenf =or ir Then, if X is the wavelength for minimum reflection,for ?I 1

Zi= d ZF -. (2

Dividing (1) by (2). we obtain

t - (3)
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*ois the electrical thickness at the operating frequency or design frequency..
of the panel. If dielectric constant is desired, it may be computed fromA

(~)2 (cj(4)
ZirdI.P.D. = + 2w5

Another termn in Common -se is insertion phase delay, defined, for
normal incidence by equation (5). The above is valid only in the far
field of the horn, which Is not strictly the case with the present apparatus:

A block diagram of the apparatus used to measure: the reflection fromr
the panel is shown in Figkure Z. As may be seen, it it =basically:a re-
flectometer setup terminated in an E-plane rectangular horn. The fre-
quency is swept by meaua of a tracking klystron, the frequency of which
is varied with a hand crank. The reflection is -measured with a directional
coupler and crystal detector and is displayed on a recorder. The recorder

'V table is servo-driven along with the klystron frequency. Thus, a graph
with reflected power on the vertical axis and frequency on the horizontal
axis is obtained.

The measurement of the frequency at which minimum reflection occurs
is complicated by the fact that interactions between the horn and the
dielectric panel occur, thus causing minima to appear at many frequencies.
As shown by R. M. Redhcffar, I this interaction is due to two causes.
First, the reflection from the panel adds vectorially to the reflection at
the mouth of the horn duý) to the mismatch of the horn to space. When these
two reflections are out of phase, a minimum will occur, even though the
reflection from the panA is not a minimum. This effect has been reduced
by the design and construction of an extremely well-match6d horn. The
horn is flared to an E-pl.-ne aperture of approximately I lI/Z inches. The
transition from the wavogu•ida to the horn is a curved section tangent to
two walls of the wavegul,!e, thus minirnizing throat reflections. A ground
plane 3 inches by 5 irchs is located at the mouth of the horn. The remain-
ing mismratch is minimizved by the insertion of a teflon strip and a block
of polyfoam in the mouth of the horn. The horn match is shown in Figure 3.
A second cause of interaction is the backscattering of reflected energy by

the horn and the resultant multiple reflections between the panel and the
horn. This effect is naturally aggravated by the ground plane used for

,&;. j matching. Nowever, probably due to rapid inverst - square at[r.atio
of these multiple reflections, they have been found experimentally not to
interfere with the measorements as did the interactions due to mismatch
of the horn.

1. R. M. Redheffer, "The Interaction of Microwave Antennas with tielectric
Sheets", M. I.T., XO. Lab., Report R - 423 -18
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In order to test the operation of the equipment. three 12 inch by 6 Inch
panels of plexiglass ground to thicknesses of 0.437 Inch. 0.414 inch. and
0. 392 inch weres made. Curves of reflection versus frequency are ihbows
in Figures 4. S, and 6. TJhe dielectric constant of the plexiglass was thenN
computed and compared with the dielectric constant as computed from a
measurement made on a small sample of each sheet in a cavity dielectroms-
eter. As may be seen, the measurements by any one method agree with
each other within ± 2 percent. However, the reflectorneter mneasuremenfts
are considerably lower in value than those made with the interferometer
and cavity. It is felt -that this is due to the fact that spherical rather then
plane waves are incident on the panel. thus increasing the apparent angle
of incidence. This effect becomes smaller as the dielectric constant is
Increased and the panel becomes thinner. A sheet of epoxzy,- Shell 1001

~A 1 1.2 inches by 12 inches of thlc'kness 0.278 Inches was measured with the
reflectorneter as shown in Figure 7. Its dielectric constant was corn-
puted and compared with a meas uxement made on the panel with an Inter -
ferorneter. The mneasurementta all ag~ree to within 2 percent.

Many measurements were made on radornes. since this was the primary
purpose of the instrument. A typical measurement is shcwn in Figure 8.
This radorne has previously been found to be electrically Lniformn with

* Irespect to rotation with the Hughes Aircraft Corapany boresa9Igtinft equip- u%
j ~~mer~t. The d*electric c onetant and electrical thickness at 9000 inca. are N

shown and compared with results obtained from an interferomder. No.....
change in electrical thickness with radome rotation was observed. Both
measurements were take~n at a point where the radorne was about 5 Inches
in diameter. N~o effect due to tia opposite wall of the radome -was observed.
A second radorme, found to be asy-mynetrical with respect to rotation with the
borasighting, equipment, was z~e-,sured. This rad-orne has a variation In
physical tbiclknass with rotation Uf 0. 004 inch in addition to-a variation in
dielectric constant of the wall. rilectrical thick-ness and dielectric constant
measurements at various rotational positions were comnputed and compared 4
wit I measurerientis made on an interfu~rozneter. The electric thickness
varies about 80 fprom the. thin to t%,e thick portions oi the domne. A

All of the measurenvents were mnade at zn optinmw distance of 3/4
inch fromn the horn to the panel. Va~riations of 1 1/8 inch cause no

* apprecieble shilt in the frequency of mninimum raflection. At distances

much snmaller than 3/4 inch, tbe reflection from the front interface of the
pan-el becomes large with respect to that from the zear' interface of the
panel due to inverse - square atterization, and th- rniuimum almost disap-
pears. At distances much larger than 3/4 inch tlha magnitude of the re-

* ¾ atisfactory measurement. The ra~nae of the tracking 7.1yatron and of the
horn match is 8000 to 10, 000 incs; tbus tha instram,-nt. a, limited to a
range of tL ZO percent in dielectric constant or 1k 20 degrees ink electrical

4 lruckness it the pnlor radlore is t aawiv catpeldesigned toe ahall -wv thik at_
* ~normil incidenice at the center frequency of 9000 rncs. Obstacles such

as panel edges in tho field of tha horn do not seem to affcct the re.adings
of the reflectometer greatty. Panels as small as 6 inches by 6 incehs

V'AtX3'R56-.3936 'Vol 1 192
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give satisfactory results and It Is felt that 3 inch by 3 Inch panels wil \Q"
also be satisfactory, although thise has not yet been tried. The measuIre
ments made by the reflectometer are consistently too low especially '

for panels of low dielectric constant. Thus the Instrument In its p F:!*
form must be calibrated for such measuremenft. However, the rel

= tive measurements at various points of a radome wall are sufficiently
accurate and are still very useful. It may be possible to apply a
theoretical correction to account for the fact that the panel is in the
near field rather than the far field of the horn. It may also be pc. 46v
to construct a lens in the mouth of the horn-to produce more nearii,
*plane waves -at the panel.

The reflectometer is being rmodified for normalization witl. a ratio.
meter to eliminate error* due to variations in klystron outpnt withk
frequency. For rapid measurement. the tracking klystron will be
replaced by a traveling -wave tube electrically swept through the 8000 F5I

-~ I to 10, 000 mci. range several times a second. The reflection versus
frequency may then be displaye4 on the face of an oscilloscope. An
attempt is being made to construct a matched horn without the use of
a ground plane.

It is felt that t'he presenr instrument is capable of a relative measure-:
ment of dielectric constant with an accuracy of ± 2 percent, electrical
thickness with an accuracy of I. I percent, and a resolving power of one
electrical degree.

" 4 R5-93 o 9
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Robert V. t ikU*&

SCa~rdsna; Calif.

Early radomes were usually overstrength due to the electrica. raqirements for
sandwich thieknesa, the double contoured shap. of the parts, and the slow speed VO
of the aircraft on which they vere installed. This condition of overstrergth
is gmradlly being ellainatei by nore critical weight requiferent•s by ULgher
speeds and related higher loads, and by higher temperatures which reduce the
p iýiycal properties of the materials. It is apparent that the Ofat" of over-
strength radcies is in ths fires and high margins of safety of uandvich strmctures
belong to the past.

The legh r_!ns of safety of early radomes vas an essential factor of their
design. It was krzoni thtat bonis were weak and inconsistent. Parts were tested
by tapping with a coin to detect unbonded areas. Quality control vas lin~ted by
1-"ck of knowledge of the factors which influenced part strength. Radcnes
faoricated to early standards would be entirely unacceptable today, prArily
, .because of low & inconsistent bond strength.

The use of sandwich construction in aircraft is increasings both for, rsadmes and
: {other strus tural ccnp-onents. The radome itself is fast bacmitg a pr•ar
:. / ,strac t;r= coa_-onent wqhose failure would -endanger or cause the less of the Ur-

"crsft. V.e radome ray bo necussry7 to the shape of the aircraft fo.- controlability,

may carry cabin pressure !o& .sg airframe loads, or perform other viral f.r-ctiA=s
There cc- be no ccutprva.ises with quality, and no inconsistencies'of strength with
thctso prins~ry straaturess

Bf c~acse fabricatio:n met•s•s are complex, consist of many variables, each of -Aiich
4 is subject to himan error, I.sitive knowledge of quality and strength is needed.

In particular, prcof of advocate bond strength is required. This paper presents
a device and a method which has been successfully used since 19•. for the
datection of ,s• bonds in sazdwich structures.

Method of Creration.,

Any en-ireei is familisr with a punch press and the method used in punching holes
in a sheet of netal. Ireferrirg to Figure I, it can Ie seen that when the load
.hP" on the punch exceeds the shear resistance of the material around -he periphexy
of the pimch, a Plug wili be sheared out of. the plate, The shear ,tress at
fsilure is.

A =7 r-- (1) (Ref. Figure I)
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to a bedn stes.as ma as a sthar stress* Bowxer, tUs abear stress arawd•* p tr of vi p win t na ge. (Re. n). _,_,_--

be satUsnede ft Whs case the shAm stress will exs principalky in the
seMuzcb core material (Ref. F•r M~) and will lave the followdn valustA (2)

The sher stress o po In Us s w core d at.r-a is Identicl to ta
produced in the stiandard fl l test specim. (Ref. Figure IV). FThe shear
stress In both cases is trnserzed across bd the bonditimis tf core and thu skin,
The bond strength this ase tmed by the fastes ill ad. it Is noted Oa th e
shar xU3 sre utfter bsy the testir is a m dl at the exact pe valpher of Us
foots and decreases in proortion to the dtwai erc of the concrntzii crcles.

pr u the bein•im• the aarlle device ah m e In Figure V ias used. The wight 8W
%tves i boaret onto the panel at the prescribed Intervals. Betw unue of the clums

nature of ths devices its constant loads lack of portability* and diffculty of
.applytrg It to radcme shapes-9 a better method of a.•lyt• tho l.oad was needed*Thes better method sa3 found In the va licup. (6ka. Iisnre VI)a

The principal of operAtion of the cup is obvious on inspection heI& the cup Is
S~ evacuated, load is applied betveen the foot and the sandwidi thus creating the

shea stress In th n core. The load on the doot may be calcuateid as folloes:

DU

P P- 4p A, -,ap•() (3)

"vh te p Is the vc psit and other symbols are as "ned in _ e-ighv t1. Not-

wathat this equation neglects the area urder the foot. o

pJiThe shear stress in the aore materiIs approximately eqaal to the follodw ne

•-•?• :value:

fS I 4-I d (n-t) 4(n-t)d

,A- prototype vacud a cup device was delivered to the Forest Frodiucts Laboratory tin
Th.i50 for evoluation. Report 1832-B a is obvishon is a result of this eork and
hreaors the sosnlowin conclusoonst tet s

.J.% . Poor ponds tn sandwich panels havern cores oa asumin= foil honeycomb, glass
T cloth honeycambr or balsai can be dectea d by propear use ot the tester.

S2. t t makes no difference on which side of the ot. po bond occurs.

3. Cores which f ail cithout sudden failues such as CCA or cotton honeycomrk aclohnnot be detected.bt I
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4. 2Ib InsttmmA is a ox • to as stbe u w a flesural shear test .a
detectrg pow boadso but not as amoUw as a flatuise teusile test.

Sine1 pAUdb igM tOm above roports 1 n Uts lbOator7 lbis fabricated and
nt-atod a tester using a lreau m dalar nmber of feet. 7his

variation m be • sefal If a .arze mmbor at Uft parts are to be tested. It is
apparent that Forest Prdt•t Laborto te ed Us device willues test
the bond strenMt of -dh-ich pane• . and tlo the author has used the device
for .-- oximial-y five years on ."-rinn= =s Uabrlatd• by Zenith Plastics
CORaMW and Ums sboin the tesUtr to be a mblaU instrument for quality controlor Material Reie mspoLtion ok

Cca~ratiw est

In order to eare the results obtained by me of the tester with flenral shear
and f'atdiso tension valuess a pesles oi fl. panmel representizig typical radcue
configmrations were fabricated and testeaL. T panels were 36" x 51H9 and
constructed as shosi below with glass olnth Dam ant glass bonecomb core.

fae Thickness .025 .035 .0% .025 .035

Panel Thic ss .534 .303 .352 .209 .739 U

core Material x 6.0 -j x6.( f x S.o . inx4 0316 x4.5

Test specimens were cut frca tho panels as szbm en imCure VII. Results from this

series of tests are shown in TWabe T e Mratios of the minimum and maximum to
the averages are also shown.

It is noted from a study of tho values that the sensitivity of the tester is of the
same order as that of the flexdral shear tests perfaron-3 on samples. It May a1JO
be noted that in both cases the actual scatter of data is large.

Reco_- ended Method of Use:

1' If a large number of like parts are to be checked, it is suggested that a flat
panel typical of the cross-sectional config-m-ation of the part be made and tested
as outlined in this paper. The test value reccerided for use in checking the
part should be approximately 70% of the failing value for the test panel. If the

fle=ural samples and flatuise tensile samples indicate the panel is considerablyweaker or stronger then can be expected of the peart the test value may be .4
adjuated accordingly.

If only a limited number of part.a are to be tested, the equations presented may be
ussd +, calculate the test valuoi. The value of shear stress to be developed may
be takea as the expected value o. bond itr-'2;th or the design values of shear stress
in the core. Standard practice 4t Zenith is to usc 70% of the average value of the

ultimate shear strength of the ,"nre in the TL and TW plane. This value is well below-that which will dsmage the core m•tweriall but will show up any large deficiencies in ,

the bond:

,vC TR.56"393 l • ..
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D501W CF A NONDESTROUTIVE TEST FOR G ,LS U J1LkI)'L&I) LAZTIN .

ty

A. J. Schwarber, Jr.

Jtive Testing Research, Battelle Memorial Institute

For a number of years the Bureau of Ships has been sponsoring

research for the purpose of developing instrumentation and procedures for
nondestrively testing glass-reinforced plastic laminates. original
applicatlon of glass-reinforced laminates by %he Navy was for construatiOl
of a%31 b=ts. At present, hovever, the use of these materials has
extended to many other structural and semistructural uses. The ever-
increasing volume of the materials being procured and the structural
requireients Involved have necessarily increased the need for improved
""nspection techniques. Current inspection techniques involve visual
inspection vith strong white light, and/or tapping of the laiinate. It
vould be highly desirable to furnish the inspector with instrumentation
to augment the tests he currently uses.

An vid-ealized" nondestructive-test instrument for polyester-
glass laminate should have as many of the following characteristics aS
possiblet..

(1) Yortaoiliaty and ruggedness
(2) Economy and ease of operation
(3) Capaoility of detection oft

(a) Delamination
(b) Porosity
(c) Dry spot
(d) Resin segregation
(e) incomplete cure

(4) Ability to moasure la•ina3te thickness
(5) Ability to measure resin or glass content of laminate
(b) Ability to penetrate at least 1/2 inch of.laminate
(7) Must )e a "one-side" Inspection tool.

3eirly in the research program, a comprehensive survey was made
of existing equipment and procedures, and the various energy forms used
by this equipment were reviewed for possi.ble application to laminr'mte
ir~spection
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TMII MI as, USED FOR RVALUATIhIG VISMTj&UdjS AM' TEST M~OEDUMM~

Af laminaess contalning dry spot,, delaminazlon,, paoaty.
and resin sep tl&on were obtained from various manufacturers, in most
case,% the 6ampl" vere flat panels b inches square, with thicknesses rangiM

Sfrom 0.10 to 0.50 tnch* Several samples of glass-reinforced tubing were
Salso obtained for• testing. Several lami.nate panels 1/1+ inch thick were made

in the laorataky with small cellophane inserts between the two central
layers of reinftftement. These panels thus contain typical delamination
defects. A gr ofispecial panels were fabricated by the M4aterial
La,•wraty of the New lork Naval ShIpyard.

The resin employed was modified with styrene to a viscosity of
approximately t0 centiuoises. The laminates were made in a press with
platens heated at 200 F. Polished ferrotype plates were used as the mold,
and the curing time was 1/2 hour.

In amB group of samples, an attempt was made to hold the resin
-content of the panels constant, with panel thickness being varied. Table 1

Sdescribed this growp of samples.

In another group of samplesan attempt was made to hold the
panel thice constant at I!4 inch, while the resin content of the panels
was varied. Table 2 describes this group of sonples. The maximum deviation

Sof these samples from the 1/4-inch nominal thickness is about 4 per cent.

Inspection with bLiht

Th =oat effective nondestructive tests currently in use on
leignates involve visual Inspection by transmitted or reflected whitegiht.

Many tests were made with ultraviolet and infrared light, to
determine whether another portion of the light speotrum might prove more
efficient than the white range, but white ligat p-oved to be superior.
The visual irsp~tfon of laminates is e~fective since most serious defects

cause discoloration in the material. Obviously the method is limited to
translucent material, and some other means zust bo used where opaque
laminates are concerned.
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TABLE 1. COISTANr-RESIN-CONTEIC, VARYLNG-T-H.CKZS SAMPLES

Nominal Number Resin
Thickness, of Content, Specific

Panel inch Plies per cent Gravit.

7 1/8 10 38.5 1.79
8 3/lb 15 39.1 1.1b
9 1/4 20 37.1 1.80

10 5/lb 25 39.b 1.77
11 3/8 30 38.9 1,7b
12 1/2 40 38.1 1.78

Note: Reinforcement -- Style 1,000 glass cloth.
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TABLE 2. COSTANT-THICKESS, VARIAh.LE-REPIN-CONTT 
84PIX

* N

Number Resin Contet, Specflao

Panel Reinforcement of Plies p'%r cent Gravity

1 cloth(l) 21 3.8 1.79

2 Cloth(l) 24 32.1 1.8b
3 Cloth(l) 19 41.1 1.1 rr'

* 4 Polyester mat(2) b 75.4 1.40
5 Polyester mat(2) 9 62.5 1.48
b Polyester mat(2). 8 b7.3 1.45

13 Polyester mat(2) 4 82.3 1.35
1 U Polyester mat(2) 10 57.8 1.51
15 Cloth(3) 1 48.8 1.03

(1) Style 1000-13. cloth

(2) 1-1/2. ounce Polyester Mat (Treatment 17)

(3) Equivalent to Style 1000 cloth.

All samples ncinnally 1/4 inch think.
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Tapping laminates with a blunt object is often an effective means
for locating lamirar-type defects, due to the difference in sound eenerated
when the material above a delamination is vibrated. This test method is
currently used to evaluate the extent of questionable areas of lamirAtes.
Since the results of this test method depend completely upon the akill of
the inspector, instrumentation to verify his judgment would be vex- desirable.
Experiments were p.erformed with an electromechanical tapping devicep in an
attempt to develop such an instrument. The instrument uses a variable-
frequency relaxation oscillator to control the tapping rate, and another
control allows the force of impact of the tapper to be varied. A crystal
detector is used to pick up the vibrations from the laminate. The vihbations:
can ýe l:stened to with earphones, and their waveform may be monitored with
an oscilloscope.

The electromechanical tapper used on glass-reinforced laminates
did not disclose any more information than routine tapping and listening
techniques. However, a device of this type ray have a possible ap2 lication
for inspecting choneycomby sandwich mate-ial, where bonding of the outer
skin to the honeycoab reinforcement must be inspected.

Dve-Penetrant Tests

A number of tests were made with liquid dye penetrants, to evaluatethe application of the test metthod to laminate inspection. For a penetrant

inspection to be effective, defects must necessarily be open to the surface.
Surface crazing and porosity show up very well under penotrant inspoction.
Where penetrant can be applied to the edge of a panel, delaminations at the
edge may be readily located. The method has been very useful for laboratory
evaluation of laminate samples.

•~io_•ranhv Tests•

Radiographs were taken of a number of laminate test panelm. The
panels were 1/4 inch thick, made with Vibrin 322 resin reinforced with
184-114 glass cloth. Exposures were made for 5 mimutes -at 40 KVP and
8 milliamperes, at a distance of 30 inches. Type X film was used. TheS~radiographs clearl!y show areas of obvious density variation, such as gross
porosity and resin concentrations. Delaminattons were not detected, This

method is costly asd time consuming, and involves a relatively largo &mount
of equipment, so it has been used only for laboratory tests.
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0!, ULTUMSNIC Z

Ultrasonic tests have been used swcesaUy for a mb•r f ot"Ms
to locate internal disecontinuities in mztale. The method is effective on
most metals since they hv,'te relatively good ultrasound-propagation qualities.
Most reinforced plastic materials have poorer acoustio propagation qualities.

A Therefore, using ultrasonics to inspect reinforced laminates involves much
more than a direct "applications9 problem.

A pulse-echo-type instrument uses a quarts orystal to transmit
pulses of ultrasonic energy into the material unrder test. The time required
for a pulse of energy to be reflected back to the crystal from an interface
is measured electronically and is displayed •a an indication on a cathode-
rry screen. This screen may be calibrated aO that the thickness, of a
material, or the distance to a discontinuity in the material, can be deter-
mined directly.

Laboratory tests with pulse-echo oeuipment were made at frequencies

of 4 2-1//, and 5 megacycles per second. No useflul results could be
obtained.

Through-+ransmission inspection le ",ually accomplished by using
% an instrumont with two crystals, one for traigmitting, the other for receiv-

ing. The crystals are mounted directly in lpe vith each other, and the
work piece is placed between them. An inspeation of this type must be
conducted in a suitable sound-transmittinj fluid sxch as water or oil. The
fluid provides acoustic coupling between the Crystals and the work piece.

A The receiving, or detecting crysta!l. produeac &ý clectrical sigral propor-
" tional to he amount of ultrasonic energy inpin-ing upon it. The signal is
usually amplified and displayed on an oscillo.cope screen. Since defects
or discont~nuitie, in the work piece attenuate the beam of ultrasound, a

I sudden decrease in amplitude of the received idgnal as the work piece is-t being scanned is indicative of some defect in the material.

While this test method is not a *ot'o-sided* test, it was found to
be quite effective for laboratory evaluation of the internal quality. of
small Lswinate test panels. Delamination-typ.o defects could readily be
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located in laminates up to 1/2 Inch thick. The exteut of the delamInate'
area could be determined, and the panel surface could be marked accordingly.
Dry-spot end gross-porosity defects also could be located. Frequencies of
1, 2-1/4, and 5 megacycles were used for the tests, with the best results
obtained at. I magwqnUl.0

A resonant-frequency ultrasonic instrument uses a tmansducei to
Stransmit t~e energy into the rk piece. Suitable coupling fluid (waterI
oil, or gl~cerin) is necessary between the transducer and the work pieceb
iectronic circritry in the instrument is provided to furnish a means of

sweeping a prencribed range of frequencies. if the material being tested
is in the thickness range corresponding to the frequency range being
covered, it. illU resonate at a frequency characteristic of its thickness.
The transducer registers this frequency as a change in the electrical
circuit. This change may be detected by means of a change in tone of a
sigra1 in earphones, by an increase in the reading of a sensitive meter,,
or as a 'pip" on an oscilloscope trace. The oscilloscope trace my bec-alibratea s7 that the location of the Spip" indicatea thickness of tkS

ir:rk piece directly. If a defect or discontinuity in the work piece
presents a large enough reflecting surface to the ultrasonic energy, a ot

pip'l indicating the depth of the defect below the surface will be seen
~ on the oscilloscope Oczeen.

• %
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4 A manber of cotezoial resonent-.frequency ultrasonic Instirments mw
tested on various laxmintes., One of theesa lnatiruenets, the Audigages, to manu-

PW5S-5 Audigage has a frequency range of 0.65 to 2.00 megacycles. Usingfate byBaua ntietIioprtdSafrCnetct h oe
special Type B transducer with this instrument,, delamination. could be located
in samples l/4m-Inch thick. This 130V megacycle transducer is made t7 sandvich-
ing barium-titanat. between two layers of quarts* Thickness measuruenta we"
made on laminates in the thickness range of 3/8 to 1/2 inch., with accuracies

'Wti 1 per cent. Thicimes me~suremmt could be made within 3 per cent when
high-quality laminates were baing testd-

I 1 Another conwroially available resonant-frequleacy instruamet tested on
Unittes as the Sonizonl, ranufactured b7 the fagnsflux Corporation, Chicagop

I'll nis. The standard Sonison instrument In equipped with five quarts tran3ý-
ducra that, cover the frequency rangem of 0,25 to 5.00 megacycle. per second. ra
Operation.. a coupling fluid such as oil or glycerin =ast be plboed betveen the
traw~uzfer &nd the work poece. Rgeonemce indica'4orts are observed on a cathode-
Ma Comen. The careen can ba cal-ibratsi to indicate thickness-direct~yo

4 1 irzstr=, out is designed priaril1y for the inspeotion of metals.4

Th3 q(ra~tz tranzeducer's furniahsa with tne3 CqUi~~ent wilnt produce useful
Cre.9s V.) adp -x~i~m titanato transduaere to Wh, instrument.

Sariui. titem- te .1a ba~dcally an electrostriotive -material which, when
pola:Asvd, a~vszecs propirties ai'oilar to piezoelectric materials such as juArts.
ii5-1 =zPlituddo vihrat'Ons can be obtained from barium titanate Uzan frc~a quarts.

I ~If the barium titoanat* transdueers can be used effectively with the
~~ the eathode-ray screen will than produce visuaal indication of the

* 1 ~inte' n.-- quality' ot the lazimrte under test*

wl e-aain fvrou nr forms applicable toý glass-laminate
in~p~otion Indinated that dielectric teat3 might be developed to the point whiere

Itzay co,-zig Airnish u~iefu1 informaltion ab'ýe- the material, Initial tests at audio
Ciese Vora Performied i~l.th probes ha'r~.r.i plaaar contact surface3, applied to L

r4a4 la~irzate seaimsna, " eidio-cscillator was usdt upy4nrrt h

- r!ýa)w a vacumtub otee a s- omnuevlaecagsi h
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Invstigattion of existing patents on die#AlectA-tUn& eq~dpua~t
discOsOed that United States latient 2,O54 dscribes an eleetronic thick-
ness gage for dielectric materials. 71hu patent Is Ismued to Wr 1, A. Vadmant
and in assigned to the Ebhart )(anufacturiing Co.may, Hwartod, Conoecticut., It,
Was considered that some modification of this gape mig be devloped into an
inspection inetrument for glasas.mIsaate material,,

'Ux

The instrunent Is designed to detect vrariations In dielectric materials*
It does this by using the dielectric properties of the material under test to var7
the capacitance of a condenser in a critically tuned resomat tircuit. An the
dielectric between twoý plates of a condenser Is -varied, the capacitanes of the
condenser Is also varied, The contact electrode of the instrument foms One side

~~ I of thiin condenser, wihile the grounded shell of the probe form t%ýo other aide*~--
When the contact electgrode Its placed against a laminate test plece, the capai..
tance lietween the electrode and ground is changed. This change In capacitance
causes a change in the amount. of plate current being draw ty the crystal.
controlled oscillator circuit. A vacuim-tube voltmeter In incorporated In the

* instrumont to furnish meter in~ications proportional to the =mout of plate cur-.4 ~rent being drawn by the oscillator* The instrunent may be calibrated so that
the meter reais indicate 1azninate thickne~ss (vton resin content of -the sample

* is not a varitble), or resin content (when thicknesa is not a variable). A
gross deteat in the lamfnate,, su -a as a dry spot or resin concentration, will

cause a vutdden meter -deflection as the pro'be pastes from normal Isminat to a

oPezaited, the second used either batteries or regular Lime voltage, while. the
Model 3 kLstruun1.n+ operates frcm 110 volts alternating curent. Th osci lto
circuit is contataed La the hand-.held probe, which is a stainless steel cylinder
&7)out C inches lon~g and 2-1/4 inches In diwamter, The vantact electrode., which.1 is placed against the surface to be imspected, consists of a 1incuh-diameter
bras~s roller., Mounted on a brass abaft several inches long. The contact electrode
is insulated frm~ the stainless steel shell of the pro~be by a polystyrene bushing.

The Model 3 instrum7ent functions well as a laminate thic;Cneas gage.
koplyirng the instrumuent to the group of samples dejoribed in Table 1, a plot
of~ meter reading as a function of laminate thickness was obtained. This plot
Is sbova in rligure 1, Since the sazaples all contain about 38.5 per cent resin
content, thiukners of t)'e samples is the critical variable.

To see if the probe vould be functional on lamirates wt cnieal
cur7,tuiv, tho following experiment vas pe,-formed * A thitk 9 S -tasureme t test

WXTh 56-3931 V'o1 1 1
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was rde on 1 Section of glass-relentored plastic onI-fla tubing. The 3--/Z.
1% h-O tubing is made ,Lith glee-aam reinrerm t and is centrifugaly cast.
The roller electrode Ws placed against the outer surfae of the tubing, anM

reaIWgOvr takent at 45419C ,.eT4 my mlw & tbh e wuf6rerAc. A tvMWq
ictromter was used to obtain atual ti readings for correlation vith

the meter valtoes T ais t Is A in Figure 2, 12e uaxdma 'm1
thicness aratic is about 0.25 and is eadiY indicated IV' the pwobe

e1ne-Co~tent Keasuremnt

Resin content as wal1 as thWekmes Of laminates af•ect the plate eurrent
readings of the kfodel 3 probe. Althogh thicekss appears to have the greater
effect, it is possible to use the instrwont as & resn-content ga•e.

For resin-content measuremenat tests, pAnels of the same thickneU
(I/4 inch) were chosen. Table 2 describes these saWples. The resin-content
raMP covered by these smples extends from about 30 to 80 per cent. Mat and
cloth type reforce2ent is used in the awmlgs, althoigh no sample contains
both types. The curves in Figure 3 show plate current plotted as a function of
the reain content of the sgpleso Note that te curve from the cloth-reinforced111sa 1es differs distinctly from the nat-samples curve. Evidently the type of
reinforcement affects the weasurements.

CONCTIMIO!8

(1) Visual inspection is still the best nondestructive test for loainate quality,
when the materials concerned are not opaque,

(2) A skilled inspector, using ntappingn tests, can locate suspicious areas in
opaque laminates by noting the duller sound obtained when tapping theses
areas. An electroeechanical tapping device may be effective for checking
the bond of the outer skin to honeycomb reinforcement.

t3) Dye penetrmnts will detect laminar defects oc,.,uring at the edges of a panels
and will also show surface porosity and crauin .

(4) P.'diography will detect Internal derisity variations, porosity, and cloth
folds, bUt 3s usually ineffective for locating dela;inations.

(5) At present, pulse-echo ultrasonic techniques are ineffective for laminate" ~inspection*

(6) T•Tiough-transmission ultrasonic tests are quite effective for locating
internal defects ucnh ma delaminations, dry spots, and gross porosity,
in small laminate panels. One megaycl.1 operation is superior to 5 megacycles.
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(7) One resonant-frequency instrument, the PMS-5 Audigage, used with a Tem1 B
tfntsdwre, utll effectively measure laminate thickness with accuracy vithbl
8 per cent. It will also determine the depth of delaxination defect vith
the same degree of accuracy.

(8) Work is in progress on adapting barium titanate transducers to the KMe&APV
Sonizon, which may enable it to effectively measure laminate thickness and
locate delaninations.

(9) Dielectric tests can effectively measure laminate thickness from one side of
the work piece. They can also be used to quickly determine resin content of
laminates, if the thickness variable is relatively constant. Detection of
resin concentrations or dry spots are possible under certain conditions.

:1 (10) The current research program may result in improved dielectric-testing
Sequiplent, and modified resonant-frequency ultrasonic instruentse
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AUTOMATIC BORESIGHT'I MEASURING EQUIPMENT _

John. B,. Damontte and Al Gaetano
.... ...Dalmo Victor CompanY, San Carlos, California-

ABSTRACT

The high fineness ratio required by modern boresight radomes
•] has reduced present day radolne design. to an art rather than a

science. The racome designer must have at his disposal some
means of rapidly collecting boresight shift data, which he can
employ to improve or control a given radome design.

This paper describes an automatic boresight measuring..
systems consisting of a radornm mounting fixture, a radar track-
ing antenna and a null seeking mechanism, which can be employed
to provide such data. The automatic boresight measuring equip-
nment is able to automatically collect and record boresight data,

[ cross talk data, and the vector sum of these two as a function of the
angle of look. The accuracy of these measurements is better than..
0. 25 mile.

"This particular set of automatic boresight measuring equip- 4'

ment can also be employed as - radiation pattern measuring device.

INTRODUCTION '0

"A chain is no stronger than its weakest link." Two links of
" particular importance to the aeronautical electronics engineer are

the radar antenna and the radorne. The tracking radar antenna is
responsible for detecting the target of interest and then accurately
determining its relative angulAr position and range. The radome
is responsible for enclosing and protecting the radar antenna during
flight, introducing little or nu .rror in the location of the target of
interest (boresight error).

With the advent of superefonic aircraft, nose radomes have
assumed conkal -rhapes with high-fineness ratios, rather than the
hermir-herical radormes forniorly used with subsonic aircraft. This V
change to high-fineness vatio conical radomes has greatly increased

the radome designec'•s p','oblcf especially in connection with bore-

sight shift for various anglon of look. Radome design is presently
at a state where it is mo !e of an art than a science, and therefore
the raome designer mn,.. t have some tool that will allow him to evalu-
ate just how good a radonme onily be, and just how its characteristics
vary a: sn •.-'anges are inatde in radome construction. 0U
Sw w Ta .56-393, vol I 21'7
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The purpose of this paper is to describe such a tool -- an
automatic bcresight measuring instrument. This particular set
of boresight equipment consists of:

a) a rada-r tracking antenna and a beam shift recording
mechanism which together establish a radar line of
sight, and

b) a radome mounting fixture which supports the test
radome associated with the tracking antenna and rotates
in such a manner that all points on the radome may be
explored.

Bas'cally, the equipment is capable of simultaneously measur-
ing and recording the boresight error, the cros's talk error, and the
vector sum of these two, over angular cuts of 100 with a measure-
ment accuracy of the order of 0. - milliradians.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

The problem of designing a radome mounting fi.tdure such thatwe may conveniently explore any desired portion of a given radome.
at first sounds like a straightforward design procedure. However.
we must be careful that whatever scanning motion is employed truly
reproduces the scanning motion that takes place in the actual instal- -.
lation. Consider, for exarple, an aircraft installation of a tracking.'
antenna and a radome where the ant enna executes an azimuth sweep
for an elevation angle of -10'. The intersection of the radar line of
sight with the radome is a curve, parabolic in form, that lies in a
plane parallel to the axis of the radome. If we were to install the
radome about the tracking antenna on the pattern range, and If we
were to take an. azimuth cut by rotating the radome for the radome
tilted relative to the fixed tracking antenna to simulate -10* in
elevation at dead ahead, the intersection of the line of sight with the
radome in this case is a curve parabolic in form, but lying in a plane
that intersects the axis of the radomeo. These two cuts aze not
equivalent. Figure 1 indicates just how the various azimuth and
elevation sweeps intersect the radome. It can be shown that if wewish to accurately duplicate the boresight errors encountered in an
actual installation, that the test radome must be mounted with its

fill azimuth and elevation axes interchanged. The mechanical desi3n
philosophy of the radome mounting fixture is based on this prerise.
Briefly, it may be described as follows:

The positioning mechanism shown in Figure 2 consists of a
"vertical axis" turntable on which is mountei the half-yoke support
for the "horizontal aids" scanning mechanisr.m. The "horizontal
axis" scanning mechanism is mounted on the half-yoke with large
diamnetr bearings and supports the radome ring bearings. It to.
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motor driven throughout its operating range. The ridome support
ring is mounted on roller bearings to permit rotation of the
radome on its own axis through 360. A suitable €catnp Is provided
to lock the radome support ring at any desired settn1i. The sup.
port ring inside diameter is 461t. and wil accomodate radom en u#p f
42", in diameter. The equipment can be modified to sccomodate
larger radomes. Maximum great circle angular motion permitted

Sby the 46" ring is approximately 1000. A mounting plate is provi-
ded at the upper end of the antenna -support bracket for mounting the
particular radar tracking antenna associated with the radome under
test. A boresight telescope bracket is mounted oan the "horizontal
axis' scanning mechanism parallel -to the radome aAX5 and normal
to the radome support ring. This boresight telescopo mounting
enables the operator to calibrate the test equipment and to check
its accuracy. The antenna support bracket is rigidly attached to the
base of the radome mounting fixture for boresight error measure-
ments. It can be employed in conjunction with the turntable for
radiation pattern measurements.

The other end of the boresight measuring equipment consists
of a null seeking system. This system includes a microwave shaping
device and a positioning mecbanisnm mounted on a pedestal which
utilizes a biplaner parallelogram linkage to position t1he microwave
shaping device. This particular piece of automatic boresight
measuring equipment was designed for a 1, 000" boreeight range
and the null seeking mechanism is designed to search i 30 x 30
milliradian sector.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

Electrically, the automatic boresight measuring equipment
operates somewlit as follows: a microwave source of energy
supplies energy via a flexible coaxial cable to a parabolic antenna
mounted or. the null seeking mechanism. This antenfia transmits a
pencil beam in the direction of the radome and radar tracking antenna
mounted at the other end of the 1. 000" boresight range. The radar
tracking antenna receives this energy as modified by the radome and
develops a tracking error signal proportional to the aparent location

of the null seeker source of energy. These tracking error signals
are resolved into azitmuth and elevation components gtd are fed back

to motors that control the null seeker, which in turu drives the null
seeker in such a manner as to reduce the tracking error signal to
zero. As the radome is rotated through some desired cut, the
effect of the radome changes and the apparent location of the null
changes, thereby chauaging the relative position of the iull seeker.
The position of the null seeker is traastnitted to a graphic recorder
where boresight error, cross talk error and the vector sum of these
two are available for analysis.
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A block diagram of the boresight servo amplifier is shown in
Figure 3, and its operation may be described as follows:

Energy is accepted by the tracking radar antenna system which.
in this particular case, iU a&.conical scanning antenna operating at a
spin rate of 35 cycles per second. This signal is detected by a
crystal video detector and is applied to a two-stage video amplifier.
The output of this amplifier is deterted by means of a simple "box-
car" type of detector using a keyed detection scheme. This method
of detection is useful in reducina the 1. GOO cycle noise in the ampli-
fier and it also helps to alleviate certain overloading and blocking
conditions that might exist under extreme tra•nsient errors. This
detector extracts the spin frequency modulatiou and amplifies it.
The I, 000 cycle carrier frequency is rejected by a series filter
arrangement and the smoothed output is applied to a narrow band,
35 cycle amplifier filter, which discriminates againut spin frequency
second harmonic noise. The resulting signal is phase detected,
using as a reference two voltages derived from the scanner spin
generator which are indicative of the azimuth and elevation beam
position. The two DC outputs of the phase sensitive detectors are
fed through servo compensated networks, and then chopped at 60
cycles before being applied to their respective motor drive ampli-
fiers. Two feed back loops are provided around the motor drive

SI amplifiers. The first loop is employed to reduce the output impedance
to prevent single phasing of the servo motors. The second loop
employs tachometer feed back to reduce the motor time constant
and therefore allows a higher locp gain with a resulting improved
static accuracy. Tachometer feell back also improves the high frequency
response thereby reducing the effects of wind loading.

Typical response curves for such a Pystem are shown in
Figure 4. These curves indicate that the dynamic error, as limited
by servo response, for a ramp boresight shiut pattern with a slope
of 3 mils per degree, is somewhat less than 0. 3 mils for a rotational
rate of 180 * per 10 minutes. If tachometer feed bac.k is employed,
the ma.-dmum error can be reduced to less than 0. Z mile for a
rotational rate of 180* per 5 minutes, and to less than 0. 1 -mil for
a rotational rate of 180' per 10 minutes.

The factors which ultimately determine the accuracy of the .

boresight measurement can be conveniently divided into static and
dynamic system accuracies, The static err'ors include such factors
as motor wmnsitivity, noise due to spin frequency second harmonic
and carrier demodulation, drift of balance, AInd loading, mnchanical
stiction and magnetron instabilities. The sum total of these errors
is relatively small, probably of the order of 0. 075 milliradians.

The. dynarnic inaccuracies incluce such factors as servo system
response, reference generator phasing and wind loading. As dea- -
cribed above, the servo response depends somewhat on the alope of

% the boresight error; for an extremely poor radome (boresight shift
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rate of 3 milliradians per degree) with a 3 minute data collection
period, the maximum error due to servo response was less than
0. 2 mile. The proper adjustment of the reference generator phasing.
is important in reducing cross talk. Experiments to date l.ndica.
that small inaccuracies in spin generator phasing do not materiallyaffect the overall accuracy. Wind loading is a problem that must

be considered on an individual site basis. The frequency spectrum
of most wind gusts is sufficieitly high to cause jitter in the t racking
syst'em =less extremely high servo frequency response is obtained.
The use of a high gain, rapid response tachometer feed back loop
immediately around the motor and its driving amplifier has been
instrumental in reducing wind gust effects to a tolerable minimum.
On an overall basis, the boresight measurement equipment is able
to operatewith an accuracy of better .than * 0.2Z5 mile. On the
average, the accuracy of the system is probably better than 0. 2 mils.
Obviously, the accuracy of the system will depend in a large measureb.'-..:"
on the bore sight rate of the radome and the speed with which the
boresight data is collected.

DATA COLLECTION RATES

The automatic boresight measuring equipment described above
provides the radome designer with a tool that will quickly and accu-
rately determine the boresight shift characteristics of a given radome.
The various points on the radome may be explored by taking aziiuth
cuts, elevation cuts and/or circumferential (roll) cuts. The data
collection rates depend on the maxdmumi boresight shift slope likely
to be encountered and the required measurement accuracy. For a
rather poor boresight radome (maximum shift slope of 3 mils/degree)
and a measurement accuracy of * 0. Z5 mils, a 1001 azimuth or
elevation cut would require 2. 8 minutes. For a reasonably good
boresight radome (maximum shift slope of 0.5 mils/degree) and a
meaiure•nent accuracy of :1 0. 25 mile, a 100" azimuth and elevation
cut would require 0.5 minutes. For radones with small boresight
shift rates, one can employ a long data collection period and possibly
realize boresight accuracies of 0. 1 nmil.

CONCLUSIONS

1) The high,,flneness ratio required by modern boresight
* . radomes reduces present day radome design to an art rather than

a science.

.** I. Z) A radome designer must have at his disposal some rre ans
of rapidly collecting boresight shift data which he can employ to

~ I improve or control a given radome devign.

W.D0 T R56-393, Vol. 1 2.!,
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3) An automatic boresight measuring system consisting of
a radome mounting fixt ure, a radar tracking antenna, and a null
seeking mechanism, can be employed to provide such data.

41) The automatic boresight measuring equipmfent is abi
to automatically collect and record boresight data, cross talk data,
and the vector sum of these two as a function of angle of look. The
-accuracy of these measurements is better than 0. 25 mils.

5) The automatic boresight measuring equipment can alsoIJ be employed as a radiation pattern measuring device.
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ISDOME SURVEY

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY, CULVER CITY, CAI XOMA 1

"ANTENNA DEPARTMENT

A. Current Research and Development Projects

I. Design and development of radomes for use in missile* and inter-
S• ceptor •.

2. Measure.rent of dielectric constant and roes tangent cf dielectric
materials at elevated temnperatures,

3. Development of equipment for the measurement of insertion phase

delay of dielectric walls. 3
4. Development of microwave antennas for use in missiles which re-

quire a radome as an integral part.

S. Theoretical and experimental investigations of the various types

of obstacles which affect radome pointing errors.

06. Investigation of the various techniques of radome error prediton,

7. S.:dy of the electromagnetic transmission characteristics of doubly.
curved dielectric walls.

8. Measurement of the near-field of antennas with and withiWu radomes.

9. Investigation to compare the error produced by a radome when

mounted in front of a monopulse type antenna and when the same
radome is mounted in front of a conical scanning antenna.

B. Additional work is required on the following subjects:

1. Near-field measurement accuracy required for the prediction of
radome pointing errors.

Z. The accuracy of the presently known techniques of measuring near-

" 3. vne permissible electrical non-uniformity in a fabricated radome
resulting in a so -.called "uniform radome" as determined by rneas-
urements made on pointing error measuring facilities.

4. Investigation of the electromagnetic effect of the nose of a stream-
lined radome in producing radome pointing errors.

C. The chief investigators are: G

D. E. Adler V. Galindo H. A. Schetne
J. S. Ajioka F. T. Hata C. B. Shaw, Jr.
M. Bar H. R. Hope 0. I. Tsuda
C. B. Barke.r V. J. Jenkins B. L. Walsh
S. R. Boy',.' S. Kaspin L. W. Wilson
j. E. Fromnn L. L. Philipson J. Zorzy

. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .2



PLASTICS DEPARTMENT -

7~ A.C Irnvfestiatioanof heat- resistant polymrners directed toward the
development of materials capable of withstanding flight at high
Mach numbers, including a study of the mechanisms of thermal-0
degradation, the prevention of loss of strength at elevated tempera-
tures. and the development of new and improved polymers for high
temperature appicatioas.

2. Development of radonie materials of uniform and controlled dielec-
tric constants by the use of combinations of high dielectric constant .
fillers.

3. Investigation of alternate techniques and tooling for economical pro-
duction of high quality radomes, particularly for intitrceptor aircraft.

4. Investigation of materials, configurations, protective devices, etc.,
for missile radomes to render them capable of flight at tactical0
velocities in rain and after prolonged exposure to adverse climatic .

conditions.

B. Suggestions for Future Programs

Investigation and development of dielectric materials adequate for use on
missiles and aircraft at supersonic speeds. Some required characteristics are

I .Maitennceof dielectric constant within acceptable limits over
3 ~~the operating range of temperatures. .-

2. Mechanical strength at opek~ating te mperatures sufficient to with-
stand acceleration and aerodynamic loads.

3. Ability to withstand thermal sho'-k caused by aerodynamic heating.

*4. Resistance to rain erosion at tactical velocittes.

C. The Chief Investigators are:

=4 Dr. E. L. Armi, He~ad of Plastics Department
*Mr. J. H. Bervo. Assistant Head of Plastics Departmnent

Mr. W. Crofut, Sta~ff Consultant
Mr. M. D. Hudson, Head of Components Development Section

?..G. D. Rbe. tson. Head of Material! Application Section7
Mr. E. F. !Frnith, lvacAO of Applied Physics Group
Mr. R . H . Vreeland", Han~d of Engirwering Projects Group
Dr. R. A. Spurr, Senior Staff ChernistjMr. J. B. Rust, Senior Staff Chemiset
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